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This investigation focuses on the decision making relative to plants by Native 
Americans on one of the oldest and most continuously occupied reservations in the 
United States, the Mashantucket Pequot Nation. Within an agency framework, I explore 
the directions in which decision making about plants were changing from 1675-1800 
A.D. I evaluate plant macroremains, specifically progagules (seeds), recovered from ten 
archaeological sites and the historical record from the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, 
located in southeastern Connecticut. I demonstrate how decision making about plants 
related to food and medicinal practices during the Colonial Period were characterized by 
heterarchical choices that allowed the Mashantucket Pequot to retain their sense of 
economic and cultural autonomy from their colonizers. This type of problem-directed 
agency analysis will aid in placing Indigenous individuals and communities into the 
contexts of colonization as more active participants in their own past, and as long-term 
stewards of the environment. More specifically, this dissertation shows that even as small 
a space as the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation is a rich testimony to the 11,000-year 
history, and continues to provide important information about how households and 
 vii 
communities (re)conceptualize their socio-natural worlds under the most severe 
constraints. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INDIGENOUS PLANT USE AND AGENCY 
 
Introduction 
“All humans groups consciously change their environments to some extent 
– one might even argue that this, in combination with language, is the 
crucial trait distinguishing people from other animals – and the best 
measure of a culture’s ecological stability may well be how successfully 
its environmental changes maintain its ability to reproduce itself. But if we 
avoid assumptions about environmental equilibrium, the instability of 
human relations with the environment can be used to explain both cultural 
and ecological transformations. An ecological history begins by assuming 
a dynamic and changing relationship between environment and culture, 
one as apt to produce contradictions as continuities. Moreover, it assumes 
that the interactions of the two are dialectical. Environment may initially 
shape the range of choices available to a people at a given moment, but 
then culture reshapes environment in responding to those choices. The 
reshaped environment presents a new set of possibilities for cultural 
reproductions, thus setting up a new cycle of mutual determination. 
Changes in the way people create and re-create their livelihood must be 
analyzed in terms of changes not only in their social relations but in their 
ecological ones as well” (Cronon 1983:13). 
 
 This dissertation is focused on Native American decision making related to plants, 
specifically the charred progagules (seeds), recovered from archaeological sites at the 
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, located in southeastern Connecticut (Figure 1). I 
examine how several households within the Mashantucket Pequot community maintained 
their traditional plant strategies in regards to their land use, diet and medicinal practices 
from 1675-1800 A.D. My approach is explicitly anchored in agency theory to investigate 
the dialectical nature of plant use, as highlighted by Cronon (1983), that is observable 
within the archaeological and historical record. I assess whether the decision making 
processes of the Mashantucket Pequot related to their plant use support the interpretations 
of  “continuity and change” scenarios that have been dominant in interpreting Native 
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American material culture during the Colonial Period, from flint to metal pottery (Cobb 
2003), from pottery to glass beads (Loren 2008; Silliman 2009), and from settlement 
patterns to home construction (Jordan 2010; Lightfoot 1995; Scarry 2010). A decision-
oriented analysis of plant use at the household and community scale allows me to hone 
in, more explicitly than most continuity and change approaches, and evaluate Native 
Americans and the choices they had, and the choices they made and how they changed 
(or did not change) in regard to their environmental interactions. 
During the Colonial Period in New England, plant use by Native Americans is not 
yet well understood. In this region, few studies have attempted to analyze environmental 
interactions of Native Americans or the colonists (Bennett 1955; Cronon 1983; Fischer, 
et al. 1997; McBride 2007; Trigg and Bowes 2007). What is understood is that the period 
was one of massive cultural dislocation and environmental disruption for Native 
Americans when populations were uprooted and placed on reservations and the land use 
strategies of the colonists transform the New England ecosystems (Den Ouden 2005; 
Donahue 2004; O’Brien 1997).  Different political and economic systems were imposed 
on Native communities, especially when missionaries and Christianity took root and 
Native American ideologies were placed under the most serious assault (Bragdon 1996a, 
2009; Den Ouden 2005; Mandell 2010; O’Brien 1997; Shoemaker 2004). This goal of the 
dissertation is to shed light on how plants and decisions about plants continued to 
contribute to Native American persistence under these most severe assaults on their 
culture and lifeways and survival.  
The dissertation presents a rich corpus of archaeological plant macroremains for 
the New England region, where such records are scarce regardless of the time period 
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(Chilton 1999; George 1997) particularly one in which Native Americans are thought to 
have “disappeared” from the landscape (Bruchac 2005).  The plant data presented have 
been recovered in the course of a multi-year interdisciplinary and regional research 
project that involves many people (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous) who have 
collaborated in order to examine the archaeological record of the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation (Hauptman and Wherry 1990; Jones 1998, 2002; McBride 2007; Mancini 
2009; Vasta 2007). Many of the components of the archaeological and 
paleoenvironmental data, but not the macrobotanical remains recovered, have already 
been broadly interpreted and applied to regional syntheses (Holmes 2007; Mancini 2009; 
McBride 2007; McWeeney 1994, 1998; Starna 1990; Thorson 1993; Vasta 2007).  
Within this rich cultural context of archaeological and paleoenvironmental data, 
my analysis is focused on plant macro-remains recovered from ten Mashantucket Pequot 
habitation sites within a relatively narrow temporal window. I consider households as the 
‘medium’ for structuring domestic activities inside and outside the physical and 
ideological parameters of a dwelling (Allison 1999). They are the primary stage for plant-
related activities and major buildings blocks to interpret plant decision making at the 
household and community level (Dennell 1972, 1974, 1976; Hubbard 1976; Mrozowski 
et al. 2008; Van deer Veen 1992). I demonstrate that plants, and particularly propagules 
(seeds) recovered from a subset of Mashantucket Pequot households, are a particularly 
promising dimension when one wants to analyze Native American decision making.  
An Agency Approach to Archaeological Plant Analysis 
This dissertation utilizes an agency approach. Specifically, it applies the paradigm 
of Bourdieu (1990) and Giddens (1990) as it has developed over the last three decades. 
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According to Giddens (1984), to understand why people acted the way they did, one 
needs to understand the interplay of “agency” and “structure.” In this investigation, the 
environment and the decisions related to plants are the major focus to understanding that 
“structure.”  People act in the way they do, informed by their knowledge of the 
“structure” in which they are embedded, similar to the way in which Bourdieu defines  
“habitus” (1984; 1990). This “structure” consists of their experience(s), their life history 
of observations, their conscious and subconscious knowledge of the world around them, 
and their memory of their previous actions in the contexts they experienced in the past 
(Bender 2002). Within their experience or knowledge of structure, they have a sense of 
how they and others have acted under similar circumstances, and how well that worked 
or did not work in the past. On the basis of that memory, knowledge and experience, they 
choose how to act in any (new) situation in ways that makes sense to them and that 
promises to return to them what they expect to happen, given their knowledge, 
experience and memory (Silliman 2009).  Each new decision (or action) itself modifies 
the structure, whether they acted the same as or different from before, since it modifies 
everybody’s experience. In that way, society is seen to be in a continuous process of 
“enculturation” (that is, becoming). Thus, structure is never static (Bourdieu 1990; 
Foucault 1978; Giddens 1984).  
Of course, agency within human plant use has always been a part of archaeology, 
but often in ways that actually deflected from the Native American agents (individuals 
and communities). For example, at one extreme end, there are the simple evolutionary 
cultural categorizations of agents into bands, tribes, chiefdoms and states (Fried 1967; 
Service 1962; Service and Sahlins 1960). These evolutionary stages have dominated 
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archaeology well into the seventies of the last century. With reference to Native 
Americans, particularly the band and tribal stages had constructed agents that were 
completely boxed in by environmental constraints. There was little choice left to them by 
the archaeological model builders – the environmental constraints were seen as so severe 
that only a very narrow range of human behavior was seen as possible for the individual 
or the community. In other words, human decision-making was pre-empted by 
environmental pressures and/or observable environmental variables. Any person, faced 
with similar constraints, would have to behave in the observed way. Therefore, to write 
about the humans behind the decision-making, in their cultural experience, memory, and 
history would have been superfluous, because the environment had forced that decision 
so exhaustively.  
In the second half of the twentieth century, with the introduction of a more 
explicitly scientific archaeology, the pre-existing environmental forcing for Native 
American decision-making was put onto a new theoretical and methodological basis 
(Binford 1962, 1965; Clarke 1968; Lee and Devore 1968, particularly). This novel 
approach, which borrowed many of its tenets from other disciplines, such as biology 
(general systems theory) and focused on deductive reasoning, is usually defined as the so-
called “New Archaeology” or “processual” archaeology (Binford and Binford 1968, 
Renfrew 1973). More problem-directed and rigorous scientific techniques were applied, 
so that one explicitly and narrowly characterized the environmental constraints at work 
on Native Americans to the point where only a very limited set of choices were left open. 
This was often accomplished with mathematical and quantitative models, for example by 
means of computer simulation (Thomas 1971, Wobst 1974), game theory (Bird and 
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O’Connell 2006; Smith and Winterhalder 1992), or optimum diet methods (Kelley 1995; 
Winterhalder 1986, 1994). Native American culture, history, experience, memory, 
knowledge, and decision making could virtually be treated as a black box: given the 
severity of the environmental inputs, no matter what kind of head was exposed to it – it 
would have to come to the same decision.  
As an example from the dimension of plant use, the “principle of least effort” 
focuses on the physical landscape as the key factor in shaping the use of plants by 
individuals and communities (Asouti and Austin 2005; Shackleton and Prins 1992; 
Tusenius 1986). According to this approach, the gathering of firewood and other plant 
related products (which include mast and other seed plants) occurs in direct and inverse 
relationship to expenditure of energy (i.e. exploiting plants closest to the site). Similarly, 
site catchment analysis, as it was practiced in the sixties and seventies, interpreted what 
people should have been doing, if they were forced to map closely onto the plant or 
animal resources dominant within a given site catchment (the resources surrounding a site 
and the ability for humans to exploit said resources) (Flannery 1994; Jarmon et al. 1972). 
The principle of least effort and catchment analysis did not leave much room for cultural 
variables such as the traditional methods of exploiting a given environment, the ways in 
which plants were used given the cultural context at that particular historical point, and 
how plants may gain in relative importance because of how closely they might be linked 
to ritual, myth, or enculturation.  
In a similar direction, stereotypes such as the “noble savage” or “ecological 
Indian” have permeated intellectual thinking. The “ecological” categorization of Native 
Americans has emerged as early as the 18
th
 century when Rousseau coined the term 
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“natural man” to describe Indigenous people and their use of natural resources, especially 
plants, throughout the world) (Ellingson 2001; Krech 1999).
1
 That cultural categorization 
of Native Americans has also deflected from the contexts of decision-making and often 
presents Native Americans as being in sympathy with all earth’s creatures and initiatives 
to conserve resources so that all is in harmony and in balance. While each cultural 
categorizations encourage the cultural modeling of resource use, they still tend to 
downplay history and context, and thus understandings that are sensitive to the historical 
contexts of Native American decision making. Delcourt and Delcourt (2004), Ellingson 
(2001), Harking and Lewis (2007), and Krech (1999) in critiquing such categorical 
oversimplifications, champion Native Americans as having been more active participants 
in their history, and for having had a broader set of choices, informed by their historical 
contexts, in additional to their biological landscapes. Many recent scholars and 
investigations, such as within the approach of Human Behavioral Ecology (HBE) and 
evolutionary development biology (evo-devo) recognize the complex, intertwined and 
indivisible relationship that exists between humans and their environments (Bird and 
O’Connell 2006; Kennett and Winterhalder 2006; Gremillion and Piperno 2009; Smith 
2007). Still archaeologists need to be cautious, as advocated by Judkins, Smith and Keys 
(2008:17), about repeating past theoretical mistakes “by accepting simplistic, causal 
explanations based largely on deterministic conception of nature” and  making invisible 
the agency of individuals and communities.  
In a different direction within the range of anthropological approaches, 
particularly relevant to the Colonial Period, Native American decision-making was often 
                                                
1
 Note as advocated by Smith and Wobst (2005) the term Indigenous will be capitalized 
throughout this dissertation. 
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presented as if it were completely pre-empted by the domination of the colonialists over 
Native American politics, economy, location and spatial behavior, and ideology and 
culture (e.g. Mitchell and Scheiber 2010). In the 1930’s and 1940’s, this approach, known 
as acculturation, emphasized the spread of cultural practices from the dominant “donor” 
(colonists) cultures to the passive “recipient” cultures (Native Americans) (Kroeber 1948; 
Redfield, Linton and Herskovits 1936). In that extreme, the colonialist is constructed as 
so lop-sidedly superior, that the Native American decision-making is constrained to a 
place where only very few choices look feasible. Native Americans are presented as 
being completely forced by colonial constraints, so that ANY person would have to come 
to the same identical decision, independent of their ethnicity, history, context, life 
experience, or knowledge. This deprives Native Americans of their humanity.  
As the acculturation approach was pushed to the periphery during the emergence 
of the “New Archaeology”, the locus of cultural change was now placed outside 
“society” into the environment as communities were viewed as being subject to universal 
processes of nature and society (as discussed above) (Mitchell and Scheiber 2010).  
However, the acculturation approach continues to influence the ways in which we 
conceptualize and interpret Native American interactions with their colonial neighbors 
(McNiven and Russell 2005; Trigger 1980). Mitchell and Scheiber (2010:7) note that 
even with the emergence of the postmodern paradigm in anthropology during the 1980’s, 
many “new” conceptual frameworks continue to separate the colonized from the 
colonizer while reifying and essentializing the static notion of traditional culture and 
perpetuating colonists categories.  
 9 
  In the last three decades, two subfields have evolved out of the processual and 
post-processual paradigm: 1) feminist archaeology (e.g.Classen and Joyce 1997; Gero 
and Conkey 1991; Gilchrist 1999; Nelson 2007; Sorensen 2000; Wright 1996) and 2) 
Indigenous archaeology (e.g Atalay 2006, 2012; Bruchac et al. 2010; Nicolas 2010; 
Smith and Wobst 2005; Watkins 2000, 2005). Both perspectives have contributed 
signficantly to undestanding power and identity and can provide additional theoretical 
scaffolding to understand Indigenous choices in the past. When employed together, these 
two approaches are useful to understand how Indigenous communities were able to 
grapple with the challenges of colonization. As highlighted by Dobres (1999; 2000), it is 
necessary to concentrate on studying the range of variability within the archaeological 
record at both the micro and macro level. Within this “way of seeing”, archaeologists can 
analyze: 
“the dialectic of agency, gender, and technology that is set in motion 
during the everyday reproduction of social collectivities. This focus on the 
seamless web of agency, gender and technology is allowing more nuanced 
understandings of the processual dynamics of macroscale culture change 
showing yet again that agency and gender are far more than issues of 
personhood” (Dobres 1999:24). 
  Indigenous archaeology, which is a recent paradigamtic construction within the 
discpline, also allows archaeologists to explore another “way of seeing.” At a 
fundamental level, Indigenous archaeology has allowed archaeologists also to involve 
communities and individuals at all levels of the project and components from excavation 
to interpretations of material culture (Atalay 2006; Silliman 2008). Within its practice, 
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scholars have attempted to move beyond the colonial lens of past archaeological 
interpretations. Both indigenous and non-indigenous scholars have created a counter 
discourse to the Western and colonists’ knowledge and practices and have brought forth 
indigenous worldviews, traditional knowledges and lifeways (Layton 1989; Nicholas 
1997; Swidler, Dongoske, Anyon and Downer 1997; Watkins 2000).  Commonly, 
Indigenous arcaheologists claim that they practice and interpret the material record “with, 
for, and by” Indigenous people” (Nicholas 1997; Watkins 2000). Within the 
implementation of this type of practical approach, archaeologists have attempted to 
remedy and repair colonialistic behaviors that overshadowed the creation and 
development of previous Native American histories (Bruchac 2006).  Such an approach is 
particularly useful for this investigation that explores Native American plant use during 
colonization.   
More recent agency approaches, such as outlined by Doran (2002), Dobres 
(2000), and Wobst (2000), have also opened new doors to investigate material culture, 
especially (and sometimes inadvertently) within archaeological investigations that are 
conducted with and for Indigenous communities. An agency approach acknowledges that, 
when people are exposed to new situations in their biological or cultural environments, 
what they were accustomed to do before, and what they know about the world around 
them will be important parts of their decision-making. Their actual cultural trajectory 
under such stressors as environmental change or colonialist inroads can be understood 
only in reference to what they were accustomed to do and accustomed to consider of 
significance before. All humans have choices and Garman (2005) articulates this in his 
analysis of the gruesome Rhode Island State Penitentiary in the 19
th
 century. He (2005) 
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makes clear that even individuals who are sentenced to life in prison have choices; if one 
wants to understand their decisions actually taken, one needs to present them in their 
context, history, experiences, and knowledge.   
It is at the intersection of feminist and Indigenous archaeology with a focus on 
agency theory that one may be able to transcend cultural categorizations and stereotypes 
and remove colonial biases from plant use to construct alternative histories of Indiengous 
environmental interactions. Conkey (2005:13) stresses that the “intersectionality” of 
feminist archaeology and Indigenous archaeology allows archaeologists to deconstruct 
cultural structures and hiearchies of gender, class, race, ethnicity and build a “common 
ground” around the declonization of our interpretations. L. Smith (2005) further adds that 
the practice these two fields helps archaeologists recognize that the (scientific) 
knowledge we create reinforces and legitimizes specific identities. The intersection of 
feminist and Indigenous archaeology allows one to explore Native American plant use 
beyond our naturalized assumptions and infuse agency into our positivist models of 
human behavior. 
More broadly this dissertation seeks to interwine the paradigms of the New 
archaeology” and post-processual archaeology to create relevance within the science-
history dichotomy as discussed by Nichols et al. (2003). One should not view this 
particular piece of work as “anti-science”  or saturated with “history.” Instead I hope to 
achieve a holism that creates nuanced interpreations of cultural phenonomena that we are 
still grappling with – such as with agency during the process of colonialization. It is 
within this fusion of different subfields (i.e. archaeobotany, feminist arhcaeology and 
indigenous archaeology) that we can recognize the potiential of the discipline to explain 
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the larger questions of human behavior, as related to plants, within our past, present and 
future.  
Continuity and Change During Colonization 
Within the last two decades, continuity and change has become a major analytical 
category within the discipline, especially within Indigenous archaeology, to understand 
human agency while intentionally evaluating shifts within material culture (i.e. Lightfoot 
1995; Mitchell and Schrieber 2010; Rogers 1990).  This interpretation shifts the emphasis 
in analysis and interpretation from stressors and their effects, as seen in the narrow 
ecological orientations of the earlier New Archaeology paradigm (Binford 1962; Kelley 
1990) to variability within Native American lifeways and their choices (Jordan 2010; 
Silliman 2009). The continuity and change discourse has become an important lens for 
analysis because it enables archaeologists to explore patterns of continuity instead of 
assuming passive change, especially during the period of European colonization of the 
Americas. The approach acknowledges that, when people are exposed to new situations 
in their biological or cultural environments, what they were accustomed to do before, and 
what they know about the world around them, will be important parts in their decision-
making. Their actual cultural trajectory under such stressors as environmental change or 
colonialist inroads can be understood only in reference to what they were accustomed to 
do and accustomed to consider of significance before. The emphasis on local variability 
has shifted the center of analytic gravity away from sweeping generalizations of 
processes and patterns of change to interpretations that seek to understand Native 
American communities in their own terms and cultural structures (Mitchell and Scheiber 
2010:12).  
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In regards to interpretations of variability within Indigenous material 
assemblages, Lightfoot (1995) and Silliman (2009) note that too much weight has been 
placed on categorizing the material culture of post-Contact populations in western ways 
of thinking about them. The categorization has roots within the cultural construction of 
acculturation discussed in the section above, as it only measures cultural change in one 
direction, as ratio, and in a “shopping cart kind of way” – as the basket fills, the 
community is more assimilated (Farnsworth 1992).  All decision making that governs the 
cultural practices and agency of the colonized community is reduced to a simple flow of 
culture from one side to the other.   
Many archaeologists within the Indigenous archaeology have pushed beyond 
segregating, classifying and ranking Indigenous cultural practices and cultural 
technologies (Hart 2004; Silliman 2005). Instead, they advocate a shift in focus to the 
interrelationships that tie human choices to the material world, everyday cultural 
practices, and the creation and maintenance of Indigenous spaces and places (i.e. Loren 
2008; Scheiber and Mitchell 2010). Silliman (2005) advocates for the use of methods that 
highlight accommodation, resistance and identity, instead. Within these concepts, he is 
able to incorporate the Indigenous use of space and establishment and maintenance of 
identity within their colonized spaces and landscapes. An example of this can be seen in 
investigations conducted by Deegan (1996) in the southeastern United States and also 
Silliman (2005; 2009) in New England which evaluate individual and community 
negotiation of tradition. Unlike acculturation, evaluating cultural accommodation 
portrays Native Americans as social actors, taking into account, the reality of their lives 
and how these lives are vested in the experiences of colonization (Silliman 2005).  To 
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understand Native American actions during colonialism, it is important to bring their own 
narratives into the picture.  With reference to plant usage, one can document their plant-
related activities, but also their oral history and other narratives. Archaeology is a useful 
tool for evaluating the long term implications of cultural continuities and changes as seen 
the material record, alongside the documentary data (which includes narratives of 
colonized and colonizer). It is through this multi-disciplinary lens, we can understand the 
faces of colonization and the proclamations of independence and autonomy, assimilation, 
hybridization, and resistance (Rubertone 2000).  
One can thus always document histories of Native Americans in the Colonial 
Period as being characterized by continuity and change (this comes close to being 
tautological: what other possibilities could there be? Wouldn’t any population, studied at 
two different places in time, show some continuity and some change?). The same can be 
stated for employing an agency approach. However, it is important to note the ways in 
which continuity and change are valuable for studying material culture and decision-
making processes surrounding that material use. In New England within the current 
archaeological literature, continuity and change have been successfully documented and 
discussed in different aspects of Native American life, such as pottery (Johnson 1999), 
mortuary practice (Vitelli 2009), domestic spaces (Silliman 2009), language (Bragdon 
2009); settlement organization (Handsman and Lamb Richmond 1995), and 
intercommunity connections (Jordan 2010), among many other dimensions. The above 
literature has brought Native American decision making into sharper focus.  
For example outside of the Northeast, in the analysis of  the Arikara, a tribal 
community located in the North Great Plains, Rogers (1990:213) notes that there is a 
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clear and definable relationship between historical change and shifts in the material 
culture, such as architectural features, burial items, and technological tools. The Arikara 
were open to accepting Euro-Americans goods but depending on the historical 
circumstances there was often little replacement of Native categories and material culture 
with Euro-American goods – they were often added to the Arikara assemblages. 
However, during some periods the use of Native material items significantly changed, 
such as in the construction of abode mud brick houses. Rogers (1990:224) states that his 
investigations “indicate that, at least in the case of the Arikaras, it is possible to construct 
a fairly strong link between certain kinds of historical processes and associated 
archaeological assemblages.” This cultural perspective can be used to understand the 
Mashantucket Pequot use of plants related to social change during colonization. Because 
plant use is deeply embedded within knowledge structures, one should expect change and 
variation within that use during this time period. However, highlighting the continuities 
and changes which occur within the material culture, (in this case the plants found at the 
household level) should be seen as necessary to comprehensively understand the cultural 
dynamics during this time. Not analytically favoring one category over the other 
(continuity vs. change or vice versa) highlights the choices and also the levels of cultural 
complexity that existed within this specific Native American communities.  
Structure of the Thesis 
 In this chapter, I provide an outline of the argument that permeates the rest of this 
body of work.  I suggest that many of the scholarly approaches to do not present Native 
Americans as active participants in history and contexts, especially regarding their use of 
plants. This dissertation suggests an alternative approach that is based on agency to 
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understand the changes and continuities with Native American lifeways during the 
Colonial Period. Within the agency approach, I present the directions that Native 
American decision making took during the Colonial Period, so that the plant data from 
the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation can serve to evaluate, and thus to establish, the 
historical trajectory of decisions relative to plant usage in this part of New England after 
the arrival of the Europeans.  
  Chapter Two explains why plant analyses within an agency approach differ from 
other environmental approaches and are especially useful for understanding Native 
Americans lifeways during the Colonial Period. I address why plants are an important 
cultural variable and how they are deeply embedded our cultural structures. I also 
highlight past hypotheses of plant use during colonization. Then I develop the cultural 
model at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation and discuss the expectations related to 
Mashantucket Pequot plant use during the Colonial Period.  
  Chapter Three contextualizes the cultural variables within New England that can 
be assumed to have affected Native American plant use after European Contact. I define 
the traditional homeland of the Mashantucket Pequot, highlight ecological characteristics 
of the physical landscape and present a sketch of Indigenous plant use before the arrival 
of Europeans within that regional context. Then, I discuss the post-Contact history of the 
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation. Within that section, I summarize past studies of 
Native American plant use after the arrival of Europeans. I also discuss, at the regional 
and local level, specific variables, such as war, habitat and land loss, settlement patterns, 
religious movements, and emerging market system. I also introduce the sites which were 
utilized to evaluate the expectation and  which the plant data was recovered. This 
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background sets the stage for the succeeding chapters to explore the decisions related to 
Mashantucket Pequot plant use from 1675-1800 A.D.  
Chapter Four highlights the methods used in this study.  First, I explain how the 
archaeological sites were chosen for the analysis and describe them. I discuss the 
taphonomic and cultural processes that are associated with archaebotoanical remains and 
the archaeological contexts. Then I discuss the sampling strategy and field-processing 
employed; laboratory processing and identification in the laboratory; the cultural 
categorization of identified plant remains; and the analytical methods employed, presence 
and density analysis. Last, I discuss the historical data and how I examined the 
description of Mashantucket Pequot plant use within Indigenous and Colonial accounts. I 
discuss which colonial and Indigenous narratives were studied and how I evaluated for 
patterns of continuity and change within those records. 
Chapters Five through Seven discuss the results of this investigation. First, I 
assess the data related to diet composition (Chapter Five), medicinal use (Chapter Six), 
and then land use (Chapter Seven).  For each chapter, I present the archaeological data 
first and then proceed to discuss relevant colonial and Indigenous historical accounts. 
This analysis shows that Native American decision making about plants, even under then 
most serious assaults of the Colonial Period, functioned to keep the Mashantucket Pequot 
autonomous from the colonists, contrastive in land use, food and medicine, and largely 
unresponsive if not actively contravening the Colonial economic expectations and 
policies. The results demonstrate that Mashantucket Pequot chose strategies relative to 
plants that were the most consistent with older patterns of subsistence and land use. The 
results support the notion that the Mashantucket Pequot maintained their traditional 
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cultural practices, knowledge and decision-making in regards to plant use as dynamic and 
active participants in the colonial landscape. 
Chapter Eight summarizes the results of the preceding chapters, moves on discuss 
the complexity of Indigenous environmental interactions, and introduces some additional 
dimensions that help to put the observed plant data in context. Then, I proceed to discuss 
future work that will complement the data presented in this investigation and further 







Figure 1. Location of the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation  




A MODEL OF PLANT USE AT THE  
MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT RESERVATION 
Introduction  
  The Mashantucket Pequot entered the Colonial Period with an 11,000 year history 
of interacting with plants, that contrasted sharply with the way the colonists were 
accustomed to deal with them. In this chapter, I lay out my expectations for decision-
making about plant use, in the situation in which the Mashantucket Pequot found 
themselves in the early Colonial Period. These expectations will then be evaluated in 
Chapters 5 through 7 against the decisions taken, as they are reflected in the 
archaeological plant samples.  
From the analysis of the Mashantucket Pequot ten sites from 1675-1800 A.D. and 
the historical record, I will systematical evaluate Mashantucket Pequot continuity and 
change of plant-related strategies related to food and medicine. The strategies related to 
that use even might highlight alternative traditional practices as has been reported for 
ground stone usage in the Contact period by Nassaney and Volmar (2003) and also other 
various material culture, such as architectural features and technological items in the 
Colonial period by Rogers (1990), mentioned in Chapter One. I would expect the 
historical data not to support these expectations, or even contradict them. Many of the 
indigenous decisions taken would have been relatively invisible to the colonial observers, 




In this investigation, the Indigenous communities do not adapt to the biological 
environment and the processes of colonization (Balée 1998). Instead, the Indigenous 
adaptive strategies are seen to emerge from the interpenetrations of culture and the 
biological environment, which are inherently tied to agency (Crumley 1994; Whitehead 
1998). This agency framework allows one to explore the interrelationships between 
nature and culture not as a dichotomy but in a synergistic fashion. Mashantucket Pequot 
plant interactions are seen as embedded in a more encompassing structure of decision 
making with other biological and cultural variables. The decisions illustrate both the 
resilience and transformations (continuities and changes) within Indigenous knowledge 
systems (van der Leeuw and Redman 2002). As the Mashantucket Pequot decisions 
change and/or remain the same in response to economic motives, political 
marginalization and social histories, cultural practices and knowledge systems will be 
influenced accordingly (Ingerson 1994).  
Why are the Cultural Uses of Plants an Important Variable?  
Plants recovered from archaeological sites are not often looked at within an 
agency approach and tied to social contexts and cultural identities in archaeology (i.e. 
Hastorf 1998; 1999; Palmer and Van Der Veen 2002; Twiss 2012).  Yet, the physical 
remains of plants left behind by individuals and communities at archaeological sites, like 
other aspects of material culture, are the result of human decision making, of the choices 
made, of completed actions, knowledge availability, and goals and strategies. Plants 
reach into all aspects of life from food consumed to the landscapes, which are traversed, 
from the rituals that are performed, and to the zoning of activities of the landscape 
through space and time. Generally, plants comprise resources and orient actions of all 
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cultural groups, in this case Native Americans, in way that demonstrates that they have 
thought about, interacted with, modified, managed and domesticated for thousands of 
years (Delcourt and Delcourt 2004; Delcourt et al. 1998; Oliver 2010). And plants do not 
need to have been domesticated to maintain a deep meaningful role within the 
community. For example, the use of non-domesticated plants, such as the “hidden 
harvests” of wild plants managed and gathered in and around habitation sites, can play 
integral roles in local and regional food security (Grivetti and Ogle 2000; Bharucha and 
Pretty 2010). “Hidden harvests,” such as nuts, roots, tubers and even wild grains, are tied 
to specific choices made by the community. These types of plant are deeply embedded in 
the knowledge structures and they are related to the survival of cultural lifeways tied to 
individuals and communities (Huss-Ashmore and Johnston 1994). 
Plants as cultural variables are dynamic, yet often problematic in archaeological 
contexts, because most of their parts deteriorate quite rapidly once they have been 
utilized (Minnis 1981; Wright 2010). Independent of their importance to the people who 
utilized them or interacted with them, they will usually be only a numerically small 
component on the periphery of the longer lasting raw materials such as stone or bone 
(Miksicek 1987). At the same time, though, because of their seasonal and spatial 
variability in different environments such as the temperate forests in New England, plant 
remains tend to be more closely associated with specific times, and specific places (see, 
for example Anderson 2005; Gardner 1997; Munson 1984). Given the ease which most 
plant parts decay, they do not lend themselves to convey lasting messages, or to mark 
places forever, as stone artifacts might. And if they are preserved through time or 
accessible in a given context, their last presence is typically quite labor intensive, such as 
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the processes of domestication or in storage technology (Fuller and Weber 2005; Jones et 
al. 1999; Van Der Veen 2007). 
Many plants are useful for producing certain predictable states in their consumers, 
such as maintaining a constant food source or medicinal plants for curing specific 
conditions like gout and stomach pains (Huss-Ashmore and Johnston 1994; Moerman 
1996, 1999; Stepp and Moerman 2001). While these properties might be quite 
predictable, they require careful experimentation, prior experience, and detailed 
knowledge about time and place. In that way, plants lend themselves to being integrated 
into cultural strategies of the passage of knowledge between generations, and thus 
enculturation, and the construction of positions of respect, specialized access to 
knowledge, and scheduling of activities in time and space (Deur and Turner 2005; Oliver 
2010). In the colonial context in New England, it is the Native Americans that possessed 
the knowledge of the native plants through more than 11,000 years of cultural interaction 
with them (Hart 1999, 2008). Thus, they are extremely important variables to explore 
when attempting to understand cultural complexity of any community.  
Heterarchy and Plant Use 
To understand the broad pattern of Native American plant use within the 
household and community level and the complexities involved, it is useful to employ the 
concept of heterarchy (Crumley 1979; 2005). Crumley (1979:144) defines heterarchy as 
“the relation of elements to one another when they are unranked, or when they possess 
the potential for being ranked in a number of different ways, depending on systemic 
requirements.”  As noted by Davies (2009) this organizing principle may be context 
specific and involve fluctuating power relations and flexibility within the social 
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structures. Chilton (2010) employs this concept to interpret the components of social 
complexity in the Late Woodland period (1000-1500 A.D.) that preceded the Colonial 
Period under discussion here.   
I do not use the concept in the traditional sense of defining a characteristic kind of 
social complexity and political centralization. In southern New England, during the pre-
Contact period Native Americans maintained a non-hierarchical strategy when they 
procured resources, not dominated by rank-ordered few favored resources (like Zea mays 
(corn)) and maintain a broad based and diverse set of resources (Bernstein 1993; Chilton 
1999; Sidell 2002). I refer to this strategy as “heterarchical”, in that it helps to understand 
the use of resources within the social sphere (as seen in the traditional use of the term 
heterarchy, as defined for example by Crumley 1979). I employ this concept to 
understand the continuities and changes (complexities) within Indigenous environmental 
strategies that have traditionally been viewed within more hierarchically models of social 
complexity and plant use. 
“Heterarchical” models for Native American plant decision-making are useful, 
precisely because they allow for and help to maintain diversity within use, as the 
preferred Native American strategy, even in situations where domestic plants become 
part of the resource structure. Many pre- and post-contact Native American populations, 
including many Indigenous populations today, often defy ranking within their social  
structure (Crumley 2005) and “allow for decision making at a range of scales without 
recourse to an integrated vertical control hierarchy” (Davies 2009). Within this 
investigation, I extended the use of heterarchy (which was developed as a useful 
analytical tool to model social order) to the use of environmental variables because it 
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admits to diversity of organization within the social order, especially in regards to human 
environmental interactions. A “heterarchical” use of plant resources and set of embedded 
ideologies would have helped to underwrite flexibility within the social order.  
Although there were significant pressures from the colonial authorities to have the 
Native Americans engage in the Euro-American notion of improvements to the land, 
Indigenous communities may have continued to practice in plant strategies that revolved 
around the use of a diversity of plants and habitats. Their accustomed “heterarchical” 
strategy with wild plants vs. domesticated cultigens (either Indigenous or Euro-
American) would have made it easier for them to chose plant interactions that allowed to 
remain independent of their colonizers, logically different, and in control of their special 
and temporal placement. The “heterarchical” use of plants would have been independent 
of the expectations of the colonizers, an expectation that has strong implications for the 
distribution of plants at archaeological sites of this period.  
Frameworks of Native American Plant Use within Colonial New England  
In the latter part of the twentieth century and up to today, specific hypotheses, 
some more refined than others, have emerged regarding plant use of Native Americans 
during the time of European colonization (Bragdon 1996a; Bennett 1955; Cronon 1983; 
Gremillion 1993; McBride 2007; Newsom and Trieu 2011). Bennett (1955:395) is one of 
the first scholars to hypothesize a continuity and change scenario in which contact with 
Europeans during the early Colonial Period resulted in minimal change of Native 
foodways: 
“Indian-even- the Christianized ones – took to domesticated animals and 
to European crops only in a small way, continuing to prefer their 
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traditional hoe cultivation of corn, beans, squash, and pumpkins and their 
activities in hunting and fishing. Against cattle in their unfenced cornfields 
and against hogs rooting in their (they supposed) clam banks, they indeed 
complained. But if there was change in the composition of the diet of the 
southeastern New England Indians between 1605 and the debacle of King 
Philips War, it seems likely to have been small.”  
Bennett (1955) thoroughly researches the above statement through historic documents 
from 1605 and 1676 but he does not offer any causes for the continuities and/or changes 
within Native American subsistence and land use practices during this period and 
afterward.  
Decades later, Cronon (1983) departs from Bennett’s work in a more nuanced 
discussion of Native environmental strategies within the Colonial landscape. He 
hypothesizes that cultural transformations related to plant and animal use emerged from 
the field of tensions between human institutions (also known as structure in Giddens 
1991) and ecological availability. He (1983) counters the assumption that the cultural 
lifeways of Native Americans were forced by the environment and passive. Instead, he 
hypothesizes that the transformations of the landscape that occurred from pre-colonial to 
post-Colonial times were deeply embedded in agency and “cultural reproductions” of 
behaviors within Native American lifeways. As stated in the beginning quote for this 
chapters, Cronon (1983) believes that the environment may initially shape the range of 
choices available to individuals but then their culture reshapes the environment – it is a 
cyclical human-environmental interaction which he calls mutual determination. Cronon 
(1983) admits that his goal is to explain why New England habitats have changed as they 
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did during the Colonial Period and not to rewrite Native American history in New 
England. Nevertheless, Cronon’s deep historical analyses on the regional scale 
demonstrate that Native Americans actively shaped the Contact and post Contact 
landscapes. However, his notion of agency takes a turn when he (1983:170) discusses the 
emerging market system and remarks that the “transition to capitalism alienated the 
products of land as much as the products of human labor and so transformed natural 
communities as profoundly as it did human ones.” Cronon (1983:170) appears to suggest 
that change in all aspects of Native lifeways, especially with their use of plants, is 
inevitable when Colonial forces meet up against Native American communities. After 
capitalism penetrates, agency gets shelved and Native Americans (even the colonists) are 
no longer in control of their use of plant and animal resources in New England.  
This dissertation explicitly evaluates Cronon’s agency-driven hypotheses an 
analysis of the plant macro-remains from Native American post-Contact archaeological 
sites. Similar to Gremillion (1993), I believe that historical documents, as heavily utilized 
in Bennett (1955) and Cronon (1993), although useful, are insufficient for investigating 
the cultural variation in the role of plants within Native communities in New England. 
This dissertation exposes that variation at the local scale with the help of the 
archaeological and historical records. Plant evidence directly tied to Native Americans is 
essential for understanding the full scope of plant use at a time when cultural 
assimilation, acculturation and the emerging market system are thought to be major 
factors of change.  
This dissertation is also an explicit effort to overcome the tautology that many 
continuity and change approaches have suffered from, as highlighted specifically in 
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Bennett (1955). Similar to Bragdon’s (1996a:xiii) research of Native Americans at the 
time of Contact, I suggest that the Mashantucket Pequot maintained and also adjusted 
their  “motivations, structural relations and cultural perceptions” as they chose to engage 
in conservative plant strategies in regards to their land use, diet and medicinal practices 
from 1675-1800 A.D. I postulate that in the context of the colonial onslaught within their 
way of life,  plants became important variables in Native American culture and society. 
The Mashantucket Pequot decisions to maintain their traditional plant strategies, and 
selectively engage in certain colonial strategies of land and plant use,  aided in their 
cultural survival in the face of severe insults on their culture.   
For this dissertation, I utilized a modified agency approach from Cronon’s (1983), 
in which the variables relative to Native American decision-making about plants are laid 
out in advance, and reasonable choices relative to plant usage (which includes changes 
AND continuities) are anticipated, within the complex of ecological and cultural 
variables of the Colonial Period.  My approach foregrounds Native Americans which has 
not been done within the investigations regarding Native American plant use during the 
Colonial Period in New England. I build off previous archaeobotanical investigations 
conducted by Gremillion (1993, 1995) in the Southeast and the comprehensive 
investigation of North American Native Americans by Newsom and Trieu (2011). These 
two studies highlight the dynamics of Native American plant strategies after European 
Contact but characterize Native foodways as conservative and culturally prescribed. 
Furthermore, Newsom and Trieu (2011:570) hypothesize that if Native foodways shifted 
it revolved around the suitability of the specific plant to the local environmental 
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circumstances, the ease of the adoption or cultural use within existing planting systems 
and subsistence strategies.  
I accept the above premises of conservatism and adaptation by Gremillion (1993, 
1995) and Newsom and Trieu (2006) in this study of the relationship between agency and 
patterns of continuity and change within the households of Mashantucket Pequot 
community. I consider households and communities to have been the major buildings 
blocks for dealing with plant decision making; they are the ‘medium’ for structuring 
domestic activities inside and outside the physical and ideological parameters of a 
dwelling (Allison 1999). The household is considered a primary reference point and stage 
for plant-related activities and helps to situate human environmental interactions. These 
relationships are important because activities within a house (or multiple houses) are 
linked with the formation of defined cultural units that are the building blocks of social 
organization (Hodder 1990; Wilk and Ashmore 1988; Wilk and Rathje 1982).   
Although traditionally in household archaeology the dwelling is at the heart of the 
investigation (Wilk and Ashmore 1988; Meher 1995), this analysis illustrates that the 
household does not have to be confined within the walls of a structure. Instead, 
households, in which the social agents act, can encompass a much broader cultural 
canvas and include physical spaces within a settlement site, such as hearths, and other 
activity areas located outside the structures. It is important to realize that the 
archaeological remains that archaeologists take as evidence of households, such as house 
walls, hearths, and storage units, are also artifacts that produce in their users the sense of 
the existence of the household, that is, as designs for the future (see Wobst 2006). . 
Similarly, plant use within households at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, at once is 
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a reflection of the existence of households, as well as part of the culture that helped to 
generate the sense of the inhabitants that they were part of households, that is, attempts to 
make those households easier to think, in the terms of the Mashantucket Pequot 
traditions, and in the contexts in which the Mashantucket Pequot found themselves. In 
that way, plant use within the household at Mashantucket is seen as an important axis of 
decision making that links Mashantucket tradition and memory to their survival of the 
Colonial Period (Silliman 2009).  
  The case study presented in this dissertation offers an opportunity for Indigenous 
communities and scholars to recover the historical trajectory of Mashantucket Pequot 
plant use in a problem directed fashion. Too often within contemporary investigations of 
Indigenous knowledge systems the historical development and the trajectory of plants 
within the past are missing (Spriggs 1993), as is the case at the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation. It is important that the Mashantucket Pequot to connect with their traditional 
plant uses. The objective of this investigation is to provide useful cultural insights and 
information to the Mashantucket Pequot and outside audiences about how their plant use 
has been shaped and about their cultural continuity within New England.  My goal is to 
disentangle Indigenous decision making related to plant use during the Colonial Period 
and to provide a nuanced history of plant use from 1675-1800 A.D., a period in which 
Mashantucket Pequot plant strategies are not yet well known or understood. Many parts 
of their historical plant use, especially during the period of colonization, are not presently 
part of Mashantucket oral histories and community narratives, nor of present practice. By 
systematically evaluating Mashantucket plant decision making in the Colonial Period 
against archaeological data, colonial documents and Indigenous narratives, one gets a 
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better understanding of how the Mashantucket Pequot survived this most difficult part of 
their history. More broadly, the analysis of the Mashantucket Pequot will shed light on 
how Indigenous and colonized populations (re)conceptualized their socio-natural world 
while retaining traditional and adopting innovative practices of plant use. Documenting 
the human-environmental interactions of marginalized communities within contested 
landscapes is highly relevant for contemporary societies confronting issues of resource 
depletion, social changes and colonization.   
The Model at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation 
In this dissertation, I suggest that plant resources and decision making about plant 
usage constituted an important part of Native American resistance and identity formation 
during the early Colonial Period. During this period, the Native American communities 
were faced with severe Euro-American pressures on their lands and resources. Yet, plants 
and plant uses were deeply embedded in their senses of who they were (relative to 
outsiders such as the colonists), how they moved, how they scheduled themselves in 
space and time, how they cured themselves of diseases and other problems, how they 
practiced ritual and ceremony, and how they were forced to engage with the colonists in 
the early Colonial Period. Given the colonists’ impacts on their land, their location, their 
numbers, their religion, and their ability to organize and move, I expect that Native 
households and communities would have favored those decisions about plants that 
allowed them to remain flexible in their social organization, and allowed them to 
maintain their own Indian identity as well as possible within and beyond the colonized 
spaces. Thus rather than becoming like the colonizers in their plant decision making, 
Native Americans would have decided in the direction of the most conservative, 
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contrastive, and most enabling choices available to them, given their accustomed 
lifeways and the ever-present contrast with the colonists. These cultural practices should 
be observable in their decisions taken.  
From the above general statement, a set of more specific assumptions will be 
evaluated against the Mashantucket Pequot data, in the direction of diet composition 
usage of medicinal plants and land. All three dimensions are important for understanding 
Native Americans under the onslaught of their colonial invaders. Each category will be 
discussed below. 
Diet Composition 
 In regards to diet composition from 1675-1800 A.D, it is assumed that a diverse 
set of plant resources will continue to be utilized by the Mashantucket Pequot. A broad 
diet associated with the Mashantucket Pequot plant use it would allow them to remain 
relatively mobile within their reservation lands and allowed them to stay out of the 
colonial market as much as possible. It would also keep them relatively invisible in this 
section of southeastern New England and inaccessible to the colonizers.  I expect to 
observe:  
(1) Continued use of a diversity of food plants which include wild plants, mast,  
fruits, and weedy seeds  
(2) Continued use of tropical cultigens, such as maize, beans and squash and  
native domesticates, such as sunflower and goosefoot in the heterarchical 
ways they had interacted with them in the past.  
(3) Adoption of Euro-American cultigens and plants that easily incorporated into 
     Indigenous plant strategies, such as the use of peach and apple, without unduly  
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     affecting the scheduling of other Indigenous plant activities.  
Medicinal Plants 
  Because plant resources related to medicinal practices in Indigenous communities 
are often deeply and multiply linked to their knowledge structures, traditions, and 
understanding or supporting social roles in Indigenous communities, it is expected 
 that medicinal plant use will be preserved and remain relatively stable, if not intensify 
within the Mashantucket Pequot. The knowledge structure of medicinal plant use is non-
British, non-capitalist market, deeply tied to tradition via healing which is under 
conditions of great stress during this time period. Thus, medicinal use of Native 
Americans were very different from the colonizers, in an cultural structure full of 
symbolism and rich in traditional knowledge; hence under stress this type of knowledge 
and use would be maintained, if not intensified. From 1675-1800 A.D.,  I expect to 
observe the: 
(1) Continued presence of medicinal plants at all sites due to the deep links within 
knowledge structures.  
(2) Limited presence of medical plants within the archaeological record of 
remains due to their specialized cultural use at the household level.  
Land Use 
In spite of the serious changes in the cultural and biological variables at the 
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation during the study period, it is postulated that land use 
would remain stable and unchanged because of how engrained traditional plant use was 
within Mashantucket knowledge structures. In addition, the Mashantucket Pequot would 
use their land to be as contrastive as possible to their colonizers, because that helped them 
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to retain their social difference and control, and that difference would help them to 
maintain their distance from the colonizers, and to remain socially distinct and 
autonomous. From 1675-1800 A.D. at Mashantucket, I would expect to observe:  
(1) Continued exploration of different habitats associated with the plant types 
present regardless of the physical circumscription of land and changes in 
environmental variables, such as bedrock, soil, elevation, and water distance.  
(2) Continued use of a spectrum of seasonal plants and maintenance of storage at 
each habitation site.  
(3) Continued use of traditional agricultural systems and methods for cultivating 
tropical cultigens such as maize, beans and squash, coupled with a very 
limited presence and use of Old World cultigens with home gardens at each 
household.  
(4) Short duration of occupations at habitation sites regardless of architectural 
features to assure that plant resources would remain stable across the 
Reservation.   
(5) Limited evidence of fences and property lines and adoption of other Euro-
American land strategies, such as use of common lands by domesticated 
animals.  
Within these three dimensions, I have highlighted my expectations tied to the 
decisions and knowledge structures associated with plant use during the Colonial Period. 
Although my primary data will be the archaeobotanical progagules (seeds), I also will 
refer to the historical colonial and indigenous accounts. They are also considered 
reflective of decision-making and the continuities (or lack their of) within indigenous 
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knowledge, structure and plant use strategies. However, many of the historical accounts 
are not specifically tied to the Mashantucket Pequot community and/or do not provide 
information about specific time period under investigation (1675-1800 A.D. ).  
The colonial accounts are expected to articulate a different story about Indigenous 
decision-making in regards to plant use. These accounts are narrated within colonial 
perspectives and reflect an understanding of Native plant use through the eyes of Euro-
American plant strategies.  Thus, the colonial accounts are expected to be different from 
both the archaeological data and/or historical Indigenous accounts. Both of these lines of 
evidence will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.  
Summary 
  Within the above three categories of diet, medicine and lands use, I expect the 
archaeological data about plants not to be significantly different from their predecessors 
in the period between 1675-1800 A.D.. However, the colonial records may be signaling 
alternative narratives of being within Mashantucket Pequot lifeways that may not run 
parallel to the archaeological data. Nonetheless, I anticipate that the Mashantucket Pequot 
succeeded in maintaining their identity, in part, because they engaged in the most 




THE STUDY AREA 
Introduction 
To explore the dimensions of the Mashantucket Pequot plant use, this 
investigation employs methods from two data sources: archaeobotanical and historical 
(colonial and Indigenous). Since the early 1980’s, archaeological and historical data have 
been collected through collaborative efforts between the Mashantucket Pequot 
community, local residents, and scholars that included experts in all the subfields of 
anthropology, historians, and ecologists. This effort, called the Ethnohistory Project, is 
headquartered at the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center (MPMRC), 
which opened its doors in 1999. Dr. Kevin McBride, the tribal archaeologist at MPMRC, 
has supervised the larger collaborative project.  
  In the summer of 2008, I was presented with an opportunity by the Mashantucket 
Pequot Tribal Nation to conduct the analysis of archaeobotanical remains from the 
Colonial Period and help it better understand its cultural trajectory relative to plants. I 
was not involved in the excavation or field processing of the samples in the years 
previous (except for the site 72-91 in 2009), but undertook the lab analysis and database 
management of the archaeobotanical remains from the Colonial Period, particularly of 
these ten sites introduced in the previous chapter (Table 1). In total, over 18,015 liters of 
soil has been analyzed from over 216 cultural contexts with the ten Mashantucket Pequot 
sites chosen for this analysis. Within those archaeological sites, a total of 8,301 plant 
remains have been identified (Table 1).  
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 Within this chapter I discuss the cultural variables that are likely to have affected 
Native American plant use after European Contact in southern New England. I define the 
traditional homeland of the Mashantucket Pequot that has been occupied by Native 
peoples for over 11,000 years. I highlight the environmental characteristics of the 
physical landscape and sketch Indigenous plant use before the arrival of the Europeans 
within the regional context. I also discuss the post-Contact history of the Mashantucket 
Pequot Reservation and I summarize the previous studies of Native American plant use 
after the arrival of Europeans. There are also many of variables that can be expected to 
affect Native American decision-making in this period. Within this investigation, I focus 
on the following because they are most pertinent to the time period under consideration 
and expected to have been of importance to Mashantucket Pequot decision making - war, 
habitat and land loss, settlement patterns, architectural innovation, religious movements, 
emerging market system and gender roles. The discussion of these variables sets the stage 
for the following chapters to explore the decisions related to Mashantucket Pequot plant 
use from 1675-1800 A.D. 
  The Mashantucket Reservation is a small part of the Mashantucket Pequot pre-
Contact homeland (250 square miles) which has been inhabited by Indigenous peoples 
for over 11,000 years (Jones and Forrest 2003). It is an ideal area to examine decision 
making about plants because of the rich archaeobotanical, paleoecological, and 
documentary record that has been recovered from this area.  It is also one of the oldest 
continuously occupied reservations in the United States (established in 1666 A.D.). Thus 
it should reflect particularly well on the Mashantucket community life during the 
colonization of southern New England (Den Ouden 2005; Rubertone 2000:437).  
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Historically, the Mashantucket Pequot faced and overcame many social, economic and 
political challenges  
  Throughout the Colonial Period, they were violently pushed to the periphery 
within southeastern New England but made specific decisions to continually occupy and 
maintain their homeland. Most colonists believed that the Mashantucket Pequot 
assimilated into colonial culture and left behind their “Indian ways” (Mancini 2009; 
Mandell 2008; Starna 1990). However, the persistence of the Mashantucket Pequot in 
southern New England, especially on the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, 
demonstrates that there is another side to the story of colonization, one of cultural 
persistence within a marginalized communities. Because of contradictions among the 
narratives of histories, the contemporary members of the Mashantucket Pequot have 
made it an important research goal to learn how their ancestors lived during the 
eighteenth to the twentieth centuries.  
Native American Plant Use Prior to the Colonial Period 
The Physical Landscape 
  At the time of European contact, southern New England provided a rich habitat 
for Native American communities, which included the Mashantucket Pequot.  According 
to Foster and Aber (2004) and Fuller et al. (1998), there was regional variation in forest 
composition corresponding to differences in climate, substrate and natural/or human-
induced fire and within a specific homeland there most certainly was variation in forest 
composition as well. Within the current Mashantucket traditional homeland of over 250 
square miles (Figure 2), there are different habitats, which included estuarine, wetland, 
woodland and open-field habitat from the Connecticut coast to the inland.  Based upon 
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pollen analyses conducted by Trent (1981) and Jacobucci (2006) in nearby Lantern Hill 
Pont (a little less than a mile away from southern boundary of the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation), at the time of earliest contact the local woodland vegetation was comprised 
of Carya sp. (hickory), Castanea sp. (chestnut), Quercus sp. (oak), Betula sp. (birch) with 
increases in Ambrosia sp. (ragweed), Gramineae (grass) and other herb pollen in 
comparison to the pre-Contact period.  The rise in ragweed, grasses and herb pollens 
reflects European land clearance for settlement or cultivation. At the resolution examined 
within these two studies it is unclear as of yet if the increase in the levels of herb pollens 
can be attributed to Indigenous or Colonial anthropogenic factors.  
The current reservation of the Mashantucket Pequot also contains a diversity of 
environments, similar to the larger regional landscape. According to local pollen studies, 
the landscape dramatically changed from the pre-Contact period as more Euro-Americans 
settled within the region and cleared land for agricultural and grazing purposes (Trent 
1981). The current vegetation of the Mashantucket watershed is a fragmented deciduous 
forest dominated by Quercus sp. (oak), Carya sp. (hickory), Fraxinus sp. (ash), beech 
Fagus sp. (beech), Betula sp. (birch) and Acer sp. (maple) with conifers, such as Pinus 
sp. (pine) found in sandy soils (Thorson and Webb 1991).   
Great Cedar Swamp, located in the heart of the current Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation, was and continues to be a vital physical and/or spiritual resource for 
Indigenous peoples in the region (Simmons 1990). When Indigenous communities 
inhabited the area around 11,000 B.P., they settled along the banks of the swamp and 
used its resources for food, fuel and architectural purposes (Jones and Forrest 2003). The 
current swamp vegetation is dominated by Acer rubrum (red maple), Pinus strobus 
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(white pine), Tsuga candensis (hemlock) and Chamaecyparis thyoides (Atlantic White 
Cedar) (Shulford 1975 in Thorson and Webb 1991).  The shrub layer consists of 
Vaccinium corymbosum (highbush blueberry), Clethra alnifolia (sweet pepperbush) and 
Lindera benzoin (spicebush).  Also growing along the swamp edges are Rhus glabra 
(sumac), Rhododendron maximum (rhododendron), and Alnus rugosa (alder).  
Such an environment lends itself to a complex strategy of plant exploitation, in 
which diverse  plant resources were available over relative small distances, allowing 
Native Americans to deal flexibly with  plants, in the face of environmental or political 
variation in their habitat. 
The Cultural Variables within the Traditional Homeland 
  At the beginning of the Contact period, the traditional homeland of the Pequot 
comprised roughly 250 square miles of southeastern New England (McBride 2007; 
Figure 2). It constituted a somewhat fluid space for the Pequot  (Starna 1990; Handsman 
and Lamb Richmond 1995), and included a diverse range of habitats that were used for 
hunting, gathering wild plants, cultivating domesticates, and harvesting marine resources 
along the coast (McBride 1990). Plant use in the pre-Contact period is relevant to the 
argument here because it defines the Native American structure and agency vis-à-vis 
plants before the time period(s) under investigation in this dissertation.  
  The Pequot homeland was similar to that of many other regional Algonquian 
speaking groups in that it created a network of social and economic relations that bound 
Native individuals and communities before contact and set the stage for their social 
relations in the colonial period. The pre-Contact boundaries of the traditional homelands 
were the outcomes of many cultural variables that affected social and settlement 
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organization and intertribal conflicts (Chilton 2005; Johnson 1999; McBride and 
Bellantoni1983). Within those physical and symbolic spaces, matrilineal organization 
created the parameters for familial descent, political organization, and land use after the 
arrival of Europeans (Ives 2011; Lamb Richmond and Den Ouden 2003).  
 Cultural fluidity within the Mashantucket Pequot homeland helped to maintain 
pre-Contact and Contact period regional social relations at the local and regional levels 
(Johnson 1999). That fluidity also allowed the Mashantucket Pequot to exploit the 
diverse range of habitats mentioned above. McBride (2007) hypothesizes that at the time 
of Contact, the Mashantucket Pequot were semi-sedentary and relatively mobile with a 
mixed subsistence strategy that included hunting, gathering, fishing and horticultural 
activities. The archaeological record from southern New England signals that the 
creation, use and management of the plant and animal resources within these homelands 
did not become specialized or focused on a very few natural resources, even with the 
introduction of maize at 1000 A.D. (Chilton 1999; 2001, 2008, 2010; Heckenberger, 
Petersen and Sidell 1992). Bernstein’s (1993:1) observation that “intensification took the 
form of economic diversification and cultural modification of the landscape” well 
characterizes plant and animal use in southern New England.  Evidence at sites in Rhode 
Island (Bernstein 1993), Connecticut (Bendremer 1993; McBride and Dewar 1987) and 
also within Middle Connecticut River Valley (Chilton 2002, 2008; Chilton et al. 2000; 
Kasper 2008) indicates that whether Native communities plant maize, harvest nuts or 
even shellfish, they did not specialize on any one specific resource. Instead, Native 
communities appear to have use a diverse spectrum of plant and animals resources within 
their Indigenous homelands (Bernstein 1993; Chilton 1999; Sidell 2002).  
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Wild Plants and Domesticates 
 Archaeologists characterize the Algonquian groups of southern New England at 
the time of contact, as exploiting a variety of wild plants within different habitats to 
create a diverse subsistence base, even while participating in horticultural and agricultural 
activities (Chilton 1999, 2002; Bernstein 1993; George and Dewar 1999; Little 1995; 
Johnson 1999; Stein 2008).  Around 1000 A.D., Native communities within this region 
also incorporated a range of domesticates Indigenous to the Americas, like Zea mays 
(corn), Helianthus sp. (sunflower), Phaseolous vulgaris (bean) and Curcubita sp. 
(squash) (Bendremer 1999; Largy and Morenon 2008; Little 2002; Little and 
Schoeninger 1995; Chilton 2006). However, this introduction of maize apparently did not 
curtail the use or importance of other wild plants found in the environmentally diverse 
homelands (Chilton 1999; 2010). For example, Native communities continued to use the 
products of nut-bearing trees and other wild seeds (Bennett 1955; Kasper 2008; Bernstein 
1999), including fleshy and weedy ones, such as Chenopodium sp. (goosefoot), Rhus sp. 
(sumac), Vaccinium sp. (blueberry) and nut mast, such as Carya sp. (hickory), Corylus 
sp. (hazelnut) and Quercus sp. (oak) (Bendremer 1999; Newsom and Trieu 2006).  This 
continued use of a spectrum of wild plants even after domesticated crops entered the 
cultural records is very similar to many other Native communities in other regions of 
North America (Anderson 2005; Lewis 1993). In contrast, much less is known about 
what happened to plant use in the Colonial Period, after Old World plant domesticates are 
introduced in New England.  
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Use of Different Habitats 
 What has become most evident to archaeologists working within this region is 
that Native peoples utilized diverse habitats on the basis of archaeobotanical remains 
from a number of different habitats, which include woodland and open field habitats 
(Hart et al. 1999; 2008; Trigg et al. 2007). However, what is a little less obvious is the 
use of wetland habitats. Only within the last two decades have regional archaeologists 
come to recognize the vital role that this diverse ecosystem plays in Native American 
subsistence, medicine and ritual lifeways (McBride 1992; Nicholas 1992). Wetlands are 
an important ecological niche for human settlement and subsistence due to the variety of 
plant and animal communities which makes them highly productive ecosystems (Lillie 
and Ellis 2007; Larson 1990).  In North America, a focus on wetlands has also emerged 
as more archaeologists recognize wetlands as an important resource base for humans 
(Purdy 1991). Wetland research is important because more than half of the land mass 
within current reservation boundaries at Mashantucket is wetland associated (Figure 1). 
According to McBride (1992:10), there is a “high correlation between the location of 
aboriginal sites and wetland, but it is not clear what role wetlands play in aboriginal 
subsistence economies.”  This investigation hopes to shed additional light on how the 
Mashantucket Pequot exploited  their local wetlands and other habitats, such as 
woodland, edge, and open fields, during the Colonial Period. 
Prior Plant Studies about the Colonial Period 
  Scholars, such as Bennett (1955), Cronon (1983), Fisher et al. (1997), Gremillion 
(1993;1995) and Newsom and Trieu (2006) have postulated that pre-Contact and Contact 
period subsistence strategies significantly influenced Native American plant use into the 
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Colonial Period. In a preliminary analysis of the Mashantucket Pequot, McBride (2007) 
highlights similar trends and demonstrates a high degree of continuity from pre-Contact 
to the eighteenth century. Based upon primary documents and the archaeobotanical 
record, Native Americans during the Colonial Period exploited a range of wild plants 
during the Colonial Period, which included fleshy and weedy seeds, such as 
Chenopodium sp. (goosefoot), Rhus sp. (sumac), Vaccinium sp. (blueberry) and nut mast, 
such as Carya sp. (hickory), Corylus sp. (hazelnut) and Quercus sp. (oak) (Bennett 1955; 
Newsom and Trieu 2006; 2011).  They also incorporated a range of Indigenous 
domesticates, like Zea mays (corn), Helianthus sp. (sunflower), Phaseolous vulgaris 
(bean) and Curcubita sp. (squash).  In New England as of yet, it is unclear if, how and 
why Native Americans incorporated ‘Old World’ crops into their subsistence strategies 
and how those incorporations may or may not have affected their traditional plant 
strategies. This research will build on those previous historical and archaeological 
analyses while creating expectations about Native American plant decision making 




 centuries.  
The History of the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation 
Disease, War and Population Loss 
 One of the most significant cultural variables that affected Native American 
population in southern New England was European introduced disease. Spiess and Spiess 
(1987) believe that an epidemic between 1616 and 1622 significantly impacted Native 
Americans in Northern New England and the Massachusetts Bay – reducing population 
by 90%.  A little more than a decade later, two episodes of small pox in 1633 and 1634 
significantly reduced Connecticut and Rhode Island Native American populations. Cave 
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(1996:43) hypothesizes that before this small pox epidemic there were over 16,000 
Pequot in southern New England and that roughly 80% of the Pequot population 
succumbed to disease. Vasta (2007:109) notes this high level of population loss 
undoubtedly affected daily activities, especially those which surround subsistence, as not 
only were there fewer people to feed but also fewer individuals to participate in activities 
related to obtaining foodstuffs.  
Disease was not the only factor that affected population levels of the Pequot. 
Before the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation was established in 1666, the Pequot 
engaged in several wars that significantly diminished their numbers within southern New 
England. Occurring between 1634-1638 was the first major conflict in which it is 
estimated 400-700 Pequot were killed, including both men, women and children. (Fickes 
2000:61). Decades later, during King Philips War (1675-1676), many more 
Mashantucket Pequot lost their lives to battles against other local tribes (Mohegan and 
Narragansett) and colonial powers. Pequot men became a pivotal resource for the 
Connecticut colonial authorities, as they served as auxiliaries and scouts in colonial 
militias (Johnson 1977:627).  Also from 1713-1800 A.D reservation population levels 
significantly declined as Pequot men participated in the many wars for the 18
th
 century, 
which included King William’s War (1689-1696), Queen Anne’s War (1703-1713), King 
George’s War (1744-1748), the French and Indian Wars (1754-1763) and the 
Revolutionary War (1775-1783) (Mancini 2009; McBride n.d.:151-2). The loss of Pequot 
men may have had significant impacts at the household and community levels. Vasta 
(2007:113) notes that men were traditionally tied to hunting activities and this loss would 
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have severely impacted that subsistence practice at the household level (and I might add, 
have made decisions about plants relatively more important). 
Habitat , Land Loss and Settlement Patterns 
  The size of the Mashantucket ancestral homeland was significantly diminished 
after the Pequot War when the English claimed the Pequot territory by the right of 
sequestered lands, which viewed the homeland as common land that could be taken 
anytime. Laws were instituted that forbade large Native American communities from 
settling in southeastern Connecticut (Den Ouden 2005). Consequently, the treaty of 
Hartford forbade the Pequot from residing in their former territory in southeastern New 
England. They were placed under Mohegan control near Nameag (New London) along 
the west bank of the Thames River. In 1651, the Pequot Indians were relocated by the 
English authorities from Nameag and granted a reservation at Noank, a 500-acre neck of 
land in their former territory located at the mouth of the Mystic estuary along Long Island 
Sound (Figure 2; Campisi 1990). In 1658, only seven years after Noank was 
appropriated, the Pequots appealed to the Connecticut colonial government for more 
lands because the soils and firewood at Noank had been severely depleted (Hoadley 
1850-1890 5:43 in McBride 2007:36). In 1666, the Pequots were given a reservation 
(2,500 acres) ten miles northeast from Noank. This location called Mashantucket is the 
current reservation of Pequots (Figure 2).   
  After the reservation was established in 1678, the Mashantucket Pequots were 
given lands called Walnut Hill, a 600 acre parcel about two miles west of Mashantucket 
(Figure 2). They also had access and potentially utilized hunting territory in northeastern 
Connecticut and south-central Massachusetts due to their services provided during the 
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King Philips War (1675-1676). According to McBride’s estimates (2007), during the late 
seventeenth century the Mashantucket would have held in total over 3,600 acres of land 
including  Mashantucket, Noank, Walnut Hill and other coastal/estuarine habitats (Figure 
2).   
  During the second decade of the eighteenth century, appropriation and 
circumscription of the Mashantucket reservation lands continued as the English 
population and economy recovered after the devastation of King Philip’s War (1675-
1676).  Dozens of new European settlements were established in the interior areas of the 
New England landscape as the older colonial towns along the rivers and coast grew and 
became more populated (McBride 2007). Expanding English settlement into the interior 
and along the coast significantly reduced and eventually eliminated Mashantucket Pequot 
access to hunting grounds and coastal resources (McBride 1990). For example in 1712, 
the Mashantucket Pequot rights to plant and inhabit the lands at Noank were taken away 
by the colonial powers within the Connecticut General Assembly. Also in 1721 the Town 
of Groton acquired 500 acres of the Mashantucket reservation (called the “South Hill”) 
and gave that land to Groton proprietors (Figure 3). This area was known to contain the 
Pequots’ best planting fields and apple orchards (CSA Indian Papers I:95a in McBride 
2007). In 1730’s, the Pequot lost their right to farm at Mashantucket “West Half” and 
then, in 1760, over 800 acres of this area of the reservation become the “property” of the 
English.   By 1750, the Mashantucket had physically lost 60% of the original reservation 
lands of 1666 (Figure 3). 
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Religious Movements 
In the second half of the eighteenth century the Mashantucket Pequot Indians 
were exposed to other significant cultural factors – the influence of Christianity and the 
Brotherton Indian Movement – but yet continued to maintain their ties to the current 
Reservation. Many colonists had the goal to convert Native Americans to Christianity so 
that they would participate in more ‘ ‘civilized’ ways of being, such as leading a more 
sedentary existence that heavily relied on farming activities and herds of domesticated 
animals (Silverman 2003).  As more Mashantucket Pequot converted, visible changes 
started to occur within the reservation with the construction of Euro-American style 
framed houses and the use of domesticated animals (Lammi 2005; Vasta 2007).  Samson 
Occum, a Native missionary, was able to recruit at least half of the Mashantucket Pequot 
population during 1785-1810 (McBride 1996:26). Occum touted that Christian Indian 
farming communities preserved the best elements of Native American society and also 
incorporate what he considered the best elements of white society. The latter included 
Christianity and education that would promote sobriety and a strong work ethic, as well 
as increased reliance on Euro-American agricultural and land use strategies that would 
help bolster the communities in the new landscape (McBride 1996:21).  The introduction 
of Christianity to Native communities, such as the Mashantucket Pequot, was not 
necessarily just centered around religious conversion; Euro-Americans pushed for a 
complete overhaul of traditional Native lifeways toward Euro-American ways of living in 
order to solidify cultural domination and political stability  (Brooks and Warrior 2006; 
O’Brien 1997; Richter 2001). 
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Emerging Market Systems 
 The emerging market system with its wage labor and indentured servitude 
occurring off the reservation played a significant role on the Reservation during the 
eighteenth century.  Many men, women and children left the Reservation to work in 
English homes and many of their daily activities revolved around Euro-American 
subsistence and land use strategies. Many Native households and families became reliant 
on wage labor and incurred debt (Mandell 2008). Pequot men also began to work in non-
traditional wage jobs, such as the whaling industry, to provide for themselves and their 
families living with the reservation boundaries (Mancini 2009).  However, Mashantucket 
Pequot women were more often the community members that continued to foster cultural 
ties to Reservation (McBride, personal communication 2012).  
Site Context 
 To evaluate the expectations outlined in Chapter Two and the above-discussed 
variables, ten Mashantucket archaeological sites were chosen for this charred seed 
analysis. So far more than 400 years of written history and over 200 archaeological sites 
(dating between 11,000 years ago to the present) have been identified and investigated 
within the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation and the area immediately surrounding it. In 
terms of this dissertation, ten of the fifty-five post-Contact sites are the focus of this 
analysis (Figure 4). To date, the ten Mashantucket Pequot sites have produced the largest 
archaeobotanical corpus of charred seeds (propagules) in New England. 
The criteria according to which these ten sites were selected from the fifty-five 
post-Contact period sites were as follows: (1) each had been systematically excavated; 
and (2) each contained cultural activities related to plants that yielded archaeobotanical 
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remains. Given my assumption about plant resources constituting an important part of 
Native American resistance and affirmation of their identity during the early Colonial 
Period, these ten sites allowed me to explore their decision making across time and space. 
In short, for this analysis to take place, I needed Indigenous archaeological sites with 
physical evidence (plant remains) of social contexts and activities. These sites had 
moderate to excellent plant preservation and also evidence of the context in which the 
plants were deposited. Also, the archaeobotanical remains recovered from these specific 
ten sites were available for analysis. Later Mashantucket Pequot sites would have been 
included in this analysis but reservation lands were leased to Europeans in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, making it difficult to define specifically Mashantucket 
environmental interactions. The ten sites represent the maximum number of 
archaeological sites available at the present time at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation 
with well preserved plant remains from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  
  Eight of the ten sites are single component homesteads (wigwam or framed 
structure) except 72-91 and 72-88. 72-91 is the Mohantic Fort site, which was occupied 
during and right after King Philips War (1675-1676 A.D. ) and also during the late 
eighteenth century. However, the archaeological component utilized in this analysis is the 
fort, which represents a fortified place of refuge for the Mashantucket with multiple 
households occupied during the time of King Philips War. The late eighteenth century 
material culture excavated was not included because it contained low artifact densities 
and few archaeobotanical remains. 72-88 is a domestic storage facility site with 
numerous pit features from the Historic period and other temporal components. Both 72-
91 and 72-88 were useful for comparing multi-context sites with the single component 
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homesteads.  Wigwams were identified at the sites based upon the patterned presence of 
post molds or holes in a circular fashion. Framed structured were identified based upon 
the uniform rectangular or geometric presence of large stone architectural artifacts. Each 
site also contained long-term deposits of repeated activity (middens and multi-episodic 
trash pits), and also short-term deposits (structures, hearths, single episodic storage and 
trash pits) (Table 2). The analysis of both long and short-term contexts establishes 
baseline cultural proxies for the selection of specific plants at each site discussed below.  
Chronology and Location of Sites 
The chronology and duration of occupation of the recovered sites was established 
through a combination of diagnostic artifacts (mean ceramic dates and mean pipe stem 
dates), historical records and, for the earlier historic sites, C-14 dates when available 
(Mashantucket Site Files; Table 1 and Figure 3). The ability to define the duration of 
occupation via the material culture present is useful for understanding the temporal 
variability of Mashantucket Pequot homesteads within the Reservation boundaries. In 
total from 1675 to 1800 A.D., thirty-four Mashantucket Pequot sites have been identified 
and excavated (Figure 4). Within those thirty-four sites, with the aid of Kevin McBride, I 
have been able to calculate the duration of occupation across time (as seen in Figure 3). 
This is an unprecedented number of Native American historic archaeological sites for 
which the durations of occupation can be reconstructed with confidence. The ten sites 
chosen from this analysis are part of this well-dated data set and provide a more 
comprehensive sample than can be obtained anywhere else in New England. The ten sites 
and their cultural contexts in relation to the presence of archaeobotanical remains will be 
discussed below (in chronological order of occupation).   
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Within each section, I highlight the site locations within the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation (Figure 3). This is important because it offers a glimpse at how the 
Mashantucket Pequot utilized and managed their local landscapes. Even in 1675, the 
Reservation at its maximum was only 2500 acres and quickly dwindled down to 200 
acres in 1856. Thus, space is an essential variable for understanding decision making 
relative to plant use from 1675-1800 A.D.  
72-91 (Mohantic Fort)  
72-91 is a fortified village occupied by the Mashantucket Pequot between 1675-
1680 A.D. (Table 1). It was constructed roughly nine years after the Reservation was 
established in 1666 A.D.  The fort was used to protect men, women and children during 
King Philips War (1675-1676) and afterwards to defend against other colonial and Indian 
raids. Interestingly, the fort is located just east of the Reservation boundaries of 1666 
A.D.  (Figure 3). It is thought that English enforcement of the boundaries were relatively 
lax (Kevin McBride, personal communication 2010).  This site is the only one among the 
ten chosen for this analysis that has multiple households. The households were identified 
based upon the presence of wigwams within the palisaded walls.  
72-91 has been excavated intermittently from 1986 to the present. During these 
excavations, the field crew uncovered a wigwam with associated hearths (Feature 
32/83/116) and storage/refuge pits (Feature 92) located in the northeast area. Feature 2, 
the palisade trench, was also extensively excavated, especially the entrance which was 
located to the south. In the summer of 2009, the author was a co-director of the 
excavation of middens located in the northeast and northwest areas outside the palisade 
wall (areas N35W60/N28E4 – no feature numbers). 
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At the time the fort was occupied the land legally accessible for the Mashantucket 
Pequot would have been around 3600 acres. That included the Reservation itself (2500 
acres), and Walnut Hill (600 acres) located south of the Reservation in the interior and 
Noank along the coast (500 acres) (Figure 3).  This area would also have been available 
during the occupation of 72-164A and 73-34A. All three of these sites fall within the last 
quarter of the seventeenth century when the population would have comprised about 360 
men, women and children living on the Reservation (McBride 2007).  
72-164A (Homestead) 
 This site was generated by a single household and was located within the heart of 
the Reservation lands between 1680-1690 A.D. (Figure 3). It was broadly 
contemporaneous with 72-91, the fort. 72-164A was excavated between 2003-2004. It is 
unknown whether or not there are any architectural features, but it was determined to 
have been a single household based upon the distribution of artifacts within the two pits 
features (Features 3/4) and one midden (Feature 1) identified and excavated. 
72-34A (Homestead) 
This site is a single household and was inhabited by the Mashantucket Pequot 
between 1680-1690 A.D. East of 72-164A, 72-34A is located within the heart of the 
reservation and contained a wigwam structure (Figure 3). It most likely is broadly 
contemporaneous with the fort 72-91. 72-34A was excavated intermittently in the years 
of 1984, 1985, 1988 and 1992. No midden deposits were recovered. It also contained one 
hearth (Feature 6), and four pits (Features 35/37/38/40) were discovered and excavated.  
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72-58 (Homestead) 
 This is a single household site that was occupied between 1760-1770 A. D. It is 
located well within the reservation boundaries, between 72-34A and 72-164A. 72-58 was 
excavated in 2003-2004 (Figure 3).  It could not be ascertained if the structural remains at 
the site testified to the presence of a wigwam or a framed stone structure. A midden 
(Feature 4), one hearth (Feature 6), and four pits (Features 3/9/11/12) were uncovered 
and included in this investigation.  
By the time 72-58 was inhabited, large amounts of land had been taken from the 
Mashantucket Pequot by the colonial authorities. In 1713, they had lost Noank (500 
acres) as a coastal and agricultural resource. In 1725/30, the Mashantucket Pequot also 
had lost Walnut Hill (600 acres) for hunting purposes (Figure 2).  Lastly, even within the 
boundaries of the Reservation itself, South Hill (1721 – 500 acres) and the West Half 
(1750 -500 acres) had been appropriated by the colonial authorities (Figure 3).  
72-171 (Homestead) 
This site is referenced in a 1774 colonial account as the Indian House 
(Connecticut Indian Papers). It was inhabited by the Mashantucket Pequot between 1765-
1775 A. D.  It is located within the reservation boundaries just north of 72-34A and 72-58 
(Figure 3). 72-171 has been excavated intermittently in 1998, 2003 and 2005. The type of 
architecture as yet has not been classified. During excavation it could not be determined 
if there was a stone or wigwam structure. One hearth (Feature 5) and four pits (Features 
9/10/13/15) were discovered and provide the cultural contexts for the charred 
archaeobotanical remains utilized in this study.   
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72-88 (Storage Facility) 
Prior to the Colonial Period, this site had been a multi-component site (3000 -200 
B.P.). In the Colonial Period, it found its use as a communal storage facility for the 
Mashantucket (Kevin McBride, personal communication 2010).  It is located outside the 
reservation boundaries, about 200 ft. from the fort 72-91 (Figure 3), and was excavated in 
1994 and 1995.  It appears to have been revisited a number of times by the Mashantucket 
Pequot, although it lacks identified architectural features. Recent analysis has determined 
that this site is located about 400 ft. away from the nearest water body (Kasper and 
McBride 2009), which places the site the farthest away from a water body in comparison 
to the mapped pre- and post-contact sites. This helps to corroborate the notion that the 
site constituted a storage facility for the Mashantucket Pequot. The storage and/or refuse 
pits used in this analysis (Features 6/19/23) were all stratified, and were dated between 
1775-1800 A.D, based on diagnostic pipe stems, ceramics and metal  (Table 1).  
72-97C (Homestead) 
This site was a single household, occupied by the Mashantucket Pequot between 
1780-1785 A.D. (Table 1). It is also located outside the reservation boundaries just north 
of 72-88 (Figure 3). 72-97c was excavated in 1992. One wigwam was uncovered within 
the site boundaries. Also, one hearth (Feature 1) and two pits (Features 2/3) were 
identified and excavated.  
72-161 (Homestead)   
This Mashantucket Pequot site contained a wigwam and was determined to have 
been produced by a single household. It is located just outside the 1666 reservation 
boundaries near the Great Cedar Swamp, close to 72-91 (Figure 3).  72-161 was 
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excavated between 1992-1993. Based upon the diagnostic artifacts, this site is thought to 
have been occupied by the Mashantucket Pequot between 1780-1790 A.D. Only pits 
(Features 1/12/32/40) were identified and excavated.  
72-70B (Homestead)  
This site contained a framed structure and was thought to have been occupied by 
the Mashantucket Pequot between 1780-1800 A.D. The site is located just northeast of 
72-58 (Figure 3).  72-70B was excavated in 1992. It contained a midden (Feature 1) and 
pits (Features 2/3/4/6/7/8). There is limited evidence that an earlier framed structure may 
have been burned with a second structure rebuilt as the same location (Kevin McBride, 
personal communication 2010).  
72-66 (Homestead)   
This Mashantucket Pequot site contained a framed structure with a stone chimney 
(S15W12 – no feature number). It was occupied between 1785-1795 at the end of the 
Revolutionary War (1784). It is located north of 72-34A within the present reservation 
boundaries (Figure 3). Site 72-66 was excavated 1995 and 1996. Within the excavation, it 
was noted that an earlier hearth was raised to accommodate a floor (Kevin McBride, 
personal communication 2010). One midden (S30E5- no feature number) was also 
identified and excavated.  
Summary 
From 1675-1713 A.D, the Mashantucket Pequot were living in multiple and 
single households at sites like 72-91, 72-164A, and 72-34, and engaging in a residential 
mobility strategy over 3500 acres of land (Figure 2).  Kasper and McBride (2009) 
estimate that sites may have been occupied seasonally or for 2-3years. At the time of 
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occupation of the Fort, 72-91, the Mashantucket Pequot had been living within the 
Reservation boundaries for only nine years and the population likely consisted of 360 
total people (men, women and children) (Mancini 2009). During 1713-1800 A.D., 
reservation population levels significantly declined as Pequot men participated in the 
French and Indian Wars (1754-1763), and the Revolutionary War (1775-1783) (Table 1; 
Mancini 2009).  In addition, colonial authorities trimmed the Mashantucket Pequot 
landholdings from 3500 acres in 1666 to 1000 by 1740 (Figures 2 and 3; Campisi 1990). 
During this period the Pequot shifted from wigwams to more permanent framed 
structures. Domestic homesteads of the Mashantucket Pequot nevertheless continued to 
reflect a relatively short duration of occupation (on average between 5-10 years) as seen 
in Figure 4. The Mashantucket were more restricted in their settlement choices as they 
are limited to 1000 acres of land within the Reservation boundaries and start to inhabit 
sites such as, 72-58, 72-171, 72-161 and 72-66 (McBride 2007). Also during this phase, 
Christianity began to take roots within the Reservation system (Love 2007) and more 
men, women and children were leaving the Reservation to engage in market economy 
and work for English farmsteads and other industries, such as whaling (Mancini 2009; 
Vasta 2007).  
  It is clear that the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were times of cultural 
upheaval that introduced many new variables and changes relevant to Native American 
decision-making about plants. As discussed, pre-Contact and Contact period plant use,  
disease, war, land loss, religious movements, and the emerging market system are all 
cultural variables that would inform and shape the decision-making of Indigenous 
communities within the region, and more specifically at the Mashantucket Pequot 
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Reservation. All of these cultural variables played a significant role in Native lifeways 
during this time period.  However, it is as yet unclear, how they affected Native 
American plant use during the Colonial Period. The social, cultural, political and 
biological variables outlined in this chapter are essential to understand the decisions 
employed by Native individuals and communities whether to maintain traditional plant 





               

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2. Location of the Mashantucket Pequot Traditional Homeland, Reservation and 





















































































































































































































































































































METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I first discuss the cultural and biological processes associated with 
presence of archaebotoanical remains. I highlight: (1) sampling strategy and processing in 
the field; (2) sorting and identification of plant remains in the laboratory; and (3) 
ecological and cultural categorization of plant remains. After that, I discuss the historical 
data and how I examined Mashantucket Pequot plant use within Indigenous and colonial 
accounts. Last, I discuss the data manipulation and interpretation and why those methods 
are appropriate for analyzing Indigenous plant use with the use of archaeobotanical and 
historical records. 
The Formation of the Archaeobotanical Record 
Understanding the cultural and biological formation processes of macrobotanical 
assemblages is as important in New England as in different regions around the world  
(Ford 1979; Miksicek 1987; Minnis 1981; Lyons and Orchard 2007).  Archaeologists 
tend to broadly label the study of the cultural and natural processes that generate 
botanical samples as taphonomic ones (Lyons and Orchard 2007; Théry-Parisot, Chabal 
and Chrzavex 2010). Efremov (1940:85), a paleontologist, originally defined the 
investigation of taphonomic processes narrowly as “the study of the transition (in all its 
details) of animal remains from the biosphere into the lithosphere.”  
In the 1960-1980’s as the “New Archaeology” became the dominant paradigm 
within the discipline of archaeological investigation, the term was ‘borrowed” and 
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applied to encompass the cultural and natural processes seen within the archaeological 
record (Binford 1981; Potts 1988; Schiffer 1987). Such processes are of research interest 
in and off themselves while the study of archaeological formation processes includes 
biological and also cultural processes developed to understand past human behavior 
(Luman 2010). Two different sets of processes need to be parsed out to gain a full 
understanding of how plant fragments (both macro and micro) undergo many changes 
from the time they are harvested or utilized by an individual or community to the time 
when the analyst weighs, counts and identifies them. Thus, to investigate past plant use 
related to diet, medicine and land use at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, it is 
necessary to explore the archaeological formation processes, both cultural and biological.  
Cultural Processes 
Not all seeds recovered from archaeological sites can or should be labeled as 
cultural.  Thus, both non-charred and charred seeds are recovered from archaeological 
sites (Minnis 1981).  Archaeobotanists tend to utilize this distinction in treatment to 
categorize the cultural feasibility of the recovered seeds – with the presence of charring 
being the most important sorting factor. It is assumed that uncharred seeds are “modern” 
in origin and part of the more recent seed rain because they would not have survived the 
environmental agents of deterioration (chemical, physical or biological) for any lengthy 
period of time (see below for a more depth discussion of the environmental processes and 
the presence of  “modern” seed rain). However, more archaeologists and archaeobotanists 
are questioning that belief and conducting in depth analyses on the presence of non-
charred organic materials within the site and have labeled uncharred remains cultural as 
well (Lyons and Orchard 2007).  This has been possible because the investigators have 
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been able to reconstruct the localized depositional nature and patterning of the “modern” 
vs. cultural seed populations recovered from archaeological deposits.  
In this investigation, due to the environmental processes associated with the 
archaeological contexts (such as high pH level of New England soils and the constant 
presence of non-charred seeds in the samples), I consistently categorized charred seeds as 
associated with cultural activities. As stated by Minnis (1981:147) many 
paleoethnobotanists retain the charred seeds as genuinely cultural and uncharred seeds as 
“modern” seed rain “unless there is a specific reason to believe otherwise.” With the 
highly acidic soils within the Reservation boundaries, it is assumed that uncharred seeds 
would have decomposed rapidly. Thus, uncharred seeds found within the archaeological 
samples are attributed with the “modern” seed rain while charred seeds (depending on 
their context) were deemed cultural.  
  Preserved cultural botanical remains, such as charred seeds, are not deposited in 
a random fashion but, as noted above, neither provide an accurate representation of the 
spectrum of plants utilized by the inhabitants of the site (Ford 1979; Minnis 1981). 
Dennell (1976: 231) argues that preservation of botanical remains is biased due to various 
cultural and biological factors, such as the plant’s type and usage.  Archaeobotanists tend 
to place a heavy emphasis on the cultural processes and believe that the composition of a 
botanical sample is a function of specific human choices and cultural activities;   
If we can decipher the cultural context in which the remains were covered then we 
can start to understand the cultural behaviors. Specific behaviors, such as plant harvesting 
and collection, garden activities, plant processing and storage, food consumption, ritual 
and ceremonial activities are ways in which plants can enter the archaeological record. 
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Gremillion (1989) states that there is no simple correspondence between the cultural 
behaviors associated with plants and the types and portions of preserved plant remains 
that are recovered by archaeologists. Commonly, the spatial and cultural information of 
the plant identified is gleaned from ethnographic and/or historical data, as seen at the 
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation (Holmes 2007; McBride 2007) Recent analysis 
centered around soil chemistry has helped within this area of inquiry to better understand 
settlement patterns and subsistence (Wells 2004; Salisbury 2012) but this type of analysis 
has not yet been conducted at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation.  
 As outlined by Minnis (1981:145), there are several different processes in which 
seeds can become part of the cultural record found in either a primary deposit (e.g. a 
roasting pit) or secondary deposit (trash pit) at an archaeological site. First, seeds may 
enter the record through direct plant use, which is usually related to the collection, 
processing, and/or consumption of the plant resource, in this case, the seed. The charred 
seeds uncovered at sites are typically associated with accidents in any of above activities 
such as in cooking, burning of debris and stored materials. Minnis (1981:145) notes that 
uses other than food activities may also leave behind charred plant materials, such as the 
processing of medicinal plants, so one must proceed with caution when making 
interpretations about dietary patterns from the archaeobotanical assemblage.  
Seeds can also become part of the record, indirectly, such as when plants are used 
in feeding a fire. Seeds can blow into hearths or be burned on trash middens and pits. 
Minnis (1981:145) is concerned about the seed rain, which accumulates after a structure 
is abandoned. Sometimes the archaeological site is prone to natural fires. If this occurs: 
“weedy annuals, which tend to produce prodigious quantities of seed, would begin 
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growing on and around abandoned sites and would thus intensify local seed rain.” 
However, based upon Minnis’s (1981) ethnoarchaeological results from Mimbres, it is 
highly unlikely that the charred seeds, especially ones recovered from the lower levels of 
archeological contexts, are the result of post-depositional charred seed rain. It is assumed 
the charred seeds present within the archaeological contexts are either directly or 
indirectly related to cultural activities associated with the plant.  
 Even if the analyst is able to determine direct or indirect use of the plant, there 
still exists a bias within the record due to differential factors specific to each plant 
species. Different foods, medicinal and fuel plants have different chances of survival 
depending upon their morphological characteristics. For example, Carya sp. (hickory) 
versus Quercus sp. (oak) nutshell has a greater chance of survival in a fire hearth because 
it is much thicker. According to Munson et al. (1971), only plants that are dense, have 
inedible parts (such as maize cobs) and/or can be ingested fully (such as small Rhus sp. 
(sumac) seeds), to survive within the cultural record.  
Environmental Processes 
Biological processes or environmental agents of deterioration strongly affect the 
cultural residues left behind at archaeological sites (Pearsall 2000). According to Schiffer 
(1987), these processes fall into three categories: chemical, physical or biological.  
Chemical processes, such as high acidity within soils can significantly affect the 
archaeobotanical record, as in New England (Frink 1992). However, it seems that 
physical processes such as freezing, thawing, precipitation and erosion contribute the 
most to the continued degradation of archaeobotanical remains not affected by the initial 
organic decay once they are deposited (Schiffer 1987; Frink 1992; Miksicek 1987). Also 
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soil composition; such as its texture and levels of acidity (pH level) influence the record.  
Post-depositional processes tend to move archaeobotanical remains from their original 
place of deposition and can vary depending on context of deposition, such as a sheet 
midden versus a bell-shaped pit (Pearsall 2000).  The above biological factors were all 
carefully considered when analyzing the Mashantucket Pequot botanical assemblages.  
Within this investigation, it is assumed that the uncharred seeds present are more 
than likely associated with “modern” seed rain rather than the archaeological record 
under investigation. The non-charred seeds recovered at Mashantucket may have entered 
the archaeological record from different routes. For example, as modified from Keepex 
(1977), the presence of “modern” seeds in different archaeological contexts may occur 
due to four reasons: 1) seeds in the soil before excavation, such as part of seed rain 
redeposited post-depositionally by rodents or other animals; 2) aerial contamination of 
exposed archaeological contexts;  3) careless cross-contamination of the cultural (on-site) 
soil with non-cultural (off-site) soils; and 4) cross-contamination in the flotation process.  
Each one of these would add more modern non-charred seeds to the archaeological 
samples of interest.  
Related to the biological agents, Keepex (1977) also lists vertical seed dispersals, 
which include, plowing, root holes and drying cracks, down washing, earthworms and 
other burrowing animals.  Archaeological sites with middens and architecture will have a 
greater chance of housing seed-disseminating organisms such as rodents (Clark 1968). 
Bacteria and fungi can also attack the deposited botanical remains, bringing in other 
organism such as beetles, ants, flies and even termites which can all disturb the in situ 
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nature of the botanical remains deposited (Schiffer 1987).  All of these factors were taken 
in consideration and hence the non-charred seeds were not included in this investigation 
Sampling Strategy and Processing 
  Within the exception of the midden excavation at 72-91 in the summer of 2009, I 
did not collect the samples utilized in this analysis. However, the systematic collection 
procedures have been developed and implemented by Dr. Kevin McBride.  At each of the 
sites chosen for this analysis, the sampling strategy for the flotation samples was as 
follows. All features were 100% sampled in the field. No soil was screened and all soil 
was processed for flotation.  During the summer months, bucket flotation with the use of 
fresh water occurred from 1987 to 2005 at Avery Pond, located at the east of the 
Reservation (as highlighted in Pearsall 2000). After 2005 to the present, the bucket 
processing switched to the man-made pond behind the Natural Resources Department on 
the Reservation.  Different size mesh was utilized in the flotation process – an 1/8 screen 
for the heavy fractions and fine industrial-size mesh for the light fraction. Each sample 
was then naturally dried within the individual meshes. Then it was brought back to the 
lab for preliminary sorting.  
Lab Analysis  
  In the last twenty years, a strict protocol (under the supervision of Dr. Kevin 
McBride and Roberta Charpentier) has been employed by the Mashantucket Pequot 
Museum and Research Center (MPMRC) to sort the majority of the soil samples floated. 
If samples had not been previously sorted by MPMRC lab technicians, the heavy and 
light fractions processed via flotation and larger excavated samples were sorted utilizing 
standard geologic sieves.  
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  When I entered the project, two of the ten sites, (1) 72-171 (occupied between 
1765-1775) and (2) 72-164A (1680-1690 A.D.), had never been analyzed for 
archaeobotanical remains and that effort was completed by me. The remaining eight of 
the ten sites had been previously analyzed for macrobotanical remains but there were 
some methodological issues which came to light (which is some instances were not at the 
fault of the original analyst) and in order to remedy these I had to reevaluate the eight 
assemblages.  
  Seven sites of the ten sites were originally analyzed by Patricia Fragola and 
Madonna Grady employed at Public Archaeological Lab (Table 2). I reanalyzed all 
samples identified by PAL to family, genus and when possible species-level, as there 
were many inconsistences within the identifications and databases. Two sites, 72-91 
(1675-1680 A.D.) (with an overlap in analysis with PAL) and 72-58 (1760-1770 A.D.), 
were previously analyzed under the supervision of Dr. Heather Trigg and Dr. Steve 
Mrozowski (University of Massachusetts, Boston) (Table 2). Select specimens of Zea 
mays (corn) were also analyzed by Dr. Walton Galinat (University of Massachusetts 
Suburban Experiment Station) and Phaselous vulgaris (bean) specimens were identified 
by Dr. Lawrence Kaplan (Emeritus, University of Massachusetts, Boston). I carefully 
checked each of the UMass, Boston identifications and found them, in general, not 
problematic. Overall, I reprocessed more than 3000 samples, carefully checked the 
previous identification and then weighted each of the identifiable remains (which had not 
been conducted before).  
   As advocated by Pearsall (2000) and Fritz (2005), each botanical sample, that 
had not been previously sorted, was divided into three parts to aid in the identification 
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process: 2 mm, 1 mm, and fine fraction (any material that had not been caught by the 1 
and 2 mm geological sieves- usually consists of powdered charcoal and unidentifiable 
plant fragments). However, all fractions and materials analyzed in this analysis were 
scanned using a Leica stereoscopic microscope at magnifications of 10x to 40x. All 
charred seeds, nutshells, nutmeats and other identifiable plant materials were removed 
and/or analyzed.  
Identification Criteria 
  References such as Weed Seeds of the Great Plains (Davis 1992), Seed 
Identification Manual (Martin and Barkley 2000), Illustrated Taxonomy of Weed Seeds 
(Delorit 1970) and Seeds and Fruits of Plants of Eastern Canada and Northeastern 
United States (Montgomery 1977) along with on-line databases and resources, such as 
Identification Criteria for Plant Remains Recovered from Archaeological Sites in the 
Central Mesa Verde Region (Adams and Murray 2004), Laboratory Guide To 
Archaeological Plant Remains From Eastern North America (Fritz 2009), and Seed ID 
Workshop (McDonald et al. 2012) were useful for identifying the archaeobotanical 
remains. Also, the large modern seed collection (10,000 specimens), housed at the 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Department of Anthropology and additional 
comparative specimens at the MPMRC were utilized for comparative purposes.  
Often times specific plants are known by several common names, varying based 
upon geographic region and/or local custom (Adams 2004).  Therefore all plants will be 
discussed using their scientific nomenclature and then by their common names. The 
majority of plant remains identified are scientifically labeled after names from the Flora 
of the Northeast (Magee and Ahles 2007). Some domesticates, such as Zea mays or 
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Prunus persica are not discussed in that flora reference; then other references and 
personal communication with other archaeobotanists aided in the identification process.  
All specimens within the assemblages were identified to the lowest taxon 
possible. As discussed by Adams (2004), the taxonomic level to which a botanical 
specimen is identified can be associated with a number of different variables, such as the 
condition of specimen (e.g. whether or not is highly vitrified), whether or not similar 
botanical remains can be identified within the region, and/or the “comfort level” of the 
individual analyst. For example, if only a single seed of Rhus sp. (sumac) was recovered 
and identified at a site, I would be hesitant to assign a species category to the specimen 
due to its limited presence at the site. Typically archaeobotanists tend to identify a 
specimen to species level only when there is a high presence (in some instances of 20+) 
of the seed within a specific context or at the site level (G. Jones Personal 
Communication 2004). 
Within this analysis, I have integrated the taxonomic levels for identifications 
from Bohrer and Adams (1977) and from personal communications with Dr. Glynis 
Jones (2004; University of Sheffield), Dr. Ksenjia Borojevic (2003; Boston University) 
and Dr. Lee Newsom (2007; Penn State University) to create four different categories: (1) 
absolute – when the specimen was identical to the named genus and species; (2) genus 
type  - when the specimen has morphological characteristics that closely resemble 
different species within the named genus and one cannot rule out all the possible species 
within the genus; (3) family type - when the specimen has morphological characteristics 
that closely resemble those of several genera within the plant family and one cannot rule 
out all the possible genera with the family level and (4) indeterminate type – when the 
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specimen could be identified as a nutshell/nutmeat/seed but could not be identified 
further into a specific taxonomic category (the specimen may be able to be identified but 
the specific identification is unknown at the present time).  
For the seed analysis, the following criteria as seen in Appendix A were utilized 
to identify the charred seeds from the sites. For each taxon listed, I observed and recorded 
the following to identify each specimen: 1) the part of the plant identified; 2) the genus 
type plants recorded with the state of Connecticut (USDA 2012) to highlight the diversity 
of that specific species within the sub-region of New England; 3) longitudinal section; 4) 
cross section; 5) size class; 6) length; 7) width; 8) thickness; 9) surface characteristics. 
Even with all these categories recorded, it was often extremely difficult to identify each 
specimen to an absolute taxonomic level. This was primarily due to the poor preservation 
of the seed or nut remains, or because there were too many possibilities of species within 
that genus for that specific identification. Overall, there were more genus level 
identifications than other taxonomic levels. In total, 10 categories are family-level 
identifications, 33 genus, and 11 species. (Appendix A).   
Ecological and Cultural Categorization of the Archaeobotanical Plants 
  After the identifications were completed, the plant remains were categorized into 
1) food values; 2) medicinal utility and 3) habitat use. These types of filters were useful 
for the presence and density analysis highlighted in Chapters Five through Seven. 
Food Categorization 
  It is important to understand which and how the plants identified at Mashantucket 
were used for food. Therefore, I associated each archaeological plant type identified with 
its ethnographically reported food use. Plant types, as in the habitat and medicinal 
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categorization, were only included in this analysis if they were identified to genus and 
species level. Family level identifications were not included because of the vast quantity 
of different plant species that would have fallen under that identification. In total, thirty-
five plants were categorized as food resources within the ethnographic recorded (as seen 
in Appendix B). Six plant types, Acalypha sp. (copperleaf), Carpinus caroliniana 
(beech), Galium sp. (bedstraw), Myrica pensylvanica (bayberry), Nyssa sylvatica 
(tupelo), and Potamogeton sp. (pondweed) were not mentioned in any regional 
ethnographic contexts as foodstuffs, only as medicine from around North America. Thus, 
these six plant types were not part of the investigation of food resources but are include in 
the medicinal investigation. 
  When plant types were identified to the genus level, similar to the habitat 
categorization, I utilized the USDA plant presence for the state of Connecticut as a 
biological framework to assess which plants can have been used by the Mashantucket 
Pequot. For example, nine species of Asclepias sp. (milkweed) are noted by the USDA to 
exist within Connecticut (Appendix B). Therefore, I researched those specific nine 
species in the ethnographic literature and also included data if the genus name was only 
mentioned (no species name identified) within the ethnographic account. For example 
within the table, this information was listed with the genus name and sp., such as 
Ascelpias sp. However, the USDA information provides necessary biological data to 
build bridges between the plants present in Connecticut and what species the 
Mashantucket Pequot may have utilized after European contact. Currently in this 
investigation, there are no plants that have been identified in the assemblage that are not 
currently found within Connecticut.   
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  The ethnographic information related to a specific plant type and its food use is 
listed in five different geographic categories: 1) Mashantucket Pequot; 2) New England; 
3) Northeast; 4) Southeast; and 5) other regions (which includes the Southwest and 
Northwest).  Each species name is listed along with appropriate tribal community 
followed by the cultural use of the plant (Appendix B).  It is important to note that even if 
a specific plant type (and its associated species found in Connecticut) was not recorded 
within the immediate geographic boundaries of the Mashantucket Pequot, the 
ethnographic information recorded for the plant’s use in other regions, such as Southwest 
and/or Northwest, is useful to demonstrate the specific cultural uses of the plant type and 
the cultural knowledge embedded in that use of the plant. The information gathered from 
other regions offer suggestion of how that plant type may have been used but it by no 
means signals a direct correlation as to the direct use of the plant within the 
Mashantucket Pequot community.  
  For both the food (and medicine) categorization, I included historical and 
ethnographic documents of Mashantucket Pequot plant use (e.g. Occum 1756 in Brookes 
2006; Bulter 1939 in Simmons 1990). I also evaluated other historical ethnographic 
resources within New England (Bennett 1955; Lamb Richmond 1989; Moerman 1998; 
Tantaquidgeon 1972), the Northeast (Black 1980; Herrick 1977; Moerman 1998; 
Tantaquidgeon 1946; 1972), the Southeast (Hamel and Chiltoskey 1972; Swanton 1928; 
Tantaquidgeon 1972) and then other regions within Moerman (1998).  This broad scope 
for the ethnographic information allowed for an exploration of what types of plants could 
have been utilized for medicine by the Mashantucket Pequot from 1675-1800 A.D.  
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Medicinal Categorization 
  To better understand the use of medical plants at Mashantucket, I associated each 
archaeological plant type recovered with its recorded ethnographic use. Plant types were 
only included in this analysis if they were identified to genus and/or species level. I did 
not attempt to categorize the eleven plant types that were identified to the family level 
because an overwhelming spectrum of plants would have fallen under that identification. 
All plant there were identified to either genus and/or species level were included were 
found to be utilized for medicinal purposes. Over forty-one plants were included in this 
analysis. I followed the same protocol as described above for the food uses (as seen in 
Appendix C).  
Habitat Categorization 
  Classifying the habitats in which the archaeological specimens occur is useful to 
gain a better understanding of land use practices of the Mashantucket Pequot. Originally, 
McBride (2007) and Trigg et al. (2007) had attributed the archaeobotanical types 
identified to their respective habitats. I apply a similar methodology to the 
archaeobotanical types identified based upon the habitat data provided in Magee and 
Ahles (2007). Within this analysis, five habitat categorizations were utilized: 1) 
woodland; 2) field; 3) wetland; 4) coastal; and 5) anthropogenic disturbance. The 
identified family type specimens were not included in this categorization due the large 
amount of species under each family. The habitat categorization was limited only to type 
specimens identified to genus and species level.  
  Table 3 lists all the specific habitat distinctions listed by Magee and Ahles (2007) 
that are now included in the more consolidated habitat categories for this investigation. 
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Each category and associated plant taxa were pared down based upon key word 
descriptors within the habitat listing per plant species . For plant types identified to the 
genus level within the archaeobotanical assemblage, the USDA plant species listed for 
the state of Connecticut  (2012) was used to categorize the spectrum of plant taxa and 
associated habitats. At the species level, the detailed habitat distinctions within each plant 
type were utilized to determine habitat categorization. For example, depending on the 
genus, there could be five known species under, Carya sp. or 151 known species for the 
type specimen identified as Carex sp. with Connecticut.  
  This is a simplification of ecological variation but these categorizations were 
created to clarify the cultural choices imbued in land use practices. In total, 56 different 
ecosystem distinctions listed were condensed into the woodland category for this 
investigation. Twenty-nine ecosystem distinctions within the field habitat category. 
Eighty ecosystem distinctions for the wetland category. Fourteen ecosystem distinctions 
within the coastal habitat category.  Fifteen ecosystem distinction for the anthropogenic 
structural disturbances category. Please refer to Appendix D for the complete individual 
distinctions per habitat.  
  Table 3 highlights the condensed habitat categorization, woodland, field, wetland, 
coastal and disturbance, for each of the identified types within the archaeobotanical 
record. Each of the habitats in which the specific species could exist was recorded to 
create a master list of habitat categorization of all the type specimens identified, as 
highlighted in Table 3.  A type specimen can be attributed to more than one habitat 
distinction as seen with Carex sp.  This habitat information was utilized to conduct a  
presence analysis in Chapter Seven.  
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Other Historical Data 
Primary and secondary data sources, which include both Indigenous and colonial 
accounts, were utilized for this analysis. Colonial documents, such as Connecticut Indian 
Papers (n.d), Overseer records (n.d.), Land deeds (n.d.) and Account books (n.d.) were 
examined. Also, Indigenous primary sources coming from Mashantucket Pequot Tribal 
members, such as  S. Occum, Herbs and Roots (1754 in Brooks and Warrior 2006) and 
other relevant Indigenous accounts to the region, like G. Tantaquidgeon, Folk Medicine 
of the Delaware and Related Algonquian Indians (1971) were dissected for information 
regarding Indigenous environmental strategies.  
Most of the primary sources were located at the MPMRC. In addition I 
supplemented this information with a research trip to the National Archives in 
Washington D.C. In the last 25 years, through the Ethnohistory Project, there has been an 
extensive effort to collect colonial and Indigenous narratives regarding Mashantucket 
Pequot lifeways on the post-Contact landscape. The most relevant colonial document(s) 
were the Connecticut Indian Papers (n.d). and overseers accounts (n.d.) related to the 
Reservation . These documents had been previously transcribed as part of the 25 
Ethnohistory Project under the supervision of Dr. Kevin McBride. With the use of the 
Connecticut Indian Papers (n.d) and overseers accounts (n.d), I was able to systematically 
reconstruct land loss within the Reservation boundaries and reconstruct some of what the 
Mashantucket themselves had to say about their plant usage. Mancini (2009) and Holmes 
(2007) have evaluated land use through other methodological lenses but this was the first 
project that comprehensively evaluated those sources for Mashantucket Pequot plant use.  
More specifically, plant related practices were highlighted in letters from overseers to the 
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Connecticut General Assembly and also appeals from Mashantucket sachems to the 
Assembly.  
Not only have colonial documents been systematically collected and transcribed 
at the MPMRC but also contemporary Mashantucket Pequot members have been 
interviewed to record oral histories, traditions and stories.  These interviews are relevant 
for the larger Ethnohistory project as they highlight the contemporary practices of 
traditional ecological knowledge at the Reservation. Although those interviews were  
informative for understanding  contemporary plant practices of the Mashantucket Pequot, 
as stated earlier, the goal of this project was not to reconstruct that traditional ecological 
knowledge. Thus at this time, the use of those accounts was cursory and will be more 
beneficial for future projects which examine present knowledge structures (and their 
relation to actions taken in the past, as grounded in the archaeological record). 
In summary, the historical data were evaluated for information containing land 
use, diet composition, and medicinal and ritual plants, as related to the expectations in 
Chapter Three. Within the examination, the colonial and Indigenous accounts are viewed 
as artifacts or ‘written’ traces of Native American plant use in the post-Contact period. 
Although many of the historical documents were created within either colonial and or 
Indigenous frames of reference, they nevertheless reveal aspects of Mashantucket Pequot 
cultural practices and lifeways that are not easily seen in the archaeological record. The 
historical data were evaluated for information containing ‘improvements in the land’ (or 
lack there of) yields of crops within Mashantucket lands, and land loss and acquisitions, 
and any mentions of plants used for food and medicine.  
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Data Manipulation and Interpretation 
  The archaeological data were recorded by presence, percentage frequency, and 
density analysis. The three analyses are useful for analyzing plants in the archaeological 
record where different excavation and sampling strategies may have occurred (as in the 
ten sites used for this analysis). They sensitively address issues in preservation and post-
depositional factors that may have affected the archaeobotanical assemblages recovered 
at archaeological sites.  
  Presence (Gremillion 1995; Hubbard 1976) and density analysis (Miller 1988) 
measures how commonly a particular plant species is represented in archaeological 
samples. It does not measure the abundance of the plant species within the sample 
because it assumes that the absolute counts of any particular plant are highly influenced 
by the degree of preservation. Instead it evaluates the number of samples in which the 
taxon appears within a group of samples.  Each sample is scored as present or absent 
within each sample or at the site level. An important factor in presence analysis 
(especially in analyses which evaluate plant data in a heterarchical fashion) is that the 
score of one plant species does not affect the score of another. Therefore the scores of 
different types of plants can be evaluated independently and cannot be utilized to 
compare the importance of one plant over the other (Popper 1988; Hubbard 1980).  
  On the other hand, percentages express the relationships of the taxons to each 
other in the whole, as opposed to simple presence (Fritz 2005). They can be utilized to 
gain a better understanding of the variation between samples and sites due to preservation 
issues. For example, this type of analysis helps to recognize how different taxa are not 
“equally preserved in different contexts” (Miller 1988:74), a very important consideration 
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if one wants to reconstruct variability at the intra and inter site level at the Mashantucket 
Pequot Reservation.  
  Anther method used in this investigation, density analysis of plant data (Miller 
1988) measures the number of charred plant remains versus the total volume of soil 
floated with a particular cultural context or at the site. Typically used in archaeobotanical 
analyses are the counts and weights of the archaeobotanical material per sample. Miller 
(1988) states that choosing the volume of soil floated as the norming variable against he 
counts or weight of the plant remains, one is able to evaluate hypotheses against variation 
in density, the effects of preservation, and recovery rates. Again, this type of analysis will 
be useful to standardize the archaeobotanical data for intra and inter site level 
comparisons of hearth, pit and architectural features.  
Summary 
 In this analysis, archaeobotanical methods, such as presence, percentage and 
density analyses, and spatial tools alongside the colonial and Indigenous historical data, 
will evaluate the expectations related to land use, diet composition and medicinal plant 
use. The data generate will help to reconstruct the decisions related plant use at the 
household and community level and are valuable for environmentally oriented and 
human dimension based research, which focuses on understand the Indigenous 



























Table 2. Archaeobotanical Investigators For Each Site. 





72-91 1675-1680 X X X 
72-164A 1680-1690   X 
72-34A 1680-1690 X  X 
72-58 1760-1770  X X 
72-171 1765-1775   X 
72-88 1775-1800 X  X 
72-97C 1780-1785 X  X 
72-161 1780-1790 X  X 
72-70B 1780-1800 X  X 








Table 3. Habitat Categorizations of Identified Archaeobotanical Types (Based Upon 
Magee and Ahles 2007).
ANTHROPOGENIC 
DISTURBANCE
COASTAL OPEN WETLANDS WOODLANDS
Acalypha sp. three seed mercury 1 0 3 0 0
Asclepias sp. milkweed 1 0 4 2 5
Carex sp. sedge 3 6 14 34 35
Carpinus caroliniana ironwood 0 0 0 1 1
Carya sp. hickory 1 0 4 0 4
Chenopodium - Amaranthus sp. goosefoot/amaranth 1 1 6 4 1
Comptonia peregrina sweetfern 2 0 2 0 1
Cornus sp. dogwood 1 0 1 3 5
Corylus americana hazelnut 1 0 1 0 2
Crataegus sp. hawthorne 1 0 4 1 1
Cucurbita sp. squas 1 1 1 0 0
Cyperus sp. umbrella sedge 1 3 6 7 3
Galium sp. bedstraw 1 0 3 5 4
Gaylussacia sp. huckleberry 0 1 1 1 1
Ilex sp. holly 0 1 0 3 4
Juglans cinerea butternut 0 0 0 0 1
Juglans nigra black walnut 0 0 0 0 1
Juglans sp. walnut 1 0 1 0 3
Juncus sp. rush 5 5 5 12 3
Lactuca sp. lettuce 1 0 4 0 0
Myrica pensylvanica bayberry 0 2 0 0 0
Nyssa sylvatica tupelo 0 0 0 2 3
Phaselous vulgaris common bean 1 0 2 0 0
Phytolacca americana pokeweed 1 0 3 0 0
Polygonum hydropiper water pepper 0 0 2 1 0
Polygonum sp. smartweed 3 3 8 13 5
Portulaca sp. pursalane 1 0 2 0 0
Potamogeton sp. pondweed 1 0 0 19 0
Prunus persica peach 1 0 1 0 0
Prunus sp. plum 3 2 2 2 4
Quercus sp. oak 0 1 2 4 20
Rhus sp. sumac 2 1 4 2 3
Rubus sp. bramble 2 1 7 2 6
Scirpus sp. bulrush 2 3 3 23 4
Triticum sp. wheat 1 0 2 0 0
Vaccinium sp. blueberry 1 1 2 4 5
Viburnum sp. viburnum 1 0 3 3 6
Vicia sp. vetch 1 0 3 0 0
Viola sp. violet 2 2 16 8 10
Vitis sp. grape 1 0 2 1 1
Zea mays corn 2 0 2 0 0
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS OF DIET COMPOSITION 
Introduction 
My objective in the next three chapters is to present the results and assess whether 
Mashantucket decisions related to plant use from 1675-1800 A.D. were conservative and 
in the interests of maintaining their cultural autonomy within their plant use as 
anticipated. I address the expectations outlined in Chapter Three and evaluate the results 
in terms of Mashantucket Pequot decisions related to plant use within their diet 
composition, then, medicinal practices, and finally land use. In each chapter, or case 
study, I present the archaeological data and then provide supplementary colonial and 
Indigenous historical accounts. 
Before I move onto a discussion of the wild plants recovered (both mast products 
and other wild plants) recovered, it is necessary to provide an overview of the results. 
Within the ten sites, over fifty-three different plant types were identified from over 
18,000 liters of soil processed (Table 4). Identifications were made to the species level 
when possible. In total, ten plant types were identified to the family level, twenty-nine to 
genus level, and eleven to species level, three to the indeterminate level (charred plant 
material to can not categorized to the family, genus or species level).  See Chapter 4 for a 
more detailed discussion of the criteria utilized to identify each type (Appendix A). Also 
see Appendix E for a complete inventory of the seeds identified from each archaeological 
site. Due to space constraints, plant remains that were categorized as “non-identifiable” 
or “plant material” are not included in Appendix E.  
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  Generally, at the ten sites there are tropical cultigens, such as Zea mays (corn) and 
Phaselous vulgaris (bean), and wild plants, like Rubus sp. (raspberry) and Viola sp. 
(violet) (Table 4). Sites 72-91 (26 types - 1675-1680 A.D.) and 72-58 (37 types - 1760-
1770 A.D.) yield the largest number of plant types (Figure 5; Note that graphs which 
present information from the ten sites are temporally organized in the x-axis from 1675 to 
1800 A.D.). The other eight sites yielded between seven to eighteen plant types. 
As seen in Table 4, each plant type was not recovered at each site. The only plant 
types that were identified at all sites were the mast plant, Corylus americana (hazelnut) 
and indeterminate seeds (which include whole seeds and seed fragments). Another mast 
plant, Carya sp. (hickory) and indeterminate nutshell were recovered from all sites except 
72-88. Zea mays (corn) was found all but two sites, 72-161 and 72-70B. A variety of 
other plant types is found at six of the ten sites including Cornus sp. (cherry), Quercus sp. 
(oak), and Rhus sp. (sumac). From five sites, five plant types, Comptonia peregrina 
(sweetfern), Gaylussacia sp. (huckleberry), Prunus persica (peach), Rubus sp. 
(raspberry), and unidentified nutmeat, were recovered. Twenty different plant types were 
only found at one site each (Table 4).  
To address the differential volume of soil floated at each site and how that may 
have affected the plant types recovered, the counts and weights of the plant type within 
each site assemblage were standardized using a method common in archaeobotanical 
analysis, as discussed by Popper (1998). The method allows for site comparisons within 
presence and density analyses as it calculates how many plant remains were recovered 
per volume (liter) of soil floated. In total, site 72-66 (6.978), 72-58 (1.464), 72-34A 
(1.25), and 72-91 (.764) had the highest amount of seeds recovered per one liter of soil 
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floated (Table 1). Typically, there were increased density of seeds per volume of soil 
floated at sites that had higher number of features excavated and soil floated (Table 1). 
However site 72-171 (.071) yielded a low quantity of botanical remains in comparison to 
the 1,584 liters of soil floated (Table 1). This may be explained by many seeds having 
been sorted into the wood charcoal samples that have not been analyzed as of yet. On the 
other end, 72-66 (6.978) yielded the largest amount of seeds recovered per volume of soil 
floated – with only 46 liters from two feature contexts.  The increase in material relates to 
one context in particular, Feature 1, may relate to its use as a firebox/hearth within the 
framed house structure. It may have presented an optimal environment to preserve plant 
remains. 
In Figures 6 to 15, the standardized counts for the plant types identified at each 
site are illustrated as percentages within a density analysis. At all sites, mast remains, 
such as Carya sp. (hickory), Corylus americana (hazelnut), Quercus sp. (oak) and 
unidentifiable nutshell/nutmeat tend to dominate the assemblages. Another plant type, 
which is a significant portion of the assemblages, is Zea mays (corn), except at sites 72-
70B and 72-66 (Figures 6-15). The high percentages of mast products within each 
assemblage are likely a preservation issue because nutshell is much more likely to 
survive in archaeological contexts due to their taphonomic durability in comparison to 
other types of plant remains.  
The remaining plant types identified in Table 4 comprise less than 5% of each 
archaeobotanical assemblage per site (Figures 6-15). The “less than 5% plant types” are 
important to identify, quantify, as they provide essential information for understanding 
food, medicine and land use of the Mashantucket Pequot. To further tease out the cultural 
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and taphonomic processes associated with these types of plant remains, the next section 
focuses on the analysis of the food remains recovered from the ten sites.  
Archaeological and Ethnographic Data Associated with Food-Related Activities 
  To better understand how the Mashantucket Pequot utilized the recovered 
archaeological species as a food, each plant type in Table 4 was related to the  
ethnographic record (as discussed in Chapter 4; Appendix B). This was completed to 
create a connection between the archaeobotanical remains recovered and the indigenous 
knowledge that is reflected in the presence of those remains.  The detailed ethnographic 
information gathered from the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, New England, the 
Northeast, the Southeast, and other regions in North America, helped to decipher the 
cultural choices embedded in the presence and variability of the recovered plant types as 
a possible food resources. To reiterate, family level identifications were not included in 
this analysis of food-associated plant types because of the vast quantity of different plant 
species that would have fallen under that identification. It also needs to be mentioned 
again that for plant types identified to the genus level, I utilized the USDA plant 
information for the state of Connecticut as the biological assessment which plants could 
have been consumed. For example, out of the fourteen species of Prunus sp. (cherry) 
noted by the USDA to exist within Connecticut, a large number of the species, seven, are 
noted as a food resource within the ethnographic literature. However, in a different 
direction, none of the species under the genus Potamogeton sp. (pondweeds) are noted as 
having been consumed as food resource across North America. Thus, it is not 
incorporated into this analysis of potential foodstuffs consumed by the Mashantucket 
Pequot.  
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  In total at the ten sites, thirty-five plants were categorized as food resources 
within the ethnographic recorded (Table 5). Six plant types that were identified in the 
archaeological record, Acalypha sp. (copperleaf), Carpinus caroliniana (beech), Galium 
sp. (bedstraw), Myrica pensylvanica (bayberry), Nyssa sylvatica (tupelo), and 
Potamogeton sp. (pondweed) were not mentioned in regional ethnographic contexts as 
foodstuffs, only as medicine and will be discussed in the next chapter. These plant types 
are included in the diagrams in this chapter to document their co-occurrence with food 
plants. 
 Within the ethnographic analysis, four of the thirty-five plant types recovered, 
Chenopodium/Amaranthus sp. (goosefoot), Phytolacca americana (pokeweed), Prunus 
persica (peach), and Zea mays (corn) are directly referred to as food source within 
primary and secondary documents specifically tied to the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation (e.g. Connecticut Indian Papers n.d.; Occum 1756 in Brookes 2006; Bulter 
1939 in Simmons 1990; Appendix B). Eight of the thirty-five plant types are referred to 
within the ethnographic literature from New England (e.g. Bennett 1955; Lamb 
Richmond 1989; Moerman 1998; Tantaquidgeon 1972). Twenty-two of the plant types 
are discussed in the ethnographical literature of the Northeast (e.g. Black 1980; Herrick 
1977; Moerman 1998; Tantaquidgeon 1946; 1972). Sixteen of the plant types are 
mentioned in the Southeast literature (e.g. Hamel and Chiltoskey 1972; Swanton 1928; 
Tantaquidgeon 1972) Lastly, thirty-five of the plants types, all but Polygonum hydropiper 
(water pepper) are documented as food plant in North America, which includes the 
Southwest and Northwest (e.g. Moerman 1998; Appendix B). Although many of the 
plants recovered are not directly tied to ethnohistorical data from the Mashantucket 
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Pequot Reservation, many can be categorized as a potential food source for the 
Mashantucket based upon the regional data from across North America.  These thirty-five 
ethnographic connections across North America of the plant types recovered at ten sites 
are important because they demonstrates that plant knowledge is widely shared across 
time and space, similar to knowledge associated with material culture, such as lithic, 
ceramics and metals. Connecting the ethnographic record to the archaeological record 
allows us to recognize how plant knowledge is embedded in Native American lifeways in 
the past, as do the plant types mentioned in Appendix B.  I now proceed to discuss the 
results of the plant types recovered as food as related to the expectations outlined in 
Chapter Two.  
Wild Plant Use 
  To reconstruct the decision-making associated with wild plant use and explore the 
assumption the Mashantucket Pequot continued to use a diversity of wild plants (mast 
products, weedy, fruits and other seeds), I investigated the presence and density of mast 
products and other wild plants recovered from the ten sites. Within the ethnographic 
analysis of the archaeobotanical data, thirty-five plants types were included in this 
analysis of food processing and consumption of the Mashantucket Pequot (Appendix B).  
  First, I conducted a density analysis based upon the standardized counts of the 
food-related plant types from each site (Figure 16). The recovered food-related seed 
plants were categorized as a wild plants (which encompasses weeds, fruits and other wild 
types), mast products (nutshell and nutmeat), tropical cultigens, and Old World cultigens. 
The categorization was utilized to understand how many food plant types were exploited 
locally in and around the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation. Although mast products are 
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also wild plants, I have divided wild plants into two categories because mast products and 
other wild plants (fruits, weeds and other wild types) lend themselves to distinctive 
cultural interpretations. Also, no local indigenous domesticates, such as Chenopodium sp. 
(goosefoot) were recovered within any of the sites, although domesticated varieties of 
Chenopodium sp. (goosefoot) have been recovered in the archaeological record during 
the Late Woodland in New England (George and Dewar 1999).  The wild varieties of the 
local indigenous domesticates were included in the wild plant food category.  
  As highlighted in Figure 16, each site with its associated household(s) (except 72-
88, which is interpreted as a storage/refuse area) tends to have two categories of food-
related plants - mast products and wild plants, with limited tropical and Old World 
cultigens. I would like to highlight the increased density of mast and wild plants at site 
72-66 (occupied between 1785-1795 A.D.). As stated above, at this site over 40 liters of 
soil were floated for a recovery of 8.03 plant fragments recovered per 1 liter of soil 
floated (Table 1). Rhus sp. (sumac), at 3.25 seeds per liter of soil floated, comprises the 
majority of assemblage along with indeterminate seeds recovered at 3.52 seeds per liter 
of soil floated. The increased number of Rhus sp. (sumac) and indeterminate seeds at this 
site can be more likely attributed to the preservation context, the firebox within the 
household structure. Also many of the indeterminate seeds were too vitrified to identify 
to a family, genus or species. Although this particular context is important due to the 
sheer quantity of botanical remains recovered, it gives a unique snapshot at cultural 
decisions associated with one context, the hearth.  Other contexts at 72-66 would also 
have been useful for to a comprehensive understanding full-spectrum of plants utilized by 
the Mashantucket Pequot during the time of occupation.   
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  To explore the variability of these food types across the sites, I evaluated the 
percentages of each food-related types in the assemblages (Figure 17). What is most 
significant is the large amount of mast products in all of the plant assemblages. Mast is an 
important factor within the broad spectrum of the Mashantucket Pequot plant use within 
these sites. It constitutes a significant portion of the total number of plant remains 
preserved at the Mashantucket Pequot sites, from less than 10% to more than 70% at the 
individual sites by number, and it would have provided the Mashantucket Pequot 
households with significant sustenance independent of the amount of available land.  
To understand the Mashantucket Pequot decisions related to the use of mast 
products, I also conducted a density analysis of the mast products recovered at the ten 
archaeological sites (Figure 18). To compare these sites to each another, I have 
standardized the weights of nutshell per type, which is a standard a method instead of 
utilizing the counts of the nutshell to determine cultural significance and practices (Miller 
1988). The six mast types were standardized by dividing the total weights of each species 
per site by the total volume of soil floated per site. The result is the number of individual 
mast types per one liter of soil floated at each site.  
In Figure 18, the use of Carya sp. (hickory) and Corylus americana (hazelnut) 
appears to vary while the use of other mast products (butternut, bitternut and oak) has a 
relatively low density (Figure 19). For example, at the time the fort 72-91 was occupied 
the area should have had relatively abundant woodland resources from Carya sp. 
(hickory), Corylus americana (hazelnut) and Quercus sp. (oak) (McWeeney 1994; Trent 
1981).  But during their stay at the site, apparently, the Mashantucket Pequot were 
selecting hickory over Corylus americana (hazelnut) and Quercus sp. (oak). However 
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after 72-164A is occupied there appears to be a switch in nut usage from Carya sp. 
(hickory) to Corylus americana (hazelnut).  Even when Carya sp. (hickory) resources 
became scarce the Mashantucket appear to maintain their use of mast products and switch 
to Corylus americana (hazelnut) beginning at sites 72-58. The use of Carya sp. (hickory) 
seems to decline after 72-58 is occupied with a slight increase at 72-171 and then Corylus 
americana (hazelnut) tends to dominate the assemblages from 1775-1800 A.D along with 
other Juglans sp. (Figure 18). 
Unlike other Indigenous communities in North America, Quercus sp. (oak) and 
other mast types, do not appear to have been selected by the Mashantucket, except at very 
low increments at from 1675-1800 A.D. as seen in Figure 19.  The general low density at 
these select sites could have a number of explanations: 1) a lack of access to this type of 
resource; 2) its low biological presence within this region of southeastern Connecticut; 
and 3) a cultural preference of the Mashantucket Pequot; or 4) it not being contrastive to 
colonial newcomers.  For example, at 72-91, the low presence of many of these other 
mast products shows that a combination of these four reasons may be at work. This is 
important because as land becomes more circumscribed from the occupation of 72-164A 
(mean date of occupation - 1685 A.D.) to 72-66 (1790 A.D.), the Mashantucket continue 
to funnel their ecological knowledge into the use of mast products and do not fully rely 
upon domesticates (either Old World or Tropical) (Figure 16) Mast products continue to 
be a significant part of the Mashantucket diet into the eighteenth century.  
   How do these mast products correlate with the other types of wild plant 
recovered from the individual sites?  In Figure 16, wild plants (which include fruits, 
weeds and other wild plants) comprise from 10%-90% of the plant assemblages 
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depending on the site. Coupled with mast products, the overall composition of the 
archaeobotanical assemblages at each site sites is dominated by these two food types. 
Although, site 72-88 yields a different patterning of wild plants to the cultigens present 
within it overall site assemblage. 72-88 is interpreted as being a storage/refuse area, thus 
the higher percentages of tropical cultigens, primarily Zea mays (corn), is not surprising.   
  To further explore the Mashantucket decisions related to the different types of 
food types present, specifically wild plants which include mast products, I have evaluated 
three different feature contexts: stratified pits, shallow pits and hearths. For the stratified 
and shallow pit analysis, four sites, 72-91, 72-58, 72-171 and 72-161, were selected 
because they are contextually similar and have over 1000 liters of soil floated and 
analyzed per site (Table 1). For the hearth analysis, three sites, 72-91. 72-58 and 72-66, 
were chosen for the same reasons as outline for the stratified and shallow pits.  
  The standardized density data from stratified pits are based on the following sites 
and associated features: (1) 72-91, Feature 92;  (2) 72-58, Features 3, 12, and 13; (3) 72-
171, Feature 13; (4) 72-161, Feature 1 and 137. In Figures 20-23, wild plants (which 
include mast products) dominate the stratified pit assemblages within these four sites. At 
72-91, mast products comprise over 69% (Figure 20), 72-58 over 64% (Figure 21), 72-
171 over 76% (Figure 22), 72-161 over 85% (Figure 23). These numbers correlate well 
with the overall mast product percentages recovered at each site in Figure 16. The 
stratified pit assemblages are remarkably similar to the overall site assemblages – 
possibly due to the fact that many of the botanicals recovered are from these well-
preserved contexts. When evaluating the specific decisions that were employed in the 
creation of these contexts, comparing 72-91, 72-171 and 72-161 to 72-58 gives a unique 
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glimpse at different behaviors associated with presence of the mast products.  Very little 
nutmeat has been recovered from the stratified pits within the three sites in contrast to the 
larger amount of nutmeat recovered from the stratified pits, specifically Feature 13, at 72-
58 (Figure 21).  But that is not to say that all these stratified pits were at some point 
storage pits. They still may have been utilized later as refuse pits as the household was 
abandoned. But the increased presence at 72-58 could possibly signal roasting activity in 
which the inhabitants of the site were participating. 
  Although 72-58 stratified contexts were the only ones to yield nutmeat, many 
additional wild plants are located within the four stratified pit assemblages. Especially 
72-91 and 72-58 have a variety of wild plants – all food related – which comprise less 
than 5-10% of the stratified pit assemblages. In Figures 20-23, although the wild plant 
types are not ubiquitous within the stratified pits that should not diminish their cultural 
significance. These types of plants would have supplied the Mashantucket Pequot with a 
wide variety of foods to subsist upon. I would like to note the decrease in presence of 
wild plant types after 72-171 (1765-1775 A.D.) is inhabited. It is hard to discern if this 
decrease is due to a cultural event, such as a decline in resources related to land 
circumscription, or related to taphonomic and preservation issues within those specific 
sites.  
  The analysis of shallow pits, less than 50 centimeters in depth, from these four 
sites helps to further clarify the relationship between the decrease in plant types and 
decision-making of the Mashantucket Pequot after 72-171 was occupied (1765-1775 
A.D.). At each site, more than four shallow pits are included in this analysis. These 
specific feature contexts may be associated with short-term storage or refuse or even a 
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single episodic event at the site related to food consumption and processing. At site 72-91 
(Figure 24) and 72-58 (Figure 25) nine plant types are represented and after 72-171 
(Figure 26) and 72-161 (Figure 27) are occupied this number does not significantly 
diminish. Although mast products are not a significant plant type recovered from these 
contexts, in comparison to stratified pits, the shallow pits do offer a unique glimpse at 
perhaps what could be considered “snap shot” decisions related to the types of plants 
utilized and chosen for consumption. For example, wild plants (excluding mast products), 
such as Prunus sp. (cherry), Cornus sp. (cherry) and Rhus sp. (sumac) at select sites, 
continue to make up a significant portion of the plants exploited at all four sites (Figures 
24-27).   
  Last, I evaluated hearth contexts from three sites: (1) 72-91, Features 26, 32, 77, 
83, and 116; (2) 72-58, Feature 6; and (3) 72-66, Feature 1. The above statements of 
continued use of different types of wild plants (which include mast products) is also 
corroborated (Figures 27-30). It is assumed that the plant types recovered from the hearth 
contexts at these three sites are more likely a representation of a last time the hearth was 
utilized. Mast products appear to make up a significant portion of both 72-91 (Carya sp. 
and Corylus americana; Figure 28) and 72-58 (Quercus sp.; Figure 29) with decrease 
numbers of other wild plants. It is interesting to note that Quercus sp. (oak) from 72-58 
was not recovered in vast quantities in other contexts. It is only seen in these specific 
cooking contexts while other mast products are seen to be stored or part of refuse pits in 
the stratified or shallow pits.  
  The presence or cooking of mast products are significantly decreased within site 
72-66 (Figure 30).  Mast products comprise a very small portion with wild plants, such as 
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Rhus sp. (sumac) and indeterminate seeds (as mentioned earlier) comprising the majority 
of the sample. Although different plant types are represented at each site, roughly nine 
different plant types are represented within each hearth and wild plants do not appear to 
diminish in representation with the plants consumed by the Mashantucket Pequot from 
1675-1800 A.D. (Figures 28-30). 
  It is important to note that all different types of wild plants, not just mast 
products, have been recovered at 72-66 and also the other nine sites (Figures 6-15).  
Often within the assemblages, there is a significant presence of fruits, like Gaylussacia 
sp. (huckleberry), Rhus sp. (sumac) Rubus (raspberry) and weedy seeds, such as 
Chenopodium sp. (goosefoot), Phytolacca americana (pokeweed) and Polygonum sp. 
(knotweed). As noted in the ethnographic uses for each archaeological plant type, often 
the weedy seeds are utilized for immediate consumption while the fruits can be consumed 
on site or dried for future use (Appendix B). This diversity in ways to consume these 
types of plants would have been extremely useful to the Mashantucket Pequot, especially 
during times in which harvests of cultigens were not as bountiful or for storage during the 
winter months when other foodstuffs were not available.  
  This analysis of wild plants suggests continuity during a time period in which 
Native Americans were being asked to convert fully to Euro-American farming 
technique. However, the variability that exists within each assemblage is most probably 
related to specific cultural choices at the household level and also the environmental 
circumscription which the Mashantucket Pequot were having to manage and overcome 
during this time period. The Mashantucket Pequot are not relying upon domesticates to 
create the foundation for their food resources from 1675 to 1800 A.D. Instead, they 
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appear to heavily rely upon plant resources from “wild” contexts, the “hidden harvests,” 
in spite of decreasing availability of such lands within the boundaries of the Reservation. 
This archaeological data support my expectation about the continued use of wild plants 
and also suggests that the Mashantucket managed those wild plant resources, possibly by 
harvesting and management for mast trees, and/or by propagating other wild-based plants 
such as weedy seeds and shrub-based fruits. 
Tropical Cultigens  
The archaeological data about tropical cultigens are presented in this section to 
investigate the expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot continued to use tropical 
cultigens during this period of land circumscription. Based upon the ethnographic 
information related to the archaeological data, three plant types recovered are considered 
a tropical cultigen: (1) Cucurbita sp. (squash); (2) Phaselous vulgaris (common bean); 
and (3) Zea mays (corn).  Figure 16, which was utilized to discuss the presence of mast 
products and wild plants, also highlights these plant types. Typically, the tropical 
cultigens comprise a small portion, around 5%, of the archaeobotanical assemblage per 
site (Figures 6-15). At site 72-91 and 72-88, tropical cultigens have higher presence – at 
72-91 around 22% (Figure 6) and 72-88 around 50% (Figure 11). This is more likely 
related to the cultural contexts in which these remains are recovered  - the remains are 
associated with storage or refuse pits. The increase of tropical cultigens at 72-88 also 
helps to support the interpretation that the site is indeed a storage area that was utilized by 
the Mashantucket Pequot during different points in time. The only two sites that these 
types of remains were not recovered at 72-161 and 72-70B, which where occupied 
between 1780-1800 A.D. (Figures 13 and 14).  However at these sites, mast products, 
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wild plants and also Old World domesticates are recovered (Figures 13 and 14). The lack 
of these remains recovered could be tied to the recovery methods – less than 230 liters at 
72-161 and 72-70B less than 66 liters of soil were floated and analyzed (Table 1). 
However, if the lack of the tropical cultigen is associated with specific household 
decisions this is extremely significant and may demonstrate a cultural shift. As recorded 
in the ethnographic information about the archaeological plant types (Appendix B), these 
specific tropical cultigens have been recorded in the New England and Northeast region. 
The Mashantucket Pequot not participating in the consumption of Tropical cultigen 
plants would have deeper meaning within the household and decision-making processes 
of the Mashantucket Pequot, perhaps signifying the beginnings of a shift within the 
traditional knowledge related to plants.   
Although they are not as frequent as mast, weeds or fruits, tropical cultigens, such 
as Zea mays (maize) are present at eight of the ten sites (Figures 6-12, 15; Table 5). There 
is also a variable representation of Cucurbita asp. (squash) recovered at two sites, 72-91 
and 72-58 and Phaselous vulgaris (beans) recovered at four sites, 72-91, 72-58, 72-171, 
and 72-66 (Table 4). Generally, tropical cultigens are present in all of the cultural 
contexts under investigation – stratified pits, shallow pits, and hearth. However, they do 
seem to decrease in presence within all contexts (Figures 20-30). In spite of lower 
presence of tropical cultigens, this analysis demonstrates that the Mashantucket Pequot 
continue to cultivate and harvest tropical cultigens from 1675-1800 A.D. with some shifts 
in the later part of the eighteenth century. The data supports the expectation that the 
Mashantucket maintained their use of Indigenous cultigens and wild plants even in face 
of serious circumscription of habitats, resources and social challenges.   
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Euro-American Cultigens 
In following section, I present the results, which explore the expectation that the 
Mashantucket Pequot adopted Old World cultigens and plants that easily incorporated 
into their traditional plant strategies without affecting the scheduling of other Indigenous 
plant activities. In total only two Old World cultigens have been recovered within all ten 
archaeological sites from 1675-1800 A.D. that are labeled as foodstuffs (Table 5; 
Appendix B). The two Old World species are Prunus persica (peach), which has been 
recovered at five sites, and Triticum sp. (wheat), which has been identified at two sites 
(Figures 6, 10, and 12-15). Generally the Old World cultigens comprise a small portion 
of the site assemblages (if they are present at all) (Figure 17). Many households do not 
have these plant types from 1675-1800 A.D. For example, Prunus persica (peach) is in 
higher densities at 72-91 (Figure 6). It reappears in the plant assemblage at 72-171, 72-
97C, 72-161, 72-70B and 72-66 but again in relatively low numbers. Old World cultigens 
are relatively rare and cultivating peach would have been a multi-year investment for the 
Mashantucket Pequot and should be seen as a significant addition to their subsistence. 
The management and harvest of peach trees may have paralleled other plant strategies, 
such as their use of hickory and other nut mast trees. The Mashantucket Pequot may have 
chosen this particular Old World cultigen due to its similarity to other Indigenous mast 
and fruit products. That is, it leant itself to adoption into the Mashantucket Pequot 
environmental strategies.  
As noted in the ethnographic information regarding these species, they tend to 
have multiple ways to consume and are easily processed for later consumption (Appendix 
B). For example, the Iroquois tended to eat Prunus persica (peach) in select ways: the 
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fruit is mashed, made into small cakes, and dried for future use. Also, it is eaten raw or its  
fruit can be sun or fire dried and stored for future use and used as food for the hunt, dried 
as fruit cakes soaked in warm water and cooked as a sauce or mixed with corn bread 
(Waugh 1916:129 in Moerman 1988). I did not find ethnographic connections in the use 
of Triticum sp. (wheat) within any indigenous communities east of the Mississippi, but 
within communities in the Southwest and California it was utilized to bake bread ((Bean 
and Saubel 1972:142 in Moerman 1998) and also used to make gruel (perhaps as a 
supplement for maize) (Russell 1908:76 in Moerman 1998). Perhaps the variety of 
relatively simple processing methods associated with these select Old World 
domesticates made them suitable candidates for adoption onto Mashantucket household 
diets.  
  It appears that the archaeological evidence supports my expectation and suggests 
that the Mashantucket Pequot did not buy wholeheartedly Euro-American cultigens 
during this time period. They appear to rely more heavily upon tropical domesticates and 
wild plants as the main source of food (Figure 17).  The presence of wheat and peach 
seems only cursory until 72-97C A.D. (occupied in 1780 A.D.) when Old World 
cultigens rise above 1% for the first time (Figure 17).  
Other Historical Data 
The following historical information directly relevant to the Mashantucket Pequot 




 century parallels and supports the archaeological 
data that discusses the cultural use and consumption of mast products, other wild plants 
and cultigens. The archaeological component to the Ethnohistory project is an attempt to 
add to the sparse historical record. Therefore the historic information should be seen as 
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supplementary to the archaeological information while offering further information to 
understand Mashantucket Pequot decision making during this tumultuous time period of 
land and social circumscription. 
I begin with a discussion with the historical documents about the Mashantucket 
Pequot use of tropical cultigens – a topic which can often be found in many historical 
accounts as Euro-Americans appear extremely interested in the progressive use of these 
types of crops (Bennett 1955; Cronon 1983). The following colonial account from 1761 
demonstrates that the Mashantucket are still growing tropical crops, such as maize and 
beans. It highlights that Mashantucket Pequot are in contestation with colonial figures 
about herbage areas and planting bean and corn.  
“William and Justice Minor [colonial inhabitants of Ledyard] put their 
unruly horses Cattle and Sheep into the said large pasture and have eat up 
and destroyed good part of their corn and beans… Some of them did plant 
ye field of about an acre with corn and beans which one N. Holdredge 
challenging the improvement by force of lease from said Williams which 
have now been gathered and carried away.” (Connecticut Indian Papers 
Oct. 2, 1750) 
 
The products of their Mashantucket Pequot labor had been carried away. At this 
time in the colonial record, the Pequot had been living on the Reservation for over fifty 
years and exploitable land would have dwindled down to 1000 acres (Figure 3). What is 
also noted and will be discussed in Chapter Seven is that they are having difficulty 
“improving” the land within the Reservation boundaries due to its physical nature, which 
is rocky and unfit for planting. However, in spite of the challenges from the colonial 
authorities, the Mashantucket Pequot strive to find suitable land to continue to cultivate 
traditional cultigens (rather than Old World crops) within this contested space.  
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As recovered in the archaeological record, there are some Old World crops that 
are cultivated by the Mashantucket Pequot. A colonial account from 1702 discusses the 
management of fruit trees (more likely Old World domesticates such as Prunus persica 
(peach) and Malus sp. (apple), although Malus sp. (apple) has not been recovered 
archaeologically at Mashantucket but has been mentioned in other historical accounts 
(Connecticut Indian Papers n.d.). The following account is one of the first that speak to 
the land conflicts that arise between Euro-Americans and the Mashantucket Pequot –
which involved the use of Old World crops within the lands on and around 
Mashantucket.  
“Indians have been much disturbed again by some of the people of Groton 
by their driving said Indians from their improvements and taking away 
their fields and fruit trees which for a long time they have planted and 
improved on at Mashantucket lands.” (Connecticut General Assembly 
Records 1702). 
 
At the time of this narrative, over 3500 acres of land would have been accessible. 
This would have included the original 1666 boundaries of the Reservation, Walnut Hill 
and Noank (Figures 2 and 3).  The reservation would have been lived on for over 30 
years and resources may have started to decrease when this account was written, 
highlighting how their improvements near the reservation boundaries had been disturbed 
and managed products had been taken away. What is important to note is that those Old 
World cultigens that are incorporated into Mashantucket plant strategies are easily 
adopted due to their similarity to the cultivating and harvesting requirements of 
traditional plant resources. The archaeological and historical record supports the 
expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot adopted Euro-based plants that were easily 
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incorporated into Indigenous land use and plant practices and that allowed the 
Mashantucket Pequot to maintain their cultural strategies of autonomy and heritage.  
Summary 
   Within this chapter, I have discussed how the diet composition of the 
Mashantucket Pequot was quite  dynamic and involved the use of wild plants, as well as 
tropical cultigens in various ways.  Although the expectations outlined in Chapter Two 
are supported by the archaeological data alongside the supplementary historical accounts, 
I would also like to address the many nuances that exist within the datasets. Each site 
assemblage illustrates the choices that the Mashantucket Pequot took from 1675-1800 
A.D.  Not all the same plants were used within each household across time and space but 
the variable presence across these ten sites suggests that the Mashantucket Pequot were 
able to maintain their traditional plant-based knowledge of mast products, fruits, wild 
weedy seeds, and tropical cultigens with the incorporation of select Old World cultigens. 
In essence, as certain plants types decreased in use, others were incorporated in the 
assemblages to maintain a cultural foundation for their traditional Indigenous identity and 



















































Types at Ten 
Sites
Asclepias sp. 1 1
Boraginaceae Family 1 1
Carpinus caroliniana 1 1
Compositae  Family 1 1
Cyperaceae Family 1 1
Cyperus sp. 1 1
Galium sp. 1 1
Juglans nigra 1 1
Juncus sp. 1 1
Labiatae Family 1 1
Latuca sp. 1 1
Polygonaceae Family 1 1
Polygonum sp. 1 1
Portulaca sp. 1 1
Potamogeton sp. 1 1
Ranunculaceae Family 1 1
Vibernum sp. 1 1
Vicia sp. 1 1
Viola sp. 1 1
Vitaceae Family 1 1
Acalypha sp. 1 1 2
Carex sp. 1 1 2
Cucurbita sp. 1 1 2
Illex sp. 1 1 2
Juglans sp. 1 1 2
Nysaa sylavatica 1 1 2
Phytolaca americana 1 1 2
Scirupus sp. 1 1 2
Triticum sp. 1 1 2
Ericaceae Family 1 1 1 3
Juglans cinerea 1 1 1 3
Legumosaeae Family 1 1 1 3
Vaccinium sp. 1 1 1 3
Vitis sp. 1 1 1 3
Chenopodium/Amaranthus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Crataegus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Gramineae Family 1 1 1 1 4
Myrica pensylvanica 1 1 1 1 4
Phaselous vulgaris 1 1 1 1 4
Prunus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Comptonia peregrina 1 1 1 1 1 5
Gaylussacia sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Prunus persica 1 1 1 1 1 5
Rubus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Unidentified Nutmeat 1 1 1 1 1 5
Cornus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Quercus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Rhus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Zea mays 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
Indeterminate Nutshell 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Carya sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Inderterminate Seed Fragments 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Corylus americana 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
































































Asclepias sp. 1 1
Cyperus sp. 1 1
Juglans nigra 1 1
Juncus sp. 1 1
Latuca sp. 1 1
Polygonum sp. 1 1
Polygonum hydropiper 1 1
Portulaca sp. 1 1
Vibernum sp. 1 1
Vicia sp. 1 1
Viola sp. 1 1
Carex sp. 1 1 2
Cucurbita sp. 1 1 2
Illex sp. 1 1 2
Juglans sp. 1 1 2
Phytolaca americana 1 1 2
Scirupus sp. 1 1 2
Triticum sp. 1 1 2
Juglans cinerea 1 1 1 3
Vaccinium sp. 1 1 1 3
Vitis sp. 1 1 1 3
Chenopodium/Amaranthus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Crataegus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Phaselous vulgaris 1 1 1 1 4
Prunus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Comptonia peregrina 1 1 1 1 1 5
Gaylussacia sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Prunus persica 1 1 1 1 1 5
Rubus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Cornus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Quercus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Rhus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Zea mays 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
Carya sp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Corylus americana 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Totals of Plant Types Per Site 21 9 7 23 11 6 14 10 5 9
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Figure 6. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-91. (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 
Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – 
Old World Cultigens.  Plant types less than 1% are listed in order of their percentages 
with the assemblages: Rubus sp., Juglans sp., Carex sp. Crateagus sp., Gaylussacia sp., 
Rhus sp., Vitis sp., Prunus persica, Zea mays Cupule, Curcurbita sp., Polygonum 
hydropiper, Ilex sp., Juglans cinerea, Indeterminate nutmeat, Triticum sp., Vaccinium sp, 
Scurpis sp., Prunus sp., Potamogeton sp., Quercus sp.)
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72-91: 1675-1680 A.D 
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Figure 7.  Percentages of Plant Types at 72-164A (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 





























72-164A: 1680-1690 A.D. 
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Figure 8.  Percentages of Plant Types at 72-34 (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 


































72-34A: 1680-1690 A.D. 
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Figure 9.  Percentages of Plant Types at 72-58. 
(Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild 
Plants; White – Indeterminate Types. Plant types less than 1% are listed in order of their 
percentages with the assemblages: Scurpis sp., Polygonum sp., Cornus sp., Curcurbita 
sp., Zea mays whole, Chenopodium sp., Carex sp., Vaccinium sp., Phytolaca sp., 
Phaselous vulgaris, Juglans sp., Galium sp., Comptonia peregrina, Vitis sp., Latuca sp., 
Juncus sp., Illex sp., Crataegus sp., Carpinus carolinia).
Cyperus sp. 
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72-58: 1760-1770  A.D.  
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Figure 10. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-171 (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 







































72-171: 1765-1775 A.D.  
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Figure 11. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-88 (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 






















72-88: 1775-1800 A.D.  
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Figure 12. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-97C (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 
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72-97C: 1780-1785 A.D.  
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Figure 13. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-161 (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 
Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – 































72-161: 1780-1790 A.D.  
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Figure 14. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-70B (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 
Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – 






















72-70B: 1780-1800 A.D.  
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Figure 15. Percentages of Plant Types at 72-66 (Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 20. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Stratified Pits at 71-91 (Color 
Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; 
White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – Old World Cultigens. Plant types less than 1% are 
listed in order of their percentages with the assemblages: Myrica pensylvanica, Carex sp., 
Galyussacia sp., Corylus americana, Vitis sp., Rhus sp., Polygonum hydropiper, 


















72-91 STRATIFIED PIT 1675-1670 A.D 
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Figure 21. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Stratified Pits at 71-58 (Color 
Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; 
White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – Old World Cultigens. Plant types less than 1% are 
listed in order of their percentages with the assemblages: Cornus sp., Zea mays Whole, 
Carya sp., Chenopodium sp., Polygonum sp., Scirpus sp., Galium sp., Carex sp., 






























72-58 STRATIFIED PIT 1760-1770 A.D. 
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Figure 22. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Stratified Pits at 72-171 (Color 
Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; 


















72-171 STRATIFIED PIT 1765-1775 A.D 
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Figure 23. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Stratified Pits at 72-161 (Color 
Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; 


















72-161 STRATIFIED PIT 1780-1790 A.D. 
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Figure 24. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Shallow Pits at 72-91 
(Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild 

























72-91 SHALLOW PIT: 1675-1680 A.D.  
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Figure 25. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Shallow Pits at 72-58 
(Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild 





















72-58 SHALLOW PIT 1760-1770 A.D. 
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Figure 26. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Shallow Pits at 72-171 
(Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild 
Plants; White – Indeterminate Types; Pink – Old World Cultigens). 















72-171 SHALLOW PIT 1765-1775 A.D.  
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Figure 27.  Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Shallow Pits at 72-161 
(Color Scheme: Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild 
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72-161 SHALLOW PIT 1780-1790 A.D.  
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Figure 28. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Hearths at 72-91 (Color Scheme: 
Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – 



















72-91 HEARTH 1675-1680 A.D. 
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Figure 29. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Hearths at 72-58 (Color Scheme: 
Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – 





















72-58 HEARTH 1760-1770 A.D. 
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Figure 30. Percentages of Plant Types Recovered from Hearths at 72-66 (Color Scheme: 
Gray – Mast Products; Orange – Tropical Cultigens; Yellow – Wild Plants; White – 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS OF MEDICINAL PLANTS 
Introduction 
In the following chapter, I discuss the medicinal data recovered from the ten 
Mashantucket Pequot sites. Plants related to medicinal practices are often deeply linked 
to the knowledge structures, traditions, in Indigenous communities. I expected that 
medicinal plant use to be preserved and remain relatively stable if not even intensified 
under the stresses of colonialism within the Mashantucket Pequot community from 1675-
1800 A.D. I also anticipated that medicinal plants would be relatively hard to observe 
archaeologically, since they tend to be rare and are often known only to a few people, 
such as medicinal practitioners. Medicinal use is often tied to special contexts, such as 
ritual areas. Consequently, I assume that medicinal plants would be differentially 
distributed across the ten sites.  
Archaeological and Ethnographic Data Associated with Medicinal Use  
  Similar to the dietary analysis, I investigated past ethnographic research on the 
specific plant types I had identified within the archaeological record. Plant types were 
only included in the ethnographic analysis if they were identified to genus and/or species 
level. I did not attempt to categorize the eleven plant types that were identified to the 
family level because an overwhelmingly large number species would have fallen under 
that identification. However, I included ethnographic data if the genus name was 
mentioned (no species name identified) within the ethnographic account.  
 Appendix C highlights the 41 plant types identified within the archaeological 
contexts that can be attributed to medicinal use based upon the ethnographic record. To 
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document the ethnographic use of the plant, the following ethnographic and historical 
resources, similar to the food ethnographic analysis, were utilized associated with each 
geographic area: 1) Mashantucket Pequot (e.g,, Occum 1756 in Brookes 2006; Bulter 
1939 in Simmons 1990); 2) New England (e.g. Bennett 1955; Fischer et al. 1997; Lamb 
Richmond 1989; Tantaquidgeon 1972); 3) Northeast (e. g. Black 1980; Herrick 1977; 
Tantaquidgeon 1946; 1972); and 4) Southeast (e.g. Hamel and Chiltoskey 1972; Swanton 
1928; Tantaquidgeon 1972). It is important to note that even if a specific genus (and its 
associated species found in Connecticut) was not recorded within the immediate 
geographic boundaries of the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, the ethnographic 
information recorded in other geographic regions, such as the Northeast and Southeast, 
was useful to demonstrate the knowledge embedded in the use of the plant type. In 
essence, the information gathered from other regions is suggestive of how that type of 
medical plant may have been used but not necessarily that it was used that way within the 
Mashantucket Pequot community.  
As recorded in Appendix C, out of the forty-one plant types identified at the ten 
Mashantucket Pequot sites from 1675-1800 A.D, five medicinal plant types were directly 
tied to the ethnographic accounts recorded from the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation 
(Brooks and Warrior 2006; Simmons 1990). These include: (1) Rubus sp. (raspberry, 
used for dysentery); (2) Rhus sp. (sumac, used for throat aid); (3) Quercus sp. (oak, used 
for dysentery); (4) Prunus sp. (cherry, cold remedy and used for menstrual problems); 
and (5) Comptonia peregrina (sweet fern , used for poison ivy) (Appendix D) . Except 
for Prunus sp. (cherry), the plant types listed are not very frequent at the sites. The low 
presence of medicinal plants directly associated with the Mashantucket ethnobotanical 
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record is more likely a factor of non-documentation because, as the archaeological record 
illustrates as discussed in this section, medicinal plant types are recovered within specific 
contexts at the ten households. 
Medicinal Continuity 
Table 6, highlights the presence of the different medicinal plant types found at 
each site as outlined in Appendix C (Note: many of these plants can also be considered 
serving other functions such as food, basket making etc.). Across those sites, select wild 
plant medicinal types, including mast products, create roughly 54-98% of the total plants 
per site (Figure 6-15). I assume that these larger quantities of wild plants types not only 
correlates to the types of foodstuffs were consumed but also what types of plants were 
used as medicine at the ten sites. 
Ten plant types occur at more than five sites (Table 6).  The medical plant types 
with the highest presence are: (1) Corylus americana (hazelnut), is recovered at ten sites; 
(2) Carya sp. (hickory), recovered at nine sites; and (3) Zea mays (corn), recovered at 
eight sites. The remaining thirty-one plant types occur in less than four of the ten 
archaeological sites.  
Also, fifteen of the plant types are only found at one site (Table 6). Many of the 
“one site” medicinal plant types are recovered from 72-91 (2 plant types), 72-58 (8 
types), 72-171 (1 types) and 72-97 (3 types). The high rate of unique plant types 
occurring at 72-58 is more likely not related to a cultural phenomenon but a product of 
the intensive soil sampling and archaeobotanical processing of this specific site. 
However, it is a possible that this specific household, during its occupation from 1760-
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1770 A.D., may have contained unique knowledge in regards to the use of wild plants 
which lead to the increase in archaeological visibility of  “one site” plant types. 
In essence, the observed distribution highlights significant variability of the 
medicinal plants across the sites. Few plants types are recovered from all sites, signifying 
the lack of continuity within the medical use of specific plant types at each site.  
However, as the presence of specific plant types shift through time and space, there is 
unique knowledge that is embedded within each plant type (Table 6; Appendix C) and 
that knowledge was more likely passed down from generation to generation. Although 
the given plant types were not recovered at each individual site from 1675-1800 A.D, it 
does not necessary demonstrate the loss of that type of medicinal knowledge. Glaza 
(2003) notes that wild plants as medicine well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
The archaeological data recorded in this analysis coupled with his findings suggest that 
the knowledge was orally transmitted and a significant social activity because there is 
very little record of it with the Mashantucket Pequot written arches. The medicinal 
knowledge stayed alive, however, its usage (and preservation of evidence for it) appears 
significantly more sporadic as conditions of cultural deposition and preservation 
warranted. 
Overall, the data do not demonstrate continuity in specific plant types but do 
express a broad foundation and continuation of knowledge associated with variety of 
medicinal plants recovered from 1675-1800 A.D.  Thus, my expectation that there would 
be continued presence of medicinal plants at all sites due to the deep links within 
knowledge structures is not fully supported by the data. It is not seen within the 
quantification of the medicinal data from each but is partially fulfilled through tracing the 
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presence of the certain plant types across the ten sites (especially the plant types with 
more than two occurrences – often that presence is spread apart temporally; Table 6 It is 
important to recognizing that the knowledge embedded in each plant type (Appendix C) 
and how that knowledge could have been transmitted across time and space from 1675-
1800 A.D.  
Medicinal Visibility  
To investigate the second expectation about the limited presence of medical plants 
within the archaeological record is due to a specialized cultural use at the household 
level, I have conducted a presence and densisty analysis of specific contexts from five of 
the ten sites. A subset of sites, 72-91, 72-58, 72-171, 72-161 and 72-66 (which were also 
analyzed in Chapter Five), contained similar contexts (stratified pits, shallow pits and 
hearths) and had moderate to high quantities of botanicals preserved within these specific 
contexts. The five sites each contain the following number of medicinal plant types based 
upon the soil analyzed: 72-91, 22 types – 6,668 liters of soil sampled and processed; 2) 
72-58, 25 types – 1,485 liters; 3) 72-171, 11 types - 1,584 liters; 4) 70-161, 11 types – 
4,422 liters; and 5) 70-66, 9 types – 66 liters (Table 6).  
First, I will discuss the results for the presence analysis at these sites. Site 72-66 
did not have stratified and shallow pit, thus, those contexts were not included in that 
portion of the analysis. Within Figure 31, sites 72-91 contains at least seventeen and 72-
58 contains twenty-four plant types within stratified contexts. At those two sites, the 
stratified botanical assemblage comprises roughly 77-92% of the total plant types 
recovered (Table 7). Thus, many of the medicinal plant types are recovered are found 
within the stratified pit contexts.  
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The stratified pits at the occupation of 72-58 (1760-1770 A.D.) have the highest 
presence of medicinal plants in contrast to the remaining contexts within the other sites 
have very limited quantities of medicinal plant types (Figure 31). If these stratified pits 
are interpreted as refuse from the clean up of house floors, fire hearths and other plant-
related activities within the household, it is not surprising that they would contain the 
highest presence of medical plant types and that the other contexts, such as shallow pits 
and even hearths, contain a limited spectrum of plant types (Figure 31). It is possible that 
the hearth and shallow pit contexts are associated with single episodic activities that 
would have involved a limited spectrum of plant types, such as prepping a certain plant 
type(s) for a concoction to heal. From 1675-1800 A.D. it appears that shallow and hearth 
contexts remain as deposits of medicinal plants but the number of plant types present 
with stratified contexts are significantly changed after the occupation of 72-58.  Based 
upon the data, it is hard to determine if the decrease in plant types within stratified 
contexts is due to a shift in household activities, such as the decrease in overall use of pits 
for refuse etc., or if there was a decrease in medicinal activities.   
To explore a shift of the plant assemblages within the specific contexts, a 
categorization similar to the one used in Chapter Five was applied to a density analysis to 
better understand why specific plant types may be decreasing in number and if that could 
be associated with a certain cultural activity, such as storage, cooking, prepping etc.. The 
plant types were categorized into mast products, wild plants, tropical cultigens, or Old 
World cultigens. Typically, these categories are associated with food-related activities but 
these plants also can be utilized as medicine, as seen in the ethnographic information 
provided within each plant type (Appendix C). As analyzed in Chapter Five for the 
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dietary remains, the raw counts of plant types were standardized by dividing the total 
number of seeds recovered by the amount of soil processed per site and these 
standardized numbers were then utilized. .  
As seen in Figure 32, the high to moderate density of mast products, tropical 
cultigens and wild plants is impressive at 72-91 and 72-58 - between 1 to 16 seeds 
recovered per liter of soil floated within the stratified contexts. The other context, which 
yields a similar amount of medicinal plant types, is the hearth at 72-66 with wild plants – 
with .5 wild seeds per liter of soil floated (Figure 33). However, the majority of the 
feature contexts, contains medicinal plant remains in low frequency - less then .5 
medicinal seed remains per liter of soil floated (Figures 32-34). Although many of the 
potentially medicinal plants occur in low frequency, their cultural significance may have 
been considerably larger. A variety of plant types, across the medicinal spectrum of usage 
is found at all sites dating from 1675-1800 A.D. This demonstrates that medicinal plants 
such as tropical and Old world cultigens, nuts, shrubs fruits, and other wild plant 
varieties, were continually used and played a role in Mashantucket Pequot plant practices 
but may be low frequency. So based upon the data presented, my expectation of few 
medicinal plants within each household due to Mashantucket specialized cultural use 
cannot be considered as fully validated by the data. Besides the two stratified contexts at 
72-91 and 72-58 (Figure 32), hearth and shallow contexts had similar frequencies of 
mast, wild plant, tropical cultigens and Old World cultigens (Figure 33 and 34) To 
resolve the question, other cultural contexts, such as ritualized spaces, are needed to 
explore and better understand the variability of medicinal behavior among the 
Mashantucket Pequot at the household level.  
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Other Historical Data 
 There are few historical (colonial or indigenous) accounts that discuss 
Mashantucket Pequot use of medicinal plants. It is not surprising that Medicinal 
knowledge is privileged information among Native Americans, and it would be have 
been very difficult for outsiders to gain access to it. That is why the archaeological data 
and ethnographic information compiled are so important for reconstructing Mashantucket 
Pequot medical plant knowledge and use. One of the few historical accounts is from the 
religious Pequot leader, Samson Occum (1754) in “Herbs and Roots”: 
“Take some Weecup [basswood bark] and sweet fern for the boy – And 
for your self the same Weecup and sweet fern or some sage, or hyssop – 
and take some bone and burn it thoroughly and point it fine and [it] about 
half a spoon full at a time with a little water just before or after a meal. 
And make Power of great centry, to take in drink, either water or weak 
punch.” (S. Occum 1754 in Brooks and Warrior 2006).  
 
  Occum’s (1754) list of Native remedies highlights that the use of plants as 
medicine had not been lost among the Mashantucket Pequot, even within the converted 
Christian community that emerged in the mid-eighteenth century.  The knowledge 
embedded in plants as medicine continues to proliferate and is seen many generations 
later within notes from Martha Langavin, a powerful matriarchal figure in Pequot history 
(Simmons 1990). Listed below are a select portion of plants used for medicine by 
Mashantucket Pequot women and men:  
“Running blackberry (Rhus hispidus): cook roots and drink for dysentery. 
Sumac (Rhus hirta): berries used to make tea for stomach aches. Wild 
Cherry (Prunus serotina): drink made from bark. Good for colds. Oak: 
White Oak (Quercus alba): cook and steep and drink for dysentery as a 
last emergency. It’s too powerful, much more powerful than hardhack. 
Used just once.” (M. Langavin transcribed by E. Butler in Simmons 1990) 
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What Martha describes correlates to what is found in the archaeological record at a select 
portion of the ten sites (Table 6). Perhaps some of these species were grown in the home 
gardens attached to the homesteads, as suggested by Largy and Rainey (2006) during the 
eighteenth century on Nantucket Island. 
Summary 
Through this analysis of the medicinal plants, I suggest that the decision-making 
embedded in the traditional ecological knowledge has the Mashantucket Pequot reacting 
conservatively to the inroads of colonial people and if not amplifying the use of their 
medicinal practices during colonization. It was surprising to recover many medicinal 
plant types between 1675-1800 A.D. (Table 6). The data verifies my expectation that 
medicinal plant usage should have remained stable because they were part of the 
knowledge structure of Mashantucket Pequot lifeways. Many of the plants, like Carya sp. 
(hickory), Comptonia peregrina sweet fern, and Zea mays (corn) are at almost all sites 
from 1675-1800 A.D. Other plant types have moderate representation across the 
assemblage.  
My second expectation of low density of medicinal plants within the household 
and the relation to specialized cultural practices was hard to substantiate given the nature 
of the data and contexts analyzed. Thus, I cannot resolve if the low density is related to 
specific cultural activities at the household level although I can make some suggestions 
as the “big picture” of Mashantucket Pequot medicinal use during this time of social and 
land circumscription. It appears reasonable to conclude that the medicinal plants were 
one of the ways in which the Mashantucket Pequot remained autonomous against the 
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colonial outsiders. Specific decisions, within this investigation of the medicinal plants, 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RESULTS OF MASHANTUCKET LAND USE 
 
Introduction 
  From 1666-1856, parcel by parcel, the Mashantucket reservation and surrounding 
lands were taken away by the English colonial powers.  In total, the Mashantucket lost 
approximately 2300 acres from the reservation lands originally appropriated to them in 
1666.  Much of what was taken was considered their best agricultural lands, and included 
other domesticated resources, such as apple orchards. With any change in circumstances, 
there are expected outcomes. In the case of the Pequot during 1600-1800’s, one would 
expect an array of changes occurring during colonization – ranging from modifications in 
cultural and political interactions to subsistence strategies. In spite of the historical 
accounts (both English and Native American), it is not clear how the circumscription of 
resources and exposure to European lifeways affected Mashantucket Pequot land use. 
One may hypothesize that during the institutional and later phases of the Reservation 
from 1675-1800 A.D., the Mashantucket Pequot land use would remain relatively 
unchanged because of how engrained traditional plant use would have been within 
Mashantucket knowledge structures. Thus, conducting an analysis of environmental data 
in comparison to the archaeobotanical and associated historical data will be helpful for 
understanding the adaptive strategies of the Mashantucket Pequot and whether traditional 
strategies changed or were maintained during this time period. 
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Archaeological and Ecological Data Associated with Land Use  
  To evaluate my first land use expectation, that the Mashantucket Pequot 
continued to use different habitats in spite of the circumscription of land and resources, I 
analyze the ecological data in relation to the archaeological record. First, I categorized 
the forty-one plant types identified to genus and species at the ten sites by their habitat 
distinctions as outlined in Magee and Ahles (2007). The plant types identified were 
categorized as woodland, field, wetland, coastal and modern anthropogenic disturbance 
habitats (Table 8). This classification of the habitats associated with the archaeological 
data allows me to suggest specific habitat choices of the Mashantucket Pequot from 
1675-1800 A.D.   
  Of the 41 types categorized, 38 identified plant types are considered to be multi-
habitat - more than two habitat categorizations (Table 8). The two types attributed to only 
one habitat category include Juglans cinerea (butternut) and Juglans nigra (walnut) 
within woodlands  (based on Magee and Ahles 2007; Table 8).  Multi-habitat types such 
as Acalypha sp. (copperleaf) can be found in field or disturbance habitats, Comptonia 
peregrina (sweetfern) in woodland, field, and/or disturbance habitats, and Polygonum sp. 
(knotweed) in anthropogenic disturbance, coastal, open, wetland, or woodland habitats. 
In total of the plants identified, 29 of the identified habitat types occur in woodland, 35 in 
field, 24 in wetlands, 32 in anthropogenic disturbance, and 16 in coastal (Table 8). One 
type, Corylus americana (hazelnut) is found at all sites at Mashantucket Pequot from 
1675-1800 A.D. and is associated with woodland, field, and disturbance habitats (Table 
4; Table 8). Carya sp. (hickory) is found at nine of the sites and may be present in  
similar habitats as Corylus americana (hazelnut). Zea mays (corn) was recovered from 
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eight sites, except 72-161 and 72-70B and can be grown in field to disturbance habitats. 
Please refer to Table 8 to compare the remaining types found at each site with their 
associated habitats.  
Habitat Use 
  With the habitats of the plant remains characterized, I conducted a presence 
percentage analysis of plant types per habitat. All identified archaeological types 
identified and their associated habitats per site were recorded. The raw data was then 
transformed into percentage data to gain a better understanding which plant types with 
their associated habitats could have been exploited during site occupation (Table 9; 
Figure 35).  
  Within the percentage analysis, the percentages of plant types within their habitat 
categorization are relatively stable (Table 9; Figure 35). Depending upon the habitat 
category, the variation is around one to three percent at 72-91, 72-164A and 72-34A. The 
mean percentage for these three sites for exploitation of woodlands is 23% +/- 3, 27.5% 
+/-1.5 within field habitats, 15% +/-1 for wetland habitats, 23% +/-2 for anthropogenic 
disturbance, and 12% +/- 1 for coastal habitats (Table 9).  
  A similar trend of habitat exploitation continues even when the Reservation is 
confined to 1000 acres by 1760. During the late eighteenth century, the mean percentages 
of habitat representation within the plant assemblage do not drastically fluctuate (if at 
all), except within plants utilized from anthropogenic disturbance areas (Table 9; Figure 
35). Within the woodlands no difference in the means is noted. Within field habitats, it is 
slightly shifts from 27.5% +/- 1.5 to 26.5% +/-2.5. Within wetland habitats it moves from 
15%+/- 1 to 16%+/-2. Within coastal habitats, the mean shifts from 12%+/- 1 to 
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13.5%+/2.5. Lastly, within the anthropogenic disturbance habitats, the means have the 
most range in variation from 23%+/-2 to 25%+/-5. As the woodland, field, wetland, and 
coastal habitats became less accessible due to landscape circumscription, this data 
demonstrates that they could be pulling plant recourses from anthropogenic-disturbed 
habitats more often.  
  To further investigate the expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot continued use 
of different habitats regardless of the physical circumscription of land and other 
resources, environmental data projected within Geographic Information Systems (GIS), 
such as soil, surface, bedrock, surface elevation, and water resources were projected 
(Table 10; Figures 36-40). It may be assumed that the shift in reservation size and the 
introduction of colonial subsistence strategies would be reflected in the location and 
environmental aspects of each site. GIS was used to test whether the changing boundaries 
of the Mashantucket Pequot reservation itself impacted the Pequot choice in placing 
themselves on the landscape. 
  There is no discernable pattern to land use in relation to soil, surface, bedrock, 
and evaluation (Table 10; Figures 36-40). These environmental variables do not appear to 
be a contributing factor to settlement practice and land use. Many of the variables are 
relatively homogenous across the reservation, especially within soil, surface and bedrock. 
I further investigated distance to water bodies because may of the plants collected from 
the Reservation assemblages can be denoted to be from wetland habitats (Figure 40). 
Distance to water is often thought of as a defining variable for site locations, often times 
to the detriment of our archaeological models (see Curran 2010) but with the defined 
spatial landscape and cultural record, the Mashantucket Reservation lends itself to an 
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interesting case study when approaching the analysis of water as a significant variable in 
site selection.  
  In Figure 41, a simple line graph which highlights the distance to the nearest 
water source– illustrates despite the changing boundaries of the reservation and potential 
loss of resources, there does not appear to be significant alteration of distances to 
important locale resources important to the native subsistence strategy from 1675-1800 
A.D. But can one define the variability within distance to water based upon settlement 
structures and mobility, wigwams vs. framed structure, as land becomes more 
circumscribed from 1675-1800 A.D? To answer this question, I analyzed the fifty-five 
post-Contact Mashantucket sites, which have been identified from the 1980’s to the 
present and include the ten sties in the study for settlement structure vs. distance to water 
(Figure 4). Within the data set of the fifty-five sites, overall there is a range of 100 to 700 
ft. from settlement site to a water body from 1675-180 A.D. (Figure 42). But within the 
time frame that wigwams would have been utilized (1675-1750 A.D), the mean distance 
of homesteads with wigwam structures to water bodies is 285 ft. (Figure 42). And after 
framed structures are constructed (1750-1800 A.D.), there is also a comparable mean for 
both framed without  (213 ft.)  and with (228 ft.) foundation (Figure 42). As the Figure 41 
defined, this analysis of settlement structure demonstrated that the mean distance to water 
bodies does not shift dramatically when we see architecture changing in later part of the 
eighteenth and into the nineteenth century.  
To further test the above results within a defined spatial landscape, I also 
conducted a random point analysis within GIS. For random points generated within the 
reservation boundaries the mean was 600 feet to the nearest water body, while the mean 
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was 300 ft. for the archaeological sites (Table 11). Although the range of variation 
overlaps between the random points and archaeological sites, it appears that distance to 
wetlands and/or a water source is a significant variable in settlement location based upon 
the means generated in this spatial analysis. (Table 11) However, the Mashantucket 
Pequot do not appear significantly to alter their patterns of settlement in relation to 
distance to water from 1675-1800 A.D.  
The above data related to the habitat exploitation within the archaeological record 
affirm my expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot would be exploiting a variety of 
habitats in spite of the circumscription of resources and land.  The variables analyzed via 
GIS (Table 10; Figures 36-40), when combined with the archaeobotanical data, 
demonstrate that traditional subsistence strategies as associated with certain habitats were 
not substantially altered. When the reservation is established in 1666 A.D. the 
Mashantucket Pequot have over 3500 acres of land to exploit, which includes the 
Reservation (2500 acres), traditional hunting grounds at Walnut Hill (600 acres) and 
access to coastal land resources at Noank (500 acres) (Figure 2). And by 1760 A.D. (the 
occupation of 72-58), this area is limited even further by the colonial authorities to 1000 
acres. However, in spite of this, the Mashantucket Pequot households studied in this 
analysis appear to make choices that include exploiting, processing, and utilizing 
medicinal and food plants from a variety of different habitats. This is not to say that the 
Pequot didn’t adopt any colonial strategies related to land use and management of plants, 
however this data illustrates maintenance of traditional plant-based and land strategies 
within this discrete spatial context.  
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Seasonal Plant Use and Storage 
 With the use of Magee and Ahles (2007), I conducted a seasonality analysis on 
the plant types recovered from the ten Mashantucket Pequot sites. Within the analysis, I 
investigate my expectation that seasonal plants would be continually used along with 
storage facilities at each site.  Plant types identified to family level were not included in 
this analysis because of lack of resolution when defining the rates of maturation within 
the multitude of plants under that level of identification. In Table 12, forty-one plant 
types identified to genus and species level were included.  
 Plant types germinate, fruit and mature at different points through out the spring, 
summer and fall. These biological processes are of great cultural significance to 
individuals, households, and communities, such as the Mashantucket Pequot. The plant 
types identified at the ten Mashantucket Pequot sites from 1675-1800 A.D. demonstrate a 
pattern of seasonality in relatively equal amount from spring, summer and fall. The plant 
types can be grouped into four separate time frames for the beginnings of the plant 
maturation, fruiting, ripeness etc. –beginning in April, May, June and July/August (Table 
12). Roughly ten plant types can be attributed to each temporal category of maturation, 
creating a relatively equal distribution of potential plant usage for the Mashantucket 
Pequot from 1675-1800 A.D. from 1675-1800 A.D.  
 I assessed how the seasonality of the plant types was reflected in individual sites. 
Therefore, I conducted a presence analysis of the seasonality data within the sites that had 
been previously analyzed for diet and medicine – 1) 72-91; 2) 72-58; 3) 72-171; 4) 72-
161; and 5) 72-66.  These intra-site analyses (Tables 13-17), show that the sites are 
relatively similar, containing plant types from April to October.  
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Site 72-91 contained wigwams, which may have been seasonally occupied for less 
than 1 year. And almost 70 years later, at site 72-58 (structure unknown but more likely a 
stone foundation due to the time period), the seasonality charts look remarkably similar 
(Tables 13 and 14). The uniformity of the seasonality regardless of plant types becomes 
even more pronounced at sites 72-171, 72-161, and 72-66 (Tables 15-17). Even with the 
lower number of plant types at these three sites, they still suggest that the Mashantucket 
Pequot exploited plants across spring, summer and fall.  
The plant types at the select households above were also more than likely not 
consumed immediately and were stored and utilized when needed (the ethnographic 
tables mention the storability of almost each plant type – Appendix B and C).  At 72-91, 
72-58, 72-171, 72-161, storage pits have been excavated (except 72-66). So the above 
information corroborates that storage were more likely maintained by the Mashantucket 
Pequot as they exploited plant types from a variety of different habitats across different 
times of the year, even at sites like 72-91 where wigwams were inhabited and 72-58 
where the habitation structure are unknown.  Thus, as expected, the Mashantucket Pequot 
continued their use of a spectrum of seasonal plans and maintained their storage was fully 
supported.  
Traditional Agricultural Systems and Home Gardens  
Next, I will assess my expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot continued to use  
traditional agricultural systems and cultivated home gardens with  tropical cultigens such 
as Zea mays (corn), Phaselous vulgaris (beans) and Curcurbita sp. (squash). Although 
there is no archaeological evidence of home gardens during the seventieth or eighteenth 
centuries, there is evidence of home gardens during the nineteenth and twentieth 
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centuries. Both Glaza (2003) and Handsman (2008) report that the Mashantucket Pequot 
women tended adjacent gardens that grew food and medicinal products. Glaza (2003) 
also notes that the Mashantucket Pequot women grew ornamental plants around the 
households. As highlighted in the dietary analysis and medicinal analysis, traditional 
cultigens continued to be in use, especially Zea mays (corn) recovered at all sites except 
72-161 and 70B, and also wild plants recovered at all sites (Figures 6-15). Perhaps some 
of these wild plants were cultivated in and around the household.  
 There is no evidence of Old World cultigens within those gardens during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Glaza 2003).  Within the archaeological assemblages 
from 1675-1800 A.D., there is only limited presence of Euro-American products, with 
Prunus persica (peach) only recovered at five sites and wheat from two sites (Table 4) 
and even these are not frequent (Figures 6, 10, and 12-15). Triticum sp. (wheat) with the 
households at Mashantucket may have been cultivated in the home gardens or supplied 
by local overseers (individuals who were appointed by the colonial authorities to act as an 
advocate and intermediary for any issues related to the Reservation and the local 
communities) or bought from local markets in and around the Reservation.  
The limited presence of Old World plant products at any of the households signals 
that the Mashantucket who were tending the gardens and harvesting wild plants from 
nearby areas, may have been resisting the adoption of Euro-American agricultural 
practices. They continued to rely upon wild plants and traditionally used tropical 
cultigens to provide adequate food, medicinal products and possibly grains acquire from 
the overseers as a supplement during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Although 
there is no direct archaeological evidence of the presence of these gardens at each 
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household, The archaeological evidence at the ten sites and the collected ethnographic 
evidence collected for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries suggest that home gardens 
probably were a large part of the maintaining Mashantucket Pequot subsistence 
strategies. The data do not contradict my expectation of the continued use of home 
garden and traditional agricultural systems within each household.  
Duration of Occupation 
In the following section, I analyze the expectation of short durations of 
occupations at habitation sites to maintain stable plant supply of food across the 
Reservation. During 1666-1750, the low site frequency is not a reflection of the nature of 
occupation on the reservation nor does it reflect archaeological site visibility. 
Documentary research clearly indicates that there are two communities during this period 
that were semi-aggregated on the landscape (Connecticut Indian Papers n.d; McBride 
1990). Their sites have yet to be identified and are likely located in areas of the former 
reservation, such as the West side and South hill.  Given their low site visibility, the sites 
that have been excavated within the Reservation boundaries (not within the West side or 
South hill) do suggest relatively short durations of occupation, most likely from seasonal 
up to 2-3 years.  At Mashantucket, wigwams do not appear to be intended as permanent 
structures. The occupation of the wigwam structures for a limited time (1-3 years) 
appears to reflect continuing seasonal movements in the 17th/early 18th century between 
Noank, Mashantucket, Poquatonnock and perhaps shifting of households to maintain wild 
plant resources and field horticulture soils in and around the reservation.  
Between 1750-1800, the increase in site number, in comparison to the earlier 
period of 1675-1750, is not evidence for indication of increase in population. Instead, it 
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reflects the loss of reservation land and resources, 989 acres from 2500 acres. The 
Mashantucket Pequot Indians were exposed to the influence of Christianity and the 
Brotherton Indian Movement, as noted in Chapter Three. Visible changes started to occur 
within the reservation with the construction of framed houses and the use of domesticated 
animals (Lammi 2005; Vasta 2007).  In 1755, the historical documents note that all of the 
domestic structures are wigwams. However, 1761, 30% percent of domestic structures 
are framed without stone foundations and in the later part of the eighteenth century we 
begin to see domestic structures being built upon stone foundations. Framed structures 
without stone foundations or sills (low single course of field stone to place a sill plate) 
were intended to for longer occupation than wigwams simply based on the investment of 
materials and labor and are also much easier to identify within the archaeological record. 
The longer duration of occupation within these framed structures is also reflected in the 
nature, density and variety of architectural debris (window glass, nail types), variety and 
complexity of features and artifact densities. These sites also don't have true foundations 
in the form of dug cellars, suggesting the Mashantucket do not have the means or desire 
to construct a framed dwelling that is built to last, and with the lack of a cellar may not 
have the same capacity for storage as their Euro-American neighbors. Almost all of the 
framed structures without a true foundation/dug cellar have storage facilities in the form 
of traditional "pits", sometimes within the structure. 
In essence, the duration of occupation of homesteads during this second half of 
the eighteenth century is relatively low, 5-10 years, as seen in Figure 4.  The low duration 
of occupation at these habitation sites may be a reflection of the quality of structures (not 
necessarily be built to last), underlying economic means or even the intention to maintain 
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mobility within the reservation boundaries. However, beginning in the third quarter of the 
eighteen-century, there appears to be a trend toward a longer duration of occupation (11-
20 vs. 1-10 years). This may correlate with the loss of the west side of the reservation, 
and changes in economic strategies, such as the adoption of domesticated animals.  
The information presented above supports my expectation that the Mashantucket 
Pequot maintain variability within their mobility strategies regardless of architectural 
features. The archaeological data presented in the land use section may corroborate that 
the Mashantucket Pequot within specific households were choosing to live within one 
area for only a short period of time not to overexploit and to remain mobile with their 
uses of traditional plant-based resources within woodland, open-field, wetland and 
mixed/edge habitats.  In essence, the diversity within the land use strategies demonstrates 
continuity and also the adaptability of the Mashantucket Pequot from 1675-1800 A.D.    
Euro-American Land Use  
In the following section, I explore my expectation that with these ten sites that 
there should be limited evidence of fences and property lines and adoption of other Euro-
American land strategies, such as use of common lands by domesticated animals.  In 
Figure 32, it is clear that the Mashantucket Pequot appear to continually exploit a 
diversity of habitats and food and medicinal resources within Reservation boundaries 
from 1666 to 1800 A.D.  However, based upon the archaeological data recovered from 
the ten sites (Figure 6-15), it is difficult to discern whether the Mashantucket Pequot fully 
engage in Euro-American strategies of land use at all, which included fencing of lands 
and maintaining property distinctions among tribal members. Although there are many 
stonewalls located on the contemporary lands of the Reservation, we have been unable to 
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determine if they are associated with the households and sites analyzed for this analysis 
since historical about their construction are non-existent. Also, often the archaeological 
excavation of the ten sites was centered on the domestic structures and many times it was 
difficult to clearly define the boundaries of the homestead. Thus, there is no clearly 
defined archaeological data on the stonewalls and fence lines with the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. However, the archaeological data presented in this chapter does 
support the expectation that the Mashantucket Pequot exploited a variety of different 
habitats and continued to engage in a land strategy that was maintained traditional 
strategies of subsistence and may be seen as contrastive with patterns of Euro-American 
land use that involved large scale land clearance and commodity-driven agricultural 
activities.  
Other Historical Data 
Within the colonial accounts, there seems to be different narratives in regards to 
land use strategies of the Mashantucket Pequot during the late seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Within the Connecticut Indian Papers (1731), there is little acknowledgment 
that Indigenous communities are using any other land management practices, except for 
agricultural purposes. The following colonial narrative is a representative example that 
highlights how Euro-Americans viewed Mashantucket Pequot land use – through the lens 
of agricultural yields and production – rarely mention Indigenous use of woodland and 
wetland ecosystems.   
“We find the number of Wigwams on the Mashantucket land to be fifteen 
and no more and the Indians improvement of said land was about ten or 
twelve acres consisting about ten property enclosures or corn field 
scattering about [because] the great part of said is rocky land not fit for 
planting” (Testimony of colonist, William Morgan and Zachariah Maynor 
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to the Connecticut Assembly, Connecticut Indian Papers October 14, 
1731).  
 
At the time this narrative is recorded, the Mashantucket Pequot are still living 
within wigwam structures and lands available for resource use within the reservation 
system would have been around 1000 acres. The availability of resources and land had 
dramatically shifted from when the Reservation was first established in 1666 with around 
3500 acres available (Figures 2 and 3). Now less than sixty years and two to three 
Mashantucket generations later, the Mashantucket Pequot are defined by the colonists as 
not to be engaging in Euro-American agriculture (only fifteen acres enclosed noted 
within this account) and that the land itself is “unfit” for planting. Instead, as highlighted 
in the presence analysis of habitat use and distance to wetlands (Figures 35, 41-42) the 
Mashantucket Pequot appear to utilize different habitats for plant resources within their 
households.  
As noted by Anderson (2005), and Nicholas (1992), archaeologists tend to 
overlook how significant ‘marginal’ ecosystems, especially wetlands, were in shaping the 
Indigenous plant use strategies, even during the Colonial Period. This contemporary 
Indigenous account from Alice Brend, a tribal member at Mashantucket, demonstrates 
the use of wetland resources and the pattern of generational continuity and offers a 
glimpse at how important these resources are within Indigenous ecological knowledge: 
“My mother knew everything and of course taught me quite a bit and 
different herbs and what’s good for you and what’s not. We used to cook 
greens, and we used to get different things out of the swamps and the 
woods, picking different things. Then she’d cook them up and we’d have 
them for greens on the table. She knows how to get the stuff for cold and 
showed me where it was to get it.” (Alice Brend, Mashantucket Pequot 
Tribal Member 1987 in Starna 1990) 
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Her claim of swamps as a viable ecosystem is unusual in comparison to colonial accounts 
dating back to contact with Europeans and is also supported by the archaeological data 
from the ten sites that the Mashantucket Pequot did use resources from wetlands (Table 
8; Figure 35). However, within the colonial dialogue directly related to the Mashantucket 
Pequot Reservation and Native Americans within the regions there is little mention of 
Indigenous individuals and communities utilizing wetlands resources, as they are often 
depicted as dark and gloomy places, unviable and useless to Euro-American economy 
(Cronon 1983). Within this region of southwest Connecticut, they appear to be invisible 
to the colonist but certainly not to the Mashantucket Pequot community, as one can 
discern from the oral accounts and archaeological evidence related to the habitat data.  
Within this region, the colonial narratives from 1675—1800 A.D. also offer an 
interesting glimpse of Mashantucket Pequot attempts at engaging in Euro-American land 
strategies. They often speak to the Mashantucket Pequot inability to properly engage in 
Euro-American land strategies. This account from 1761 is a representative of the ways 
colonial narratives speak about Mashantucket Pequot land use:  
“We also viewed the Indian families which seem to be flourishing their 
houses and wigwams filled with children and youth but as there are great 
disputes relating to their number we cannot ascertain to the same with any 
great degrees of certainty. Some of them have made handsome 
improvements and have some cattle and seem to be desirous of improving 
after the English manner. Their improvements are on the eastern part of 
the land which yet remains undivided which in our opinion considering it 
in quality is near as good as the western part that is divided.” (Connecticut 
General Assembly Records 1761) 
 
The above highlights that the Mashantucket are having difficulty improving the 
land within the Reservation boundaries and creating “Euro-American”-like spaces. 
European improvements were defined by creating herbage for domesticated animals, 
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cultivating planting fields and fencing for property (Donahue 2004). At this time in the 
colonial record, the Pequot have been living on the Reservation for over fifty years and 
exploitable land would have dwindled down to 1000 acres (Figure 2). However, in spite 
of land circumscription, the Mashantucket Pequot still are pulling from different habitats, 
as seen in the archaeological record, and finding it difficult to engage in Euro-American 
land strategies or “improvements to the land”, as highlighted in the colonial narrative.  
Summary 
Although there were significant pressures from the colonial authorities to have the 
Native Americans engage in the Euro-American notion of improvements to the land, 
Indigenous communities continued to choose to engage in specific plant strategies that 
revolved around the use of a diversity of plants and habitats, which may have been 
contrastive to some of the supplementary colonial narratives mentioned above. Their 
accustomed traditional strategies with wild plants vs. domesticated cultigens (either 
Indigenous or Euro-American) would have put a premium on choosing those plant 
interactions that allowed to remain independent of their colonizers, logically different, 
and in control of their special and temporal placement, independent of the expectations of 
the colonists. Overall, the data provided in this chapter are in support of the expectations 
laid out in Chapter 2 and have strong implications for the distribution of plants at 








Table 8. Habitat Presence 
Anthropogic 
Disturbance




Acalypha sp. 1 1 2
Asclepias sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Carex sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Carpinus caroliniana 1 1 2
Carya sp. 1 1 1 3
Chenopodium - 
Amaranthus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Comptonia peregrina 1 1 1 3
Cornus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Corylus americana 1 1 1 3
Crataegus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Cucurbita sp. 1 1 1 3
Cyperus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Galium sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Gaylussacia sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Ilex sp. 1 1 1 3
Juglans cinerea 1 1
Juglans nigra 1 1
Juglans sp. 1 1 1 3
Juncus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Lactuca sp. 1 1 2
Myrica pensylvanica 1 1 1 3
Nyssa sylvatica 1 1 2
Phaselous vulgaris 1 1 2
Phytolacca americana 1 1 2
Polygonum hydropiper 1 1 2
Polygonum sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Portulaca sp. 1 1 2
Potamogeton sp. 1 1 2
Prunus persica 1 1 2
Prunus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Quercus sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Rhus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Rubus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Scirpus sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Triticum sp. 1 1 2
Vaccinium sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Viburnum sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Vicia sp. 1 1 2
Viola sp. 1 1 1 1 1 5
Vitis sp. 1 1 1 1 4
Zea mays 1 1 2
Total Plant Types Per 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 10. Environmental Variables at Each Site – 
Soil, Bedrock, Surface, Elevation and Water. 







































































































Table 11. Mean Distance to Water: Random Point versus Archaeological Sites
 Random Points Arch Sites 
N  79 56 
Mean 600 ft. 308 ft. 
Std. Deviation  680 ft. 206 ft. 











Table 12. Total Seasonality of Plant Types from All Ten Mashantucket Sites 1675-1800 
A.D. (Highlighted when each plant type flowers or fruit on a yearly basis). 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Comptonia peregrina sweetfern 1 1
Corylus americana hazelnut 1 1
Juglans cinerea butternut 1 1
Juglans nigra black walnut 1 1
Juglans sp. walnut 1 1
Myrica pensylvanica bayberry 1 1
Prunus persica peach 1 1
Carpinus caroliniana ironwood 1 1 1
Prunus sp. plum 1 1 1
Quercus sp. oak 1 1 1
Viola sp. violet 1 1 1 1 1
Carya sp. hickory 1 1
Crataegus sp. hawthorne 1 1
Nyssa sylvatica tupelo 1 1
Gaylussacia sp. huckleberry 1 1 1
Ilex sp. holly 1 1 1
Viburnum sp. viburnum 1 1 1
Asclepias sp. milkweed 1 1 1 1
Vaccinium sp. blueberry 1 1 1 1
Carex sp. sedge 1 1 1 1 1
Scirpus sp. bulrush 1 1 1 1 1 1
Zea mays corn 1 1
Vicia sp. vetch 1 1 1 1
Rubus sp. bramble 1 1 1 1
Potamogeton sp. pondweed 1 1 1 1
Galium sp. bedstraw 1 1 1 1
Juncus sp. rush 1 1 1 1 1
Rhus sp. sumac 1 1 1 1 1
Phaselous vulgaris common bean 1 1
Cucurbita sp. squash 1 1
Lactuca sp. lettuce 1 1 1
Phytolacca americana pokeweed 1 1 1
Polygonum hydropiper water pepper 1 1 1
Portulaca sp. pursalane 1 1 1
Triticum sp. wheat 1 1 1
Cyperus sp. umbrella sedge 1 1 1 1
Chenopodium - Amaranthus sp. goosefoot/amaranth 1 1 1 1
Cornus sp. dogwood 1 1 1 1
Polygonum sp. smartweed 1 1 1 1
Acalypha sp. three seed mercury 1 1 1















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 38. Bedrock at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation. 
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This investigation has explored how the Mashantucket Pequot, at the household 
level managed and adapted their plant strategies when faced with the challenges of 
colonization from 1675-1800 A.D.  This chapter summarizes the results and discusses the 
complexity of Indigenous plant use and decision-making processes on a colonized 
landscape as well as future work to complement the data presented in this investigation.  
I have evaluated the how Indigenous households and communities made decisions about 
plants that allowed them to remain flexible in their social organization, and maintain their 
Indigenous identity within colonized spaces. There are alternative hypotheses, which 
could have been explored with this dissertation. For example, that Indigenous individuals 
and communities kept living like Indigenous peoples because they had no choice. They 
had limited resources to access the Euro-American lifestyle and thus they were poor and 
marginal and subsisted however they could, including continuing cultural practices that 
would keep them alive within the colonized landscape.  However, in this dissertation, it is 
assumed that agency or human choice is embedded within cultural practices and 
knowledge structures of the communities under study.  
I did not excavate the data analyzed in this dissertation, nor were they collected in 
the field to settle a specific set of competing hypotheses. They were collected to 
document decisions taken by Mashantucket Pequot, in regard to plant resources (about 
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which not much was known, much less published before). It would require the critical 
test of new problem-directed field work, to settle the question if the Mashantucket Pequot 
decisions were completely forced by their having been marginalized so completely that 
the observed behaviors were the only choice they had, as a result of their dire poverty and 
colonial subjugation, or if they can be better explained by an agency approach, in which 
the decisions were the ones taken because they were the culturally most appropriate and 
best informed decisions for Mashantucket Pequot individuals to take, within the range of 
decisions that would have been open to them. 
In this direction, it would be useful to compare plant data sets from Euro-
American sites to Indigenous households each containing multiple contexts, such as fire 
hearths, storage, refuse pits and house gardens clearly associated with distinct 
architectural structures, with directly connected and abundant historical narratives (both 
indigenous and colonial).  Unfortunately, the Euro-American archaeological data and 
colonial/indigenous accounts in regards to plant use are very sparse in this region. At the 
site level, data utilized are also limited: (1) the field methods may have steered 
archaeological to areas that did not yield high quantities of plant material and they were 
not necessarily optimized in a problem directed approach to understand human-
environmental interactions; (2) lacked control over the field processing and as an analyst, 
it would have been useful to “start from scratch” during the identification process, instead 
of reanalyzing and working through the methodological issues of identification created 
by other analysts; and lastly (3) the generally poor and differential preservation of the 
archaeobotanical materials at New England sites. Imagine how much more we would 
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know about the Mashantucket plant strategies if we had desert plant preservation 
conditions in New England.  
Although this data set certainly has limitations, I need to reiterate that there are 
many positive aspects of its collection, processing and analysis. The ten sites chosen for 
this analysis are unprecedented with the region in the amount of soil floated/analyzed and 
also the amount of recovered archaeobotanical information. It has allowed me to assess 
my research assumptions and move beyond it correcting simpler notions of decision 
making due to environmental and cultural determinism, such as biological forcing, 
colonial power, or depictions of communities and individuals act kindly to their 
environments, as mentioned in Chapter One.  
Through an analysis of the archaeological and historical data, I have evaluated a 
model of decision-making and expectations that have the Mashantucket Pequot reacting 
conservatively to the process of colonization. Within that model, I explore the dynamic 
cultural practices involved with the Mashantucket Pequot plant use and demonstrate that 
the Mashantucket Pequot at the household level continued to use wild plants and tropical 
cultigens with supplementary additions of Old World domesticated crops from the late 
seventeenth into the eighteenth centuries. This illustrates traditionalism in the face of 
change and how the selection of the most conservative strategies, which in this 
investigation are labeled as heterarchical, allowed them to stay culturally autonomous in 
the processes of colonization. Specific decisions, such as the use of mast products, other 
wild plants and tropical cultigens as food and medicine, highlight those responses which 
are conservative and help to keep them as autonomous as possible under the colonial 
onslaught from 1675-1800 A.D. 
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Living with the Land: Agency and the Complexity of Environmental Strategies 
The data presented within this investigation support the notion that the 
Mashantucket Pequot chose plant strategies that has them ‘living with the land’ and the 
“hidden harvests” of wild plants, from nuts to wild weedy and fruits plants, and also 
tropical cultigens  dominate the archaeological assemblages. In many examples, these 
decisions are corroborated in the Indigenous and colonial narratives. The household 
decision making, in its continuity and variation, indicates that the Mashantucket Pequot’s 
use of plants was deeply embedded in their cultural practices and local knowledge of the 
landscape from 1675-1800 A.D. The post-Contact adaptive strategies related to plant use 
have connections to the pre-Contact period as there appear to be similar patterns of 
exploitation of the spectrum of wild plants utilized and the presence of tropical cultigens 
(Chilton 1999, 2002; Bernstein 1993; George and Dewar 1999; Little and Schoeninger 
1995; Johnson 1999).  
So what types of specific decisions are evident from ‘living with the land’ when 
faced with land and resource circumscription?  And how do those decisions reflect the 
struggles the Mashantucket Pequot faced with colonization? These are challenging 
questions and much research has gone into searching for motives and meanings within 
the cultural structures of past archaeological communities (Brumfiel 2000; Dornan 2002). 
However, because of the analysis of plant-related material culture at the household level, 
I am able to sketch the network of historical variables and the knowledge structures 
related to plant use of the Mashantucket Pequot. The household analysis at Mashantucket 
highlights broad temporal and spatial tendencies within the archaeobotanical data and 
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chronicles the decisions of plant use actually taken within this Indigenous, but yet 
colonized, landscape.  
Based upon the plant data, it is clear that the Mashantucket Pequot struggled to 
maintain traditional lifeways in the face of colonial forces.  For example, mast products 
continued to be used at the domestic sites but there is quite a variation when that is 
broken down into five mast plant types identified (Figure “Mast Standardized”. At 72-91, 
the Mohantic Fort occupied between 1675-1680 A.D., Carya sp. (hickory) dominates the 
household assemblages. However, only five years after the fort occupation, Corylus 
americana (hazelnut) increases at the cost of  Carya sp. (hickory) in 72-58  (Figure “Mast 
Standardized:). After 72-58 is occupied, Carya sp. (hickory) is present but is not the main 
nutshell present, except when 72-66 is occupied from 1785-1795 A.D.  
Within the archaeological and historical records, Carya sp. (hickory) is noted as 
the most important nut bearing trees in the eastern United States for Indigenous 
communities (Gremillion 1995; Bennett 1955). Is pattern of cultural use similar in New 
England? And if Carya sp. (hickory) is an important plant resource, then why did the 
Mashantucket Pequot mast use shift away from hickory after late seventeenth century? 
Could it be related to wartime (King Philips War) and need to feed more mouths with the 
storage of Carya sp. (hickory) and Zea mays (corn)? More upland, terrestrial 
environments, like Walnut Hill, West Half and South Hill were lost to the Pequot during 
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. This comprised over 3000 acres of 
exploitable land for trees, such as Carya sp. (hickory). It is possible that this shift in 
nutshell presence of Carya sp. (hickory) correlates to that land loss for the Mashantucket 
Pequot. The increase in the use of Corylus americana (hazelnut) may correlate with the 
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changing forest composition as early successional species, such as Pinus strobus (white 
pine),  Betula sp. (birch) and Acer maple (red maple) become more abundant due to the 
rapidly changing southern New England landscape (Foster et al. 2008). It is important to 
understand that mast products were part of Indigenous communities diet and patterns of 
environmental strategies even when forced to become sedentary within the Reservation 
boundaries. The use of mast products is one way in which traditional ecological 
knowledge and plant practices may have been kept alive and passed from generation to 
generation between households at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation during the late 
seventeenth to eighteenth centuries. 
The physical presence of tropical cultigens, fruits, and other wild plants used for 
medicine has a very similar use patterns among the ten archaeological sites. From the 
data it is reasonable to suggest that the different types of medicinal plants across these 
select households were one of the ways in which the Mashantucket Pequot remained 
culturally autonomous. Medicinal plants such as tropical and Old world cultigens, nuts, 
shrubs fruits, and other wild plant varieties, were  apparently continually used and played 
a role in Mashantucket Pequot plant practices but tend to have low ubiquity. As stated in 
Chapter Six, additional contexts, such as ritualized spaces, with differential presence (not 
necessarily higher ubiquity) of plant remains are needed to understand the variability 
within the cultural behaviors related to Mashantucket Pequot medical plant at the 
household level. 
It also is important to highlight that the Mashantucket continued to exploit a 
diversity of types of habitat types. In spite of increasing circumscription, woodland, open 
field, coastal, and wetland (such as the Great Cedar Swamp) habitats continued to be 
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central, along with new formed anthropogenic areas, to the environmental strategies of 
the Mashantucket Pequot. At no point during the occupation of the ten domestic sites did 
the households at Mashantucket cease to harvest plants from the diversity of habitats 
within and around the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation. The knowledge and decisions 
associated with the use of wild plants, which include fruits and weedy seeds, were passed 
along from generation to generation and made a significant contribution to the plant–
related food and medicinal stores of each of the households analyzed.  The plant types 
identified at the select households above were also more than likely not consumed 
immediately and were stored and utilized when needed. Traditional storage practices 
were more likely maintained by the Mashantucket Pequot as they exploited plant types 
from a variety of different habitats across different times of the year, even at sites like 72-
91 with its wigwams and 72-58 were that kind of habitation structure are unknown.  
The colonial narratives document significant pressures from the colonial 
authorities to either engage with or not to interfere in the Euro-American notion of 
improvements to the land. In response, the Mashantucket Pequot choose to choose to 
participate only in those plant strategies that allowed to maintain if not broaden the 
diversity, variation, and flexibility in the use of plants and their habitats. The 
heterarchical values placed upon wild plants and domesticated cultigens (either tropical  
or Old World) allowed the Mashantucket Pequot to pass along the plant related 
knowledge and continue exploiting a diverse subsistence base. The presence of wild 
plants alongside domesticates at all ten sites demonstrates that the Mashantucket Pequot 
“lived with the land” and that they continually utilized products which have been labeled 
as “hidden harvests” (Grivetti and Ogle 2000) in order to survive. Merchant notes 
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(2010:85) that colonial production altered the local ecology that in turn undermined 
Native American production.  Although the local ecology was certainly modified by the 
large scale land clearance that had started in the sixteenth century the Mashantucket 
Pequot environmental strategies from 1675-1800 A.D. do not appear radically changed.  
Though this had not been the focus of the dissertation it is important to note that 
Mashantucket Pequot decision making, in the directions in which it is reverberated across 
the data in this investigation, may have been made easier by many of the Indigenous plant 
interactions being female centered, in contrast to the Euro-American male centered 
economy. This pattern is similar to other geographic regions in North America, which 
include the Southeast (Perdue 1998; Scarry and Scarry 2005) and the Northwest coast 
(Duer and Turner 2005). In New England, Indigenous women are associated with 
domestic activities, which include maintaining the household, farming and the gathering 
of plants (Merchant 2010). It has also been noted that women are an integral part of the 
social and economic systems during and after the time of European colonization (Ives 
2011: Lamb Richmond and Den Ouden 3003; Ives 2011).  They maintained their 
sociocultural authority and produced much of what we know today at Native American 
culture materialities (baskets etc.) (Lamb Richmond and Den Ouden 2003).   
The Indigenous narratives at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation and those of 
associated cultural groups corroborate those early studies and analyses of the role of 
women within southeastern New England. More specifically, Mancini (2009) has 
documented during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Mashantucket Pequot men 
leaving the reservation to engage in whaling and other capitalistic endeavors along the 
coast and other towns of New England. A similar phenomenon can be seen within a 
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small, colonial rural town in Vermont during the nineteenth century – as capitalism takes 
a hold within the areas surrounding the town, there is migration but yet resistance and 
persistence of traditional lifeways (Barron 1987).   
The women at Mashantucket Pequot maintained the households and sustained the 
communities in the increasingly oppressive colonial world. In essence they were the 
keepers, modifiers, and transmitters of the traditional ecological knowledge. Given the 
continued presence of wild plants (which were used both for food and medicine) within 
households from 1675-1800 A.D., women may have fostered a sense of continuity with 
environmental strategies and resisted engaging in plant strategies that interfered with 
their traditional ways of gathering, harvesting and cultivating plants from 1675-1800 AD. 
Usually the colonial authorities and other colonial figures dealt with the men within the 
reservation systems (Bragdon 1996b). Women must have been an important contribution 
to keeping the Mashantucket Pequot plant interactions “Mashantucket Pequot” and 
traditional and autonomous from the Europeans, in the face of Euro-American strategies 
of “improving the land” within the Reservation.  
In regards to Christianity and changes within cultural practices, Bragdon (1996b) 
states that women were often more conservative in their responses to converting to 
Christianity as it highly affected their cultural autonomy, especially within marriage 
choice and family planning. That conservatism may also be seen within the continuities 
of plant use at the Mashantucket Pequot. Even after many Mashantucket Pequot 
converted to Christianity in the later part of the eighteenth century, which advocated for 
an overhaul of the Indigenous ways of being (Rubin 2005), traditional plant strategies for 
food and medicinal purposes continue to be maintained (with household variations) in a 
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heterarchical fashion from 1765-1800 A.D. As noted by Mancini (2002), it is sometimes 
hard to discern the patterns of medicinal plant use, as this line of practice appears to shift 
dramatically within the historical accounts after the rise of Christianity. However, the 
archaeological evidence presented in this analysis has created temporal and spatial 
connections between the use of plants at the household level. 
Further Research  
     Wood Analysis 
  The next step in the macrobotanical analysis at the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation from the extant collections is the evaluation of the use of wood resources that 
have been recovered at all the sites within this investigation. The analysis of the wood 
charcoal will be one of the first within the region to utilize the innovate methods, such as 
the minimum piece diameter analysis (Marguerie and Hunot 2007; Scholtz 1986; 
Tusenius 1986) to decipher cultural patterns and to reconstruct the decisions which 
surround wood use at the household and community levels. This archaeobotanical 
research would complement the research conducted by Foster and Aber (2004), Foster et 
al. (2008) and Ireland et al. (2010) to learn about the intensive utilization of wood 
products, coupled with the history of deforestation, reforestation, and other anthropogenic 
impacts. This analysis would be one of the first to study an continuously occupied 
indigenous landscape to understand major changes in forest composition and structure 
occurred after the arrival of Europeans. The wood data will be integrated with the 
documentary record to identify Native American decisions in relation to their access to 
fuel resources and further establish a historically contextualized and more nuanced 
understanding of the Native Americans within a contested landscape  
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Animal Resources 
 At the sites analyzed, there has been extensive recovery of animal bone as well. 
The faunal data (analyzed by M. Vasta and Randy Noaks) are being analyzed in parallel 
to the botanical data to create more inclusive understanding of subsistence and land-based 
strategies at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation. Vasta (2007) notes that during the 
eighteenth century there is a shift to more domesticated animals, such as pig, into the 
Indigenous diet. This is an interesting trend in comparison to plant-based subsistence 
because the plant use suggests conservatism of traditional practices while the animal use 
may demonstrate a more radical shift toward  Euro-American subsistence strategies. 
More research is needed to create a more comprehensive picture of animal and plant 
resources at the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation during colonization.  
Site Analysis 
Investigating Mashantucket Pequot environmental interaction into the ninetieth 
and twentieth centuries will continue the story presented in this investigation and also to 
support the preliminary evidence that medicinal use continued into the twentieth century.. 
It will be useful to complement the data set presented in this investigation to identify 
whether the patterns of continuity in decision making which characterize the period 
between 1675-1800 A.D. are maintained into the present day, especially after the 
Mashantucket Pequot face more political, economic and social challenges with this 
colonized space in Connecticut. The preliminary data demonstrates a shift to a more 
equal balance between Euro-American and tropical cultigens and wild plants around the 
later part of the eighteenth century. Investigating the eighteenth to twentieth century data 
more comprehensively may introduce a lasting transformation in which Euro-American 
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products are being cultivated by the Mashantucket Pequot for more than just cursory use, 
as highlighted in this analysis (McBride personal communication). Over 15 identified 
Mashantucket sites from 1800-1930 A.D. can be explored and expand our knowledge of 
traditional ecological knowledge during the later phases of colonization at Mashantucket.  
Final Remarks 
“Put your ear to the ground and listen and you know the ceremonies 
[Indigenous knowledge] are all around us. We just have to be patient and 
listen.” (Native American elder in Lamb Richmond 1989:33). 
 
This project was sponsored by the Mashantucket Pequot Nation. It turns our 
attention to how Indigenous societies, when faced with conflict and competition for 
resources, engage their own traditions and Euro-American practices. This investigation 
accentuates the complexity of the cultural lifeways and how Native Americans 
(re)conceptualized their socio-natural world during the process of colonization.  Even 
though large portions of land were appropriated and resources became more 
circumscribed, the Mashantucket Pequot chose heterarchical strategies relative to plants 
that helped them to stay as autonomous an possible and that was the most consistent with 
older patterns of subsistence and land use.  
The plant decision-making that has been the focus of this investigation, I hope, 
will aid in placing Indigenous individuals and communities into the contexts of 
colonization as more active participants in their own past, and as long-term stewards of 
the environments. This dissertation has shown that even as small a space as the 
Mashantucket Pequot Reservation is a rich testimony to the 11,000-year history, and 
continues to provide important information about Mashantucket Pequot decision-making, 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Plant Taxa listed in the USDA Plant Database in Connecticut Not Recorded in Native American 
Food Practices Related to Plants 
 
1) Asclepias amplexicaulis (clasping milkweed); Asclepias exaltata (poke milkweed);); Asclepias 
purpurascens (purple milkweed); Asclepias quadrifolia (fourleaf milkweed); Asclepias tuberosa 
(butterfly milkweed)  
 
2)  Carex abscondita (thicket sedge); Carex acutiformis (lesser pond sedge); Carex aestivalis (summer 
sedge); Carex alata (broadwing sedge); Carex albicans (whitetinge sedge); Carex albolutescens 
(greenwhite sedge); Carex albursina (white bear sedge); Carex alopecoidea (foxtail sedge); Carex 
amphibola (eastern narrowleaf sedge); Carex annectens (yellowfruit sedge); Carex appalachica 
(Appalachian sedge); Carex arctata (dropping woodland sedge); Carex argyrantha (hay sedge); Carex 
atlantica (prickly bog sedge); Carex aurea (golden sedge); Carex backii (Back's sedge); Carex baileyi 
(Bailey's sedge); Carex barrattii (Barratt's sedge); Carex bebbii (Bebb's sedge); Carex bicknellii 
(Bicknell's sedge); Carex blanda (eastern woodland sedge); Carex brevior (shortbeak sedge); Carex 
bromoides (brome-like sedge); Carex brunnescens (brownish sedge); Carex bullata (button sedge); 
Carex bushii (Bush's sedge); Carex buxbaumii (Buxbaum's sedge); Carex canescens (silvery sedge); 
Carex castanea (chestnut sedge); Carex cephaloidea (thinleaf sedge); Carex cephalophora (oval-leaf 
sedge); Carex collinsii (Collins' sedge); Carex communis (fibrousroot sedge); Carex comosa (longhair 
sedge); Carex conoidea (openfield sedge); Carex crawei (Crawe's sedge); Carex crawfordii 
(Crawford's sedge); Carex crinita (frindged sedge); Carex cristatella (crested sedge); Carex 
cryptolepis (northeastern sedge); Carex cumulata (clustered sedge); Carex davisii (Davis' sedge); 
Carex debilis (white edge sedge); Carex deweyana (Dewy sedge); Carex diandra (lesser panicled 
sedge); Carex digitalis (slender woodland sedge); Carex disperma (softleaf sedge); Carex eburnea 
(bristleleaf sedge); Carex echinata (star sedge); Carex emoryi (Emory's sedge); Carex exilis (coastal 
sedge); Carex festucacea (fescue sedge); Carex flava (yellow sedge); Carex folliculata (northern long 
sedge); Carex formosa (handsome sedge); Carex glaucodea (blue sedge); Carex gracilescens (slender 
looseflower sedge); Carex gracillimia (graceful sedge); Carex granularis (limestone meadow sedge); 
Carex grayi (Gray's sedge); Carex grisea (inflated narrow-leaf sedge); Carex gynandra (nodding 
sedge); Carex haydenii (Hayden's sedge); Carex hirsutella (fuzzy wuzzy sedge); Carex hirta (hammer 
sedge); Carex hirtifolia (pubescent sedge); Carex hitchcockiana (Hitchcock's sedge); Carex 
hormathodes (marsh straw sedge); Carex hystericina (bottlebrush sedge); Carex interior (inland 
sedge); Carex intumescens (greater bladder sedge); Carex lacustris (hairy sedge); Carex laevivaginata 
(smoothshearth sedge); Carex lapponica (Lapland sedge); Carex lasiocarpa (woollyfruit sedge); Carex 
laxiculmis (spreading sedge); Carex laxiflora (broad looseflower sedge); Carex leptalea (bristlystalked 
sedge); Carex leptonervia (nerveless woodland sedge); Carex limosa (mud sedge); Carex livida (livid 
sedge); Carex longii (Long's sedge); Carex lucorum (Blue Ridge sedge); Carex lupuliformis (false hop 
sedge); Carex lupulina (hop sedge); Carex lurida (shallow sedge); Carex magellanica (boreal bog 
sedge); Carex merritt-fernaldii (Fernald'a sedge); Carex mesochorea (midland sedge); Carex molesta 
(troublesome sedge); Carex muehlenbergii (Muhlenberg's sedge); Carex nigra (smooth black sedge); 
Carex nigromarginata (black edge sedge); Carex normalis (greater straw sedge); Carex novae-angliae 
(New England sedge); Carex oligocarpa (richwoods sedge); Carex oligosperma (fewseed sedge); 
Carex ormostachya (necklace spike sedge); Carex pallescens (pale sedge); carex panicea (grass-like 
sedge); Carex pauciflora (fewflower sedge); Carex pedunculata (longstalk sedge); Carex pellita 
(woolly sedge); Carex pensylvanica (Pennsylvania sedge); Carex plantaginea (plantainleaf sedge); 
Carex platyphylla (broadleaf sedge); Carex polymorpha (variable sedge); Carex prairea (prairie 
sedge); Carex prasina (drooping sedge); Carex projecta (necklace sedge); Carex pseudocyperus 
(cypress-like sedge); Carex radiata (eastern star sedge); Carex retroflexa (reflexed sedge); Carex 
retrorsa (knotsheath sedge); Carex rosea (rosy sedge); Carex scabrata (eastern rough sedge); Carex 
schweinitzii (Schweinitz's sedge); Carex scoparia (broom sedge); Carex seorsa (weak stellate sedge); 
Carex siccata (dryspike sedge); Carex silicea (beach sedge); Carex sparganioides (bur-reed sedge); 
Carex spicata (prickly sedge); Carex sprengelii (Sprengel's sedge); Carex squarrosa (squarrose 
sedge); Carex sterilis (dioecious sedge); Carex stipata (awlfruit sedge); Carex straminea (eastern 
straw sedge); Carex striatula (lined sedge); Carex stricta (upright sedge); Carex styloflexa (bent 
sedge); Carex swanii (Swan's sedge); Carex tenera (quill sedge); Carex tetanica (rigid sedge); Carex 
tincta (tinged sedge); Carex tonsa (shaved sedge); Carex torta (twisted sedge); Carex tribuloides 
  
(blunt broom sedge); Carex trichocarpa (hairyfuirt sedge); Carex trisperma (threeseeded sedge); 
Carex tuckermanii (Tukerman's sedge); Carex typhina (cattail sedge); Carex umbellata (parasol 
sedge); Carex vesicaria (blister sedge); Carex vestita (velvet sedge); Carex virescens (ribbed sedge); 
Carex viridula (little green sedge); Carex vulpinoidea (fox sedge); Carex willdenowii (Willdenow's 
sedge); Carex woodii (pretty sedge) 
 
3) Carya glabra (pignut hickory); Carya ovalis (red hickory) 
 
4) Amaranthus blitum (purple amaranth); Amaranthus cannabinus (tidalmarsh amaranth); Amaranthus 
pumilus (seaside amaranth); Amaranthus spinosus (spiny amaranth); Amaranthus tuberculatus 
(roughfruit amaranth); Chenopodium ambrosiodes (Mexican tea);  Chenopodium berlandieri (pitseed 
goosefoot); Chenopodium bonus-henricus (good King Henry);  Chenopodium botrys (Jerusalem oak 
goosefoot); Chenopodium capitatum (blite goosefoot); Chenopodium glaucum (oakleaf goosefoot); 
Chenopodium simplex (mapleleaf goosefoot);  Chenopodium standleyanum (Standley's goosefoot);  
Chenopodium urbicum (city goosefoot) 
 
5) Cornus alternifolia (alternateleaf dogwood);  Cornus amomum (silky dogwood); Cornus florida 
(flowering dogwood); Cornus obliqua (silky dogwood);  Cornus racemosa (gray dogwood);  Cornus 
rugosa (roundleaf dogwood) 
 
6) Corylus heterophylla (Siberian hazelnut) 
 
7) Crataegus anomala (Arnold hawthorne);  Crataegus brainerdii (Brainerd's hawthorne); Crataegus 
compta (adorned hawthorn); Crataegus crus-galli (cockspur hawthorn);  Crataegus dilatata (broadleaf 
hawthorn);  Crataegus dissona (northern hawthorn); Crataegus dodgei (Dodge's hawthorn); Crataegus 
flabellata (fanleaf hawthorn);  Crataegus holmesiana (Holmes' hawthorne); Crataegus intricata 
(Copenhagen hawthorne); Crrataegus iracunda (stolonbearing hawthorn); Crataegus jesupii (Jesup's 
hawthorn); Crategus lucorum (grove hawthorn); Crataegus lumaria (roundleaf hawthorn); Crataegus 
membranacea (tissueleaf hawthorn0; Crataegus monogyna (oneseed hawthorn); Crataegus pedicellata 
(scarlet hawthorn); Crataegus pequotorum (Connecticut hawthorn); Crataegus pringlei (Pringle's 
hawthorn); Crataegus punctata (dotted hawthorn); Crataegus scabrida (rough hawthorn); Crataegus 
schuettei (Schuette's hawthorn); Crataegus spatiosa (New London hawthorn); Crataegus 
suborbiculata (Caughuawaga hawthorn); Crataegus succulenta (fleshy hawthorn) 
 
8) Cyperus amuricus (Asian flatsedge); Cyperus bipartitus (slender flatsedge); Cyperus dentatus (toothed 
flatsedge); Cyperus diandrus (umbrella flatsedge); Cyperus echinatus (globe flatsedge); Cyperus 
filicinus (fern flatsedge); Cyperus fuscus (brown flatsedge); Cyperus grayi (Gray's flatsedge); Cyperus 
lupulinus (Great Plains flatsedge); Cyperus squarrosus (bearded flatsedge); Cyperus strigosus 
(strawcolored flatsedge); Kyllinga gracillima (pasture spikesedge) 
 
9) Gaylussacia dumosa (dwarf huckleberry); Gaylussacia frondosa (blue huckleberry) 
 
10) Ilex glabra (inkberry); Ilex laevigata (smooth winterberry); Ilex montana (mountain holly); Ilex 
mucronata (catberry); Ilex opaca (American holly); Ilex verticillata (common winterberry) 
 
11) Juncus acuminatus (tapertip rush); Juncus ambiguus (seasice rush); Juncus anthelatus (greater poverty 
rush); Juncus articulatus (jointleaf rush); Juncus brachycarpus (whiteroot rush); Juncus 
brachycephalus (smallhead rush); Juncus brevicaudatus (narrowpanicle rush); Juncus bufonius (toad 
rush); Juncus canadensis (Canadian rush); Juncus debilis (weak rush); Juncus dichotomus (forked 
rush); Juncus diffusissimus (simpod rush); Juncus dudleyi (Dudley's rush); Juncus gerardii 
(saltmeadow rush); Juncus greenei (Greene's rush); Juncus marginatus (grassleaf rush); Juncus 
militaris (bayonet rush); Juncus nodosus (knotted rush); Juncus pelocarpus (brownfruit rush); Juncus 
secundus (lopsided rush); Juncus subcaudatus (woodland rush); Juncus tenuis (poverty rush); Luzula 
multiflora (common woodrush) 
 
12) Latuca biennis (tall blue lettuce); Lactuca hirsuta (hairy lettuce); Lactuca serriola (prickly lettuce) 
  
 13) Fagopyrum esculentum (buckwheat); Polygonella articulata (coastal jointweed); Polygonum 
achoreum (leathery knotweed); Polygonum amphibium (water knotweed); Polygonum arenastrum 
(oval-leaf knotweed); Polygonum arifolium (halberdleaf tearthumb); Polygonum aviculare (prostrate 
knotweed); Polygonum bellardii (narrowleaf knotweed); Polygonum buxiforme (box knotweed); 
Polygonum careyi (Carey's smartweed); Polygonum cespitosum (Oriental lady's thumb); Polygonum 
cilinode (fringed black bindweed); Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed); Polygonum cuspidatum 
(Japanese knotweed); Polygonum erectum (erect knotweed); Polygonum glaucum (seaside knotweed); 
Polygonum hydropiperoides (swamp smartweed); Polygonum lapathifolium (curly knotweed); 
Polygonum minus (pgymy smartweed); Polygonum nepalense (Nepalese smartweed); Polygonum 
orientale (kiss me over the garden gate); Polygonum pensylvanicum (Pennsylvania smartweed); 
Polygonum persicaria (spotted ladysthumb); Polygonum punctatum (dotted smartweed); Polygonum 
ramosissimum (bushy knotweed); Polygonum robustius (stout smartweed); Polygonum sachalinense 
(giant knotweed); Polygonum sagittatum (arrowleaf tearthumb); Polygonum scandens (climbing false 
buckwheat); Polygonum tenue (pleatleaf knotweed); Polygonum virginianum (jumpseed) 
 
14) Portulaca gradiflora (rose moss) 
 
15) Prunus alleghaniensis (Allegheny plum); Prunus avium (sweet cherry); Prunus domestica (European 
plum); Prunus mahaleb (Mahaleb cherry); Prunus maritima (beach plum); Prunus spinosa 
(blackthorn); Prunus susquehanae (Sesquehana sandcherry) 
 
16) Quercus coccinea (scarlet oak); Quercus ilicifolia (bear oak); Quercus muehlenbergii (chinkapin oak); 
Quercus palustris (pin oak); Quercus prinoides (dwarf chinkapin oak) 
 
17) Cotinus coggygria (European smoketree); Rhus typhina (staghorn sumac); Toxicodendron radicans 
(eastern poison ivy); Toxicodendron rydbergii (western poision ivy); Toxicodendron vernix (poison 
sumac) 
 
18) 47 SPECIES: Dalibarda repens (robin runaway); Rubus alumnus (oldfield blackberry); Rubus 
andrewsianus (Andrews' blackberry); Rubus aptatus (drybank  dewberry); Rubus arenicola 
(sanddwelling dewberry); Rubus baileyanus (Bailey's dewberry); Rubus bigelovianus (lowland 
blackberry); Rubus cuneifolius (sand blackberry); Rubus dissimilis (bristly Oswego blackberry); Rubus 
elegantulus (showy blackberry); Rubus floricomus (manyflower blackberrry); Rubus fraternalis 
(northeastern dewberry); Rubus gnarus (Pollock's Mill blackberry);  Rubus hispidus (bristly dewberry); 
Rubus illecebrosus (strawberry raspberry); Rubus insons (New England blackberry); Rubus insulanus 
(island blackberry); Rubus multifer (kinnickinnick dewberry); Rubus multispinus (devil's blackberry); 
Rubus notatus (bristle berry); Rubus novanglicus (New England dewberry); Rubus obsessus (New 
York dewberry); Rubus parlinii (Parlin's dewberry); Rubus particeps (Kingston dewberry); Rubus 
pensilvanicus (Pennsylvania blackberry); Rubus pergratus (upland blackberry); Rubus philadelphicus 
(Philadelphia blackberry); Rubus phoenicolasius (wine raspberry); Rubus plicatifolius (plaitleaf 
dewberry); Rubus positivus (New London dewberry); Rubus pugnax (pugnancious blackberry); Rubus 
recurvans (recurved blackberry); Rubus recurvicaulis (arching dewberry); Rubus rosa (rose 
blackberry); Rubus rossbergianus (Connecticut blackberry); Rubus saltuensis (Tolland County 
blackberry); Rubus semisetosus (swamp blackberry); Rubus setosus (setose blackberry); Rubus 
vermontanus (Vermont blackberry) 
 
19) Bulbostylis capillaris (densetuft hairsedge); Eleocharis equisetoides (jointed spikesedge); Eleocharis 
erythropoda (bald spikerush); Eleocharis obtusa (blunt spikerush); Eleocharis ovata (ovate spikerush); 
Eleocharis parvula (dwarf spikerush); Eleocharis quadrangulata (squarestem spikerush); Eleocharis 
rostellata (beaked spikerush); Eleocharis tenuis (slender spikerush); Eleocharis tuberculosa (cone-cup 
spikerush); Fimbristylis autumnalis (slender fimbry); Lipocarpha micrantha (smallflower halfchaff 
sedge); Schoenoplectus acutus (hardstem bulrush); Schoenoplectus americanus (chairmaker's bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus fluviatilis (river bulrush); Schoenoplectus maritimus (cosmopolitan bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus novae-angliae (New England bulrush); Schoenoplectus pungens (common 
threesquare); Schoenoplectus purshianus (weakstalk bulrush); Schoenoplectus robustus (sturdy 
  
bulrush); Schoenoplectus smithii (Smith's bulrush); Schoenoplectus subterminalis (swaying bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani (softstem bulrush); Schoenoplectus torreyi (Torrey's bulrush); 
Scirpus atrocinctus (blackgirdle bulrush); Scirpus atrovirens (green bulrush); Scirpus cyperinus 
(woolgrass); Scirpus expansus (woodland bulrush); Scirpus georgianus (Georgia bulrush); Scirpus 
hattorianus (mosquito bulrush); Scirpus longii (Long's bulrush); Scirpus microcarpus (panicled 
bulrush); Scirpus pedicellatus (stalked bulrush); Scirpus pendulus (rufous bulrush); Scirpus 
polyphyllus (leafy bulrush); Trichophorum alpinu (alpine bulrush); Trichophorum planifolium (bashful 
bulrush) 
 
20) Elymus repens (quackgrass); Secale cereale (cereal rye) 
 
21) 10 SPECIES: Ilex mucronata (catberry); Vaccinium fuscatum (black highbush blueberry); Vaccinium 
pallidum (Blue Ridge blueberry); Vaccinium stamineum (deerberry) 
 
22) Viburnum acerifolium (maplefeaf viburnum); Viburnum dentatum (sounther arrowwood); Viburnum 
lantana (wayfaringtree); Viburnum lantanoides (hobblebush); Viburnum plicatum (Japanese snowball); 
Viburnum rafinesqueanum (downy arrowwood); Viburnum recognitum (southern arrrowwood); 
Viburnum setigerum (tea viburnum); Viburnum sieboldii (Siebold's arrowwood) 
 
23) Vicia cracca (bird vetch; Vicia hirsuta (tiny vetch); Vicia pannonica (Hungarian vetch); Vicia sativa 
(garden vetch); Vicia tetrasperma (lentil vetch); Vicia villosa (winter vetch) 
 
24) Hybanthus concolor (eastern greenviolet); Viola affinis (sand violent); Viola arvensis (European field 
pansy); Viola brittoniana (northern coastal violet); Viola canadensis (Canadian white violet); Viola 
cucullata (marsh blue violet); Viola hirsutula (southern woodland violet); Viola labradorica (alpine 
violet); Viola lanceolata (bog white violet); Viola macloskeyi (small white violet);Viola nephrophylla 
(northern bog violet); Viola odorata (sweet violet);  Viola pedata (birdfoot violet); Viola pubesens 
(downy yellow violet); Viola renifolia (white violet); Viola rostrata (longspur violet); Viola 
rotundifolia (roundleaf yellow violet); Viola sagittata (arrowleaf violet); Viola selkirkii (Selkirk's 
violet); Viola septentrionalis (northern woodland violet); Viola sororia (common blue violet); Viola 
striata (striped cream violet); Viola tricolor (johnny jumpup); Viola triloba (three-lobe violet) 
 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Plant Taxa listed in the USDA Plant Database in Connecticut Not Recorded in Native American 
Medicinal Practices 
 
1) Acalypha gracilens (slender threeseed mercury); Acalypha rhomboidea (common threeseed mercury) 
 
2)  Asclepias amplexicaulis (clasping milkweed); Asclepias purpurascens (purple milkweed) 
 
3) Carex abscondita (thicket sedge); Carex acutiformis (lesser pond sedge); Carex aestivalis (summer 
sedge); Carex alata (broadwing sedge); Carex albicans (whitetinge sedge); Carex albolutescens 
(greenwhite sedge); Carex albursina (white bear sedge); Carex alopecoidea (foxtail sedge); Carex 
amphibola (eastern narrowleaf sedge); Carex annectens (yellowfruit sedge); Carex appalachica 
(Appalachian sedge); Carex aquatilis (water sedge); Carex arctata (dropping woodland sedge); Carex 
argyrantha (hay sedge); Carex atlantica (prickly bog sedge); Carex aurea (golden sedge); Carex 
backii (Back's sedge); Carex baileyi (Bailey's sedge); Carex barrattii (Barratt's sedge); Carex bebbii 
(Bebb's sedge); Carex bicknellii (Bicknell's sedge); Carex blanda (eastern woodland sedge); Carex 
bromoides (brome-like sedge); Carex brunnescens (brownish sedge); Carex bullata (button sedge); 
Carex bushii (Bush's sedge); Carex buxbaumii (Buxbaum's sedge); Carex canescens (silvery sedge); 
Carex castanea (chestnut sedge); Carex cephaloidea (thinleaf sedge); Carex cephalophora (oval-leaf 
sedge); Carex collinsii (Collins' sedge); Carex communis (fibrousroot sedge); Carex comosa (longhair 
sedge); Carex conoidea (openfield sedge); Carex crawei (Crawe's sedge); Carex crawfordii 
(Crawford's sedge); Carex crinita (frindged sedge); Carex cristatella (crested sedge); Carex 
cryptolepis (northeastern sedge); Carex cumulata (clustered sedge); Carex davisii (Davis' sedge); 
Carex debilis (white edge sedge); Carex deweyana (Dewy sedge); Carex diandra (lesser panicled 
sedge); Carex digitalis (slender woodland sedge); Carex disperma (softleaf sedge); Carex eburnea 
(bristleleaf sedge); Carex echinata (star sedge); Carex emoryi (Emory's sedge); Carex exilis (coastal 
sedge); Carex festucacea (fescue sedge); Carex flava (yellow sedge); Carex folliculata (northern long 
sedge); Carex formosa (handsome sedge); Carex glaucodea (blue sedge); Carex gracilescens (slender 
looseflower sedge); Carex gracillimia (graceful sedge); Carex granularis (limestone meadow sedge); 
Carex grayi (Gray's sedge); Carex grisea (inflated narrow-leaf sedge); Carex gynandra (nodding 
sedge); Carex haydenii (Hayden's sedge); Carex hirsutella (fuzzy wuzzy sedge); Carex hirta (hammer 
sedge); Carex hirtifolia (pubescent sedge); Carex hitchcockiana (Hitchcock's sedge); Carex 
hormathodes (marsh straw sedge); Carex hystericina (bottlebrush sedge); Carex interior (inland 
sedge); Carex intumescens (greater bladder sedge); Carex lacustris (hairy sedge); Carex laevivaginata 
(smoothshearth sedge); Carex lapponica (Lapland sedge); Carex lasiocarpa (woollyfruit sedge); Carex 
laxiculmis (spreading sedge); Carex laxiflora (broad looseflower sedge); Carex leptalea (bristlystalked 
sedge); Carex leptonervia (nerveless woodland sedge); Carex limosa (mud sedge); Carex livida (livid 
sedge); Carex longii (Long's sedge); Carex lucorum (Blue Ridge sedge); Carex lupuliformis (false hop 
sedge); Carex lupulina (hop sedge); Carex lurida (shallow sedge); Carex magellanica (boreal bog 
sedge); Carex merritt-fernaldii (Fernald'a sedge); Carex mesochorea (midland sedge); Carex molesta 
(troublesome sedge); Carex muehlenbergii (Muhlenberg's sedge); Carex nigra (smooth black sedge); 
Carex nigromarginata (black edge sedge); Carex normalis (greater straw sedge); Carex novae-angliae 
(New England sedge); Carex oligocarpa (richwoods sedge); Carex ormostachya (necklace spike 
sedge); Carex pallescens (pale sedge); carex panicea (grass-like sedge); Carex pauciflora (fewflower 
sedge); Carex pedunculata (longstalk sedge); Carex pellita (woolly sedge); Carex pensylvanica 
(Pennsylvania sedge); Carex polymorpha (variable sedge); Carex prairea (prairie sedge); Carex 
projecta (necklace sedge); Carex pseudocyperus (cypress-like sedge); Carex radiata (eastern star 
sedge); Carex retroflexa (reflexed sedge); Carex retrorsa (knotsheath sedge); Carex rosea (rosy 
sedge); Carex scabrata (eastern rough sedge); Carex schweinitzii (Schweinitz's sedge); Carex scoparia 
(broom sedge); Carex seorsa (weak stellate sedge); Carex siccata (dryspike sedge); Carex silicea 
(beach sedge); Carex sparganioides (bur-reed sedge); Carex spicata (prickly sedge); Carex sprengelii 
(Sprengel's sedge); Carex squarrosa (squarrose sedge); Carex sterilis (dioecious sedge); Carex stipata 
(awlfruit sedge); Carex straminea (eastern straw sedge); Carex striatula (lined sedge); Carex stricta 
(upright sedge); Carex styloflexa (bent sedge); Carex swanii (Swan's sedge); Carex tenera (quill 
sedge); Carex tetanica (rigid sedge); Carex tincta (tinged sedge); Carex tonsa (shaved sedge); Carex 
torta (twisted sedge); Carex tribuloides (blunt broom sedge); Carex trichocarpa (hairyfuirt sedge); 
Carex trisperma (threeseeded sedge); Carex tuckermanii (Tukerman's sedge); Carex typhina (cattail 
	 
 
sedge); Carex umbellata (parasol sedge); Carex vesicaria (blister sedge); Carex vestita (velvet sedge); 
Carex virescens (ribbed sedge); Carex viridula (little green sedge); Carex willdenowii (Willdenow's 
sedge); Carex woodii (pretty sedge) 
 
4) Carya glabra (pignut hickory); Carya ovalis (red hickory) 
 
5) Amaranthus albus (prostrate pigweed); Amaranthus blitoides (mat amaranth); Amaranthus blitum 
(purple amaranth); Amaranthus cannabinus (tidalmarsh amaranth); Amaranthus caudatus (love-lies 
bleeding); Amaranthus cruentus (red amaranth); Amaranthus powellii (Powell's amaranth); 
Amaranthus pumilus (seaside amaranth); Amaranthus tuberculatus (roughfruit amaranth); 
Chenopodium berlandieri (pitseed goosefoot); Chenopodium bonus-henricus (good King Henry); 
Chenopodium glaucum (oakleaf goosefoot);  Chenopodium murale (nettleleaf goosefoot); 
Chenopodium pratericola (desert goosefoot);  Chenopodium rubrum (red goosefoot);  Chenopodium 
simplex (mapleleaf goosefoot);  Chenopodium standleyanum (Standley's goosefoot);  Chenopodium 
urbicum (city goosefoot) 
 
6) Cornus obliqua (silky dogwood) 
 
7) Crataegus anomala (Arnold hawthorne);  Crataegus brainerdii (Brainerd's hawthorne); Crataegus 
compta (adorned hawthorn); Crataegus crus-galli (cockspur hawthorn);  Crataegus dilatata (broadleaf 
hawthorn);  Crataegus dissona (northern hawthorn); Crataegus dodgei (Dodge's hawthorn); Crataegus 
flabellata (fanleaf hawthorn);  Crataegus holmesiana (Holmes' hawthorne); Crataegus intricata 
(Copenhagen hawthorne); Crrataegus iracunda (stolonbearing hawthorn); Crataegus jesupii (Jesup's 
hawthorn); Crategus lucorum (grove hawthorn); Crataegus lumaria (roundleaf hawthorn); Crataegus 
macrosperma (bigfruit hawthorn); Crataegus membranacea (tissueleaf hawthorn); Crataegus mollis 
(downy hawthorn); Crataegus monogyna (oneseed hawthorn); Crataegus pedicellata (scarlet 
hawthorn); Crataegus pequotorum (Connecticut hawthorn); Crataegus pringlei (Pringle's hawthorn);  
Crataegus pruinosa (waxyfruit hawthorn); Crataegus scabrida (rough hawthorn); Crataegus schuettei 
(Schuette's hawthorn); Crataegus spatiosa (New London hawthorn); Crataegus suborbiculata 
(Caughuawaga hawthorn); Crataegus succulenta (fleshy hawthorn) 
 
8) Cyperus amuricus (Asian flatsedge); Cyperus bipartitus (slender flatsedge); Cyperus dentatus (toothed 
flatsedge); Cyperus diandrus (umbrella flatsedge); Cyperus echinatus (globe flatsedge); Cyperus 
erythrorhizos (redroot flatsedge); Cyperus filicinus (fern flatsedge); Cyperus fuscus (brown flatsedge); 
Cyperus grayi (Gray's flatsedge); Cyperus lupulinus (Great Plains flatsedge); Cyperus odoratus 
(fragrant flatsedge); Cyperus squarrosus (bearded flatsedge); Cyperus strigosus (strawcolored 
flatsedge); Kyllinga gracillima (pasture spikesedge) 
 
9) Galium album (white bedstraw); Galium glaucum (waxy bedstraw); Galium labradoricum (northern 
bog bedstraw); Galium lanceolatum (lanceleaf wild licorice); Galium mollugo (false baby's breath); 
Galium obtusum (bluntleaf bedstraw); Galium palustre (common marsh bedstraw); Galium pilosum 
(hairy bedstraw);  Galium sylvaticum (Scotch mist); Galium verum (Yellow Spring bedstraw) 
 
10) Gaylussacia dumosa (dwarf huckleberry); Gaylussacia frondosa (blue huckleberry) 
 
11)  Ilex glabra (inkberry); Ilex laevigata (smooth winterberry); Ilex montana (mountain holly); Ilex 
mucronata (catberry);  
 
12) Juncus acuminatus (tapertip rush); Juncus ambiguus (seasice rush); Juncus anthelatus (greater poverty 
rush); Juncus articulatus (jointleaf rush); Juncus brachycarpus (whiteroot rush); Juncus 
brachycephalus (smallhead rush); Juncus brevicaudatus (narrowpanicle rush); Juncus canadensis 
(Canadian rush); Juncus debilis (weak rush); Juncus dichotomus (forked rush); Juncus diffusissimus 
(simpod rush); Juncus dudleyi (Dudley's rush; Juncus gerardii (saltmeadow rush); Juncus greenei 
(Greene's rush); Juncus marginatus (grassleaf rush); Juncus militaris (bayonet rush); Juncus nodosus 
(knotted rush); Juncus pelocarpus (brownfruit rush); Juncus secundus (lopsided rush); Juncus 
subcaudatus (woodland rush); Luzula multiflora (common woodrush) 
	 
 
 13) Lactuca hirsuta (hairy lettuce) 
 
14) Polygonella articulata (coastal jointweed); Polygonum achoreum (leathery knotweed); Polygonum 
arifolium (halberdleaf tearthumb); Polygonum bellardii (narrowleaf knotweed); Polygonum buxiforme 
(box knotweed); Polygonum cespitosum (Oriental lady's thumb); Polygonum cilinode (fringed black 
bindweed); Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed); Polygonum cuspidatum (Japanese knotweed); 
Polygonum erectum (erect knotweed); Polygonum glaucum (seaside knotweed); Polygonum 
hydropiperoides (swamp smartweed); Polygonum minus (pgymy smartweed); Polygonum nepalense 
(Nepalese smartweed); Polygonum orientale (kiss me over the garden gate); Polygonum robustius 
(stout smartweed); Polygonum sachalinense (giant knotweed); Polygonum sagittatum (arrowleaf 
tearthumb); Polygonum scandens (climbing false buckwheat); Polygonum tenue (pleatleaf knotweed) 
 
15) Portulaca gradiflora (rose moss);  
 
16) Myriophyllum pinnatum (cutleaf watermilfoil); Potamogeton alpinus (alpine pondweed); Potamogeton 
amplifolius (largeleaf pondweed); Potamogeton bicupulatus (snailseed pondweed); Pontamogeton 
confervoides (Tuckerman's pondweed); Potamogeton crispus (curly pondweed); Potamogeton 
diversifolius (waterthread pondweed); Potamogeton epihydrus (ribbonleaf pondweed); Potamogeton 
foliosus (leafy pondweed); Potamogeton friesii (Fries' pondweed); Potamogeton gramineus 
(variableleaf pondweed); Potamogeton hillii (Hill's pondweed); Potamogeton illinoensis (Illinois 
pondweedPotamogeton nodosus (longleaf pondweed); Potamogeton oakesianus (Oakes' pondweed); 
Potamogeton obtusifolius (bluntleaf pondweed); Potamogeton ogdenii (Ogden's pondweed); 
Potamogeton perfoliatus (claspingleaf pondweed); Potamogeton praelongus (whitesterm pondweed); 
Pontamogeton pulcher (spotted pondweed); Potamogeton pusillus (small pondweed); Pontamogeton 
richardsonii (Richardson's pondweed); Potamogeton robbinsii (Robbins' pondweed); Potamogeton 
spirillus (spiral pondweed); Potamogeton strictifolius (narrowleaf pondweed); Potamogeton vaseyi 
(vasey's); Potamogeton zosteriformis (flatsterm pondweed); Stuckenia pectinata (sago pondweed) 
 
17) Prunus alleghaniensis (Allegheny plum); Prunus domestica (European plum); Prunus mahaleb 
(Mahaleb cherry); Prunus maritima (beach plum); Prunus spinosa (blackthorn); Prunus susquehanae 
(Sesquehana sandcherry);  
 
18) Quercus prinoides (dwarf chinkapin oak); Quercus prinus (chestnut oak);  
 
19) Cotinus coggygria (European smoketree); Rhus typhina (staghorn sumac);  
 
20) Dalibarda repens (robin runaway); Rubus alumnus (oldfield blackberry); Rubus andrewsianus 
(Andrews' blackberry); Rubus arenicola (sanddwelling dewberry); Rubus baileyanus (Bailey's 
dewberry); Rubus bigelovianus (lowland blackberry); Rubus dissimilis (bristly Oswego blackberry); 
Rubus elegantulus (showy blackberry); Rubus floricomus (manyflower blackberrry); Rubus fraternalis 
(northeastern dewberry); Rubus gnarus (Pollock's Mill blackberry);  Rubus hispidus (bristly dewberry); 
Rubus illecebrosus (strawberry raspberry); Rubus insons (New England blackberry); Rubus insulanus 
(island blackberry); Rubus multifer (kinnickinnick dewberry); Rubus multispinus (devil's blackberry); 
Rubus notatus (bristle berry); Rubus novanglicus (New England dewberry); Rubus obsessus (New 
York dewberry); Rubus parlinii (Parlin's dewberry); Rubus particeps (Kingston dewberry); Rubus 
pensilvanicus (Pennsylvania blackberry); Rubus pergratus (upland blackberry); Rubus philadelphicus 
(Philadelphia blackberry); Rubus phoenicolasius (wine raspberry); Rubus plicatifolius (plaitleaf 
dewberry); Rubus positivus (New London dewberry); Rubus pugnax (pugnancious blackberry); Rubus 
recurvans (recurved blackberry); Rubus recurvicaulis (arching dewberry); Rubus rosa (rose 
blackberry); Rubus rossbergianus (Connecticut blackberry); Rubus saltuensis (Tolland County 
blackberry); Rubus semisetosus (swamp blackberry); Rubus setosus (setose blackberry); Rubus 
vermontanus (Vermont blackberry) 
 
21) Bulbostylis capillaris (densetuft hairsedge); Eleocharis equisetoides (jointed spikesedge); Eleocharis 
erythropoda (bald spikerush); Eleocharis obtusa (blunt spikerush); Eleocharis ovata (ovate spikerush); 
	 
 
Eleocharis palustris (common spikerush); Eleocharis parvula (dwarf spikerush); Eleocharis 
quadrangulata (squarestem spikerush); Eleocharis rostellata (beaked spikerush); Eleocharis tenuis 
(slender spikerush); Eleocharis tuberculosa (cone-cup spikerush); Fimbristylis autumnalis (slender 
fimbry); Lipocarpha micrantha (smallflower halfchaff sedge); Schoenoplectus acutus (hardstem 
bulrush); Schoenoplectus americanus (chairmaker's bulrush); Schoenoplectus fluviatilis (river bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus maritimus (cosmopolitan bulrush); Schoenoplectus novae-angliae (New England 
bulrush); Schoenoplectus pungens (common threesquare); Schoenoplectus purshianus (weakstalk 
bulrush); Schoenoplectus robustus (sturdy bulrush); Schoenoplectus smithii (Smith's bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus subterminalis (swaying bulrush); Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani (softstem bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus torreyi (Torrey's bulrush); Scirpus atrocinctus (blackgirdle bulrush); Scirpus 
atrovirens (green bulrush); Scirpus cyperinus (woolgrass); Scirpus expansus (woodland bulrush); 
Scirpus georgianus (Georgia bulrush); Scirpus hattorianus (mosquito bulrush); Scirpus longii (Long's 
bulrush); Scirpus microcarpus (panicled bulrush); Scirpus pedicellatus (stalked bulrush); Scirpus 
pendulus (rufous bulrush); Scirpus polyphyllus (leafy bulrush); Trichophorum alpinu (alpine bulrush); 
Trichophorum planifolium (bashful bulrush) 
 
22) Elymus repens (quackgrass); Elymus trachycaulus (slender wheatgrass); Secale cereale (cereal rye) 
 
23) Ilex mucronata (catberry); Vaccinium corymbosum (highbush blueberry); Vaccinium fuscatum (black 
highbush blueberry); Vaccinium pallidum (Blue Ridge blueberry); Vaccinium stamineum (deerberry) 
 
24) Viburnum dentatum (sounther arrowwood); Viburnum lantana (wayfaringtree); Viburnum plicatum 
(Japanese snowball); Viburnum rafinesqueanum (downy arrowwood); Viburnum recognitum (southern 
arrrowwood); Viburnum setigerum (tea viburnum); Viburnum sieboldii (Siebold's arrowwood) 
 
25) Vicia cracca (bird vetch); Vicia hirsuta (tiny vetch); Vicia pannonica (Hungarian vetch); Vicia 
tetrasperma (lentil vetch);  
 
26) Hybanthus concolor (eastern greenviolet); Viola affinis (sand violent); Viola arvensis (European field 
pansy); Viola blanda (sweet white violet); Viola brittoniana (northern coastal violet); Viola hirsutula 
(southern woodland violet); Viola labradorica (alpine violet); Viola lanceolata (bog white violet); 
Viola macloskeyi (small white violet); Viola odorata (sweet violet); Viola renifolia (white violet); 
Viola rostrata (longspur violet); Viola selkirkii (Selkirk's violet); Viola septentrionalis (northern 
woodland violet); Viola tricolor (johnny jumpup); Viola triloba (three-lobe violet) 
 










 Contemporary Species Identified in CT (Based Upon USDA Plants 
Database) Used for Habitat Categorization (Information Not Present in 
Individual Charts for Each Habitat) 
Acalypha sp. 3 SPECIES: Acalypha gracilens (slender threeseed mercury); Acalypha 
rhomboidea (common threeseed mercury); Acalypha virginica (Virginia 
threeseed mercury) 
 
Asclepias sp. 9 SPECIES: Asclepias amplexicaulis (clasping milkweed); Asclepias exaltata 
(poke milkweed); Asclepias incarnata (swamp milkweed); Asclepias 
purpurascens (purple milkweed); Asclepias quadrifolia (fourleaf milkweed); 
Asclepias syriaca (common milkweed); Asclepias tuberosa (butterfly 
milkweed); Asclepias verticillata (whorled milkweed); Asclepias viridiflora 
(green comet mildweed) 
 
Carex sp. 151 SPECIES: Carex abscondita (thicket sedge); Carex acutiformis (lesser 
pond sedge); Carex aestivalis (summer sedge); Carex alata (broadwing 
sedge); Carex albicans (whitetinge sedge); Carex albolutescens (greenwhite 
sedge); Carex albursina (white bear sedge); Carex alopecoidea (foxtail sedge); 
Carex amphibola (eastern narrowleaf sedge); Carex annectens (yellowfruit 
sedge); Carex appalachica (Appalachian sedge); Carex aquatilis (water 
sedge); Carex arctata (dropping woodland sedge); Carex argyrantha (hay 
sedge); Carex atlantica (prickly bog sedge); Carex aurea (golden sedge); 
Carex backii (Back's sedge); Carex baileyi (Bailey's sedge); Carex barrattii 
(Barratt's sedge); Carex bebbii (Bebb's sedge); Carex bicknellii (Bicknell's 
sedge); Carex blanda (eastern woodland sedge); Carex brevior (shortbeak 
sedge); Carex bromoides (brome-like sedge); Carex brunnescens (brownish 
sedge); Carex bullata (button sedge); Carex bushii (Bush's sedge); Carex 
buxbaumii (Buxbaum's sedge); Carex canescens (silvery sedge); Carex 
castanea (chestnut sedge); Carex cephaloidea (thinleaf sedge); Carex 
cephalophora (oval-leaf sedge); Carex collinsii (Collins' sedge); Carex 
communis (fibrousroot sedge); Carex comosa (longhair sedge); Carex 
conoidea (openfield sedge); Carex crawei (Crawe's sedge); Carex crawfordii 
(Crawford's sedge); Carex crinita (frindged sedge); Carex cristatella (crested 
sedge); Carex cryptolepis (northeastern sedge); Carex cumulata (clustered 
sedge); Carex davisii (Davis' sedge); Carex debilis (white edge sedge); Carex 
deweyana (Dewy sedge); Carex diandra (lesser panicled sedge); Carex 
digitalis (slender woodland sedge); Carex Disperma (softleaf sedge); Carex 
eburnea (bristleleaf sedge); Carex echinata (star sedge); Carex emoryi 
(Emory's sedge); Carex exilis (coastal sedge); Carex festucacea (fescue 
sedge); Carex flava (yellow sedge); Carex folliculata (northern long sedge); 
Carex formosa (handsome sedge); Carex glaucodea (blue sedge); Carex 
gracilescens (slender looseflower sedge); Carex gracillimia (graceful sedge); 
Carex granularis (limestone meadow sedge); Carex grayi (Gray's sedge); 
Carex grisea (inflated narrow-leaf sedge); Carex gynandra (nodding sedge); 
Carex haydenii (Hayden's sedge); Carex hirsutella (fuzzy wuzzy sedge); 
Carex hirta (hammer sedge); Carex hirtifolia (pubescent sedge); Carex 
hitchcockiana (Hitchcock's sedge); Carex hormathodes (marsh straw sedge); 
Carex hystericina (bottlebrush sedge); Carex interior (inland sedge); Carex 
intumescens (greater bladder sedge); Carex lacustris (hairy sedge); Carex 
laevivaginata (smoothshearth sedge); Carex lapponica (Lapland sedge); Carex 
lasiocarpa (woollyfruit sedge); Carex laxiculmis (spreading sedge); Carex 
  
laxiflora (broad looseflower sedge); Carex leptalea (bristlystalked sedge); 
Carex leptonervia (nerveless woodland sedge); Carex limosa (mud sedge); 
Carex livida (livid sedge); Carex longii (Long's sedge); Carex lucorum (Blue 
Ridge sedge); Carex lupuliformis (false hop sedge); Carex lupulina (hop 
sedge); Carex lurida (shallow sedge); Carex magellanica (boreal bog sedge); 
Carex merritt-fernaldii (Fernald'a sedge); Carex mesochorea (midland sedge); 
Carex molesta (troublesome sedge); Carex muehlenbergii (Muhlenberg's 
sedge); Carex nigra (smooth black sedge); Carex nigromarginata (black edge 
sedge); Carex normalis (greater straw sedge); Carex novae-angliae (New 
England sedge); Carex oligocarpa (richwoods sedge); Carex oligosperma 
(fewseed sedge); Carex ormostachya (necklace spike sedge); Carex pallescens 
(pale sedge); carex panicea (grass-like sedge); Carex pauciflora (fewflower 
sedge); Carex pedunculata (longstalk sedge); Carex pellita (woolly sedge); 
Carex pensylvanica (Pennsylvania sedge); Carex plantaginea (plantainleaf 
sedge); Carex platyphylla (broadleaf sedge); Carex polymorpha (variable 
sedge); Carex prairea (prairie sedge); Carex prasina (drooping sedge); Carex 
projecta (necklace sedge); Carex pseudocyperus (cypress-like sedge); Carex 
radiata (eastern star sedge); Carex retroflexa (reflexed sedge); Carex retrorsa 
(knotsheath sedge); Carex rosea (rosy sedge); Carex scabrata (eastern rough 
sedge); Carex schweinitzii (Schweinitz's sedge); Carex scoparia (broom 
sedge); Carex seorsa (weak stellate sedge); Carex siccata (dryspike sedge); 
Carex silicea (beach sedge); Carex sparganioides (bur-reed sedge); Carex 
spicata (prickly sedge); Carex sprengelii (Sprengel's sedge); Carex squarrosa 
(squarrose sedge); Carex sterilis (dioecious sedge); Carex stipata (awlfruit 
sedge); Carex straminea (eastern straw sedge); Carex striatula (lined sedge); 
Carex stricta (upright sedge); Carex styloflexa (bent sedge); Carex swanii 
(Swan's sedge); Carex tenera (quill sedge); Carex tetanica (rigid sedge); 
Carex tincta (tinged sedge); Carex tonsa (shaved sedge); Carex torta (twisted 
sedge); Carex tribuloides (blunt broom sedge); Carex trichocarpa (hairyfuirt 
sedge); Carex trisperma (threeseeded sedge); Carex tuckermanii (Tukerman's 
sedge); Carex typhina (cattail sedge); Carex umbellata (parasol sedge); Carex 
utriculata (Northwest Territory sedge); Carex vesicaria (blister sedge); Carex 
vestita (velvet sedge); Carex virescens (ribbed sedge); Carex viridula (little 
green sedge); Carex vulpinoidea (fox sedge); Carex willdenowii (Willdenow's 




Carya sp. 5 SPECIES: Carya alba (mockernut hickory); Carya cordiformis (bitternut 
hickory);  Carya glabra (pignut hickory); Carya ovalis (red hickory); Carya 




25 SPECIES:  Amaranthus albus (prostrate pigweed); Amaranthus blitoides 
(mat amaranth); Amaranthus blitum (purple amaranth); Amaranthus 
cannabinus (tidalmarsh amaranth); Amaranthus caudatus (love-lies bleeding); 
Amaranthus cruentus (red amaranth); Amaranthus hybridus (slim amaranth); 
Amaranthus powellii (Powell's amaranth); Amaranthus pumilus (seaside 
  
amaranth); Amaranthus retroflexus (redroot amaranth); Amaranthus spinosus 
(spiny amaranth); Amaranthus tuberculatus (roughfruit amaranth); 
Chenopodium album (lambsquarter); Chenopodium ambrosiodes (Mexican 
tea);  Chenopodium berlandieri (pitseed goosefoot); Chenopodium bonus-
henricus (good King Henry);  Chenopodium botrys (Jerusalem oak goosefoot); 
Chenopodium capitatum (blite goosefoot); Chenopodium glaucum (oakleaf 
goosefoot);  Chenopodium murale (nettleleaf goosefoot); Chenopodium 
pratericola (desert goosefoot);  Chenopodium rubrum (red goosefoot);  
Chenopodium simplex (mapleleaf goosefoot);  Chenopodium standleyanum 




Cornus sp. 8 SPECIES: Cornus alternifolia (alternateleaf dogwood);  Cornus amomum 
(silky dogwood);  Cornus canadensis (bunchberry dogwood);  Cornus florida 
(flowering dogwood); Cornus obliqua (silky dogwood);  Cornus racemosa 
(gray dogwood);  Cornus rugosa (roundleaf dogwood); Cornus sericea 
(redosier dogwood)  
Corylus sp. 3 SPECIES: Corylus americana (American hazelnut); Corylus cornuta 
(beaked hazelnut); Corylus heterophylla (Siberian hazelnut)  
Crataegus sp. 30 SPECIES: Crataegus anomala (Arnold hawthorne);  Crataegus brainerdii 
(Brainerd's hawthorne);   Crataeus chrysocarpa (fireberry hawthorn);  
Crataegus compta (adorned hawthorn); Crataegus crus-galli (cockspur 
hawthorn);  Crataegus dilatata (broadleaf hawthorn);  Crataegus dissona 
(northern hawthorn); Crataegus dodgei (Dodge's hawthorn); Crataegus 
flabellata (fanleaf hawthorn);  Crataegus holmesiana (Holmes' hawthorne); 
Crataegus intricata (Copenhagen hawthorne); Crrataegus iracunda 
(stolonbearing hawthorn); Crataegus jesupii (Jesup's hawthorn); Crategus 
lucorum (grove hawthorn); Crataegus lumaria (roundleaf hawthorn); 
Crataegus macrosperma (bigfruit hawthorn); Crataegus membranacea 
(tissueleaf hawthorn); Crataegus mollis (downy hawthorn); Crataegus 
monogyna (oneseed hawthorn); Crataegus pedicellata (scarlet hawthorn); 
Crataegus pequotorum (Connecticut hawthorn); Crataegus pringlei (Pringle's 
hawthorn);  Crataegus pruinosa (waxyfruit hawthorn); Crataegus punctata 
(dotted hawthorn); Crataegus scabrida (rough hawthorn); Crataegus schuettei 
(Schuette's hawthorn); Crataegus spatiosa (New London hawthorn); 
Crataegus submollis (Quebec hawthorn); Crataegus suborbiculata 
(Caughuawaga hawthorn); Crataegus succulenta (fleshy hawthorn) 
Cucurbita sp.  Cucurbita pepo (field pumpkin) 
Cyperus sp. 15 SPECIES: Cyperus amuricus (Asian flatsedge); Cyperus bipartitus (slender 
flatsedge); Cyperus dentatus (toothed flatsedge); Cyperus diandrus (umbrella 
flatsedge); Cyperus echinatus (globe flatsedge); Cyperus erythrorhizos 
(redroot flatsedge); Cyperus esculentus (yellow nutsedge); Cyperus filicinus 
(fern flatsedge); Cyperus fuscus (brown flatsedge); Cyperus grayi (Gray's 
flatsedge); Cyperus lupulinus (Great Plains flatsedge); Cyperus odoratus 
(fragrant flatsedge); Cyperus squarrosus (bearded flatsedge); Cyperus 
strigosus (strawcolored flatsedge); Kyllinga gracillima (pasture spikesedge) 
  
Galium sp. 17 SPECIES: Galium album (white bedstraw); Galium aparine (stickywilly); 
Galium asprellum (rough bedstraw); Galium boreale (northern bedstraw); 
Galium circaezans (licorice bedstraw); Galium glaucum (waxy bedstraw); 
Galium labradoricum (northern bog bedstraw); Galium lanceolatum (lanceleaf 
wild licorice); Galium mollugo (false baby's breath); Galium obtusum 
(bluntleaf bedstraw); Galium palustre (common marsh bedstraw); Galium 
pilosum (hairy bedstraw);  Galium sylvaticum (Scotch mist); Galium 
tinctorium (stiff marsh bedstraw); Galium trifidum (threepetal bedstraw); 




3 SPECIES: Gaylussacia baccata (black huckleberry); Gaylussacia dumosa 
(dwarf huckleberry); Gaylussacia frondosa (blue huckleberry) 
Ilex sp. 6 SPECIES: Ilex glabra (inkberry); Ilex laevigata (smooth winterberry); Ilex 
montana (mountain holly); Ilex mucronata (catberry); Ilex opaca (American 




Juglans nigra SAME 
Juglans sp. 3 SPECIES: Carya alba (mockernut hickory); Juglans cinera (butternut); 
Juglans nigra (black walnut) 
Juncus sp. 24 SPECIES: Juncus acuminatus (tapertip rush); Juncus ambiguus (seasice 
rush); Juncus anthelatus (greater poverty rush); Juncus articulatus (jointleaf 
rush); Juncus brachycarpus (whiteroot rush); Juncus brachycephalus 
(smallhead rush); Juncus brevicaudatus (narrowpanicle rush); Juncus bufonius 
(toad rush); Juncus canadensis (Canadian rush); Juncus debilis (weak rush); 
Juncus dichotomus (forked rush); Juncus diffusissimus (simpod rush); Juncus 
dudleyi (Dudley's rush); Juncus effusus (common rush); Juncus gerardii 
(saltmeadow rush); Juncus greenei (Greene's rush); Juncus marginatus 
(grassleaf rush); Juncus militaris (bayonet rush); Juncus nodosus (knotted 
rush); Juncus pelocarpus (brownfruit rush); Juncus secundus (lopsided rush); 
Juncus subcaudatus (woodland rush); Juncus tenuis (poverty rush); Luzula 
multiflora (common woodrush) 
Lactuca sp. 4 SPECIES: Latuca biennis (tall blue lettuce); Lactuca canadensis (Canada 



















33 SPECIES: Fagopyrum esculentum (buckwheat); Polygonella articulata 
(coastal jointweed); Polygonum achoreum (leathery knotweed); Polygonum 
amphibium (water knotweed); Polygonum arenastrum (oval-leaf knotweed); 
Polygonum arifolium (halberdleaf tearthumb); Polygonum aviculare (prostrate 
knotweed); Polygonum bellardii (narrowleaf knotweed); Polygonum 
buxiforme (box knotweed); Polygonum careyi (Carey's smartweed); 
Polygonum cespitosum (Oriental lady's thumb); Polygonum cilinode (fringed 
black bindweed); Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed); Polygonum 
cuspidatum (Japanese knotweed); Polygonum erectum (erect knotweed); 
Polygonum glaucum (seaside knotweed); Polygonum hydropiper 
(marshpepper knotweed); Polygonum hydropiperoides (swamp smartweed); 
Polygonum lapathifolium (curly knotweed); Polygonum minus (pgymy 
smartweed); Polygonum nepalense (Nepalese smartweed); Polygonum 
orientale (kiss me over the garden gate); Polygonum pensylvanicum 
(Pennsylvania smartweed); Polygonum persicaria (spotted ladysthumb); 
Polygonum punctatum (dotted smartweed); Polygonum ramosissimum (bushy 
knotweed); Polygonum robustius (stout smartweed); Polygonum sachalinense 
(giant knotweed); Polygonum sagittatum (arrowleaf tearthumb); Polygonum 
scandens (climbing false buckwheat); Polygonum tenue (pleatleaf knotweed); 
Polygonum virginianum (jumpseed) 




28 SPECIES: Myriophyllum pinnatum (cutleaf watermilfoil); Potamogeton 
alpinus (alpine pondweed); Potamogeton amplifolius (largeleaf pondweed); 
Potamogeton bicupulatus (snailseed pondweed); Pontamogeton confervoides 
(Tuckerman's pondweed); Potamogeton crispus (curly pondweed); 
Potamogeton diversifolius (waterthread pondweed); Potamogeton epihydrus 
(ribbonleaf pondweed); Potamogeton foliosus (leafy pondweed); Potamogeton 
friesii (Fries' pondweed); Potamogeton gramineus (variableleaf pondweed); 
Potamogeton hillii (Hill's pondweed); Potamogeton illinoensis (Illinois 
pondweed); Potamogeton natans (floating pondweed); Potamogeton nodosus 
(longleaf pondweed); Potamogeton oakesianus (Oakes' pondweed); 
Potamogeton obtusifolius (bluntleaf pondweed); Potamogeton ogdenii 
(Ogden's pondweed); Potamogeton perfoliatus (claspingleaf pondweed); 
Potamogeton praelongus (whitesterm pondweed); Pontamogeton pulcher 
(spotted pondweed); Potamogeton pusillus (small pondweed); Pontamogeton 
richardsonii (Richardson's pondweed); Potamogeton robbinsii (Robbins' 
pondweed); Potamogeton spirillus (spiral pondweed); Potamogeton 
strictifolius (narrowleaf pondweed); Potamogeton vaseyi (vasey's); 






Prunus sp. 14 SPECIES: Prunus alleghaniensis (Allegheny plum); Prunus americana 
(American plum); Prunus avium (sweet cherry); Prunus cerasus (sour cherry); 
Prunus domestica (European plum); Prunus mahaleb (Mahaleb cherry); 
Prunus maritima (beach plum); Prunus nigra (Canadian plum); Prunus 
pensylvanaica (pin cherry); Prunus persica (peach); Prunus serotina (black 
cherry); Prunus spinosa (blackthorn); Prunus susquehanae (Sesquehana 
sandcherry); Prunus viginiana (chokecherry) 
Quercus sp. 12 SPECIES: Quercus alba (white oak); Quercus bicolor (swamp white oak); 
Quercus coccinea (scarlet oak); Quercus ilicifolia (bear oak); Quercus 
macrocarpa (bur oak); Quercus muehlenbergii (chinkapin oak); Quercus 
palustris (pin oak); Quercus phellos (willow oak); Quercus prinoides (dwarf 
chinkapin oak); Quercus prinus (chestnut oak); Quercus rubra (northern red 
oak); Quercus stellata (post oak); Quercus velutina (black oak) 
Rhus sp. 8 SPECIES: Cotinus coggygria (European smoketree); Rhus aromatica 
(fragrant sumac); Rhus copallinum (winged sumac); Rhus glabra (smooth 
sumac); Rhus typhina (staghorn sumac); Toxicodendron radicans (eastern 
poison ivy); Toxicodendron rydbergii (western poision ivy); Toxicodendron 
vernix (poison sumac) 
Rubus sp. 47 SPECIES: Dalibarda repens (robin runaway); Rubus allegheniensis 
(Allegheny blackberry); Rubus alumnus (oldfield blackberry); Rubus 
andrewsianus (Andrews' blackberry); Rubus aptatus (drybank  dewberry); 
Rubus arenicola (sanddwelling dewberry); Rubus argutus (sawtooth 
blackberry); Rubus baileyanus (Bailey's dewberry); Rubus bigelovianus 
(lowland blackberry); Rubus canadensis (smooth blackberry); Rubus 
cuneifolius (sand blackberry); Rubus dissimilis (bristly Oswego blackberry); 
Rubus elegantulus (showy blackberry); Rubus flagellaris (northern dewberry); 
Rubus floricomus (manyflower blackberrry); Rubus fraternalis (northeastern 
dewberry); Rubus frondosus (yankee blackberry); Rubus gnarus (Pollock's 
Mill blackberry);  Rubus hispidus (bristly dewberry); Rubus idaeus (American 
red raspberry); Rubus illecebrosus (strawberry raspberry); Rubus insons (New 
England blackberry); Rubus insulanus (island blackberry); Rubus laciniatus 
(cutleaf blackberry); Rubus multifer (kinnickinnick dewberry); Rubus 
multispinus (devil's blackberry); Rubus notatus (bristle berry); Rubus 
novanglicus (New England dewberry); Rubus obsessus (New York dewberry); 
Rubus occidentalis (black raspberry);  Rubus odoratus (purpleflowering 
raspberry); Rubus parlinii (Parlin's dewberry); Rubus particeps (Kingston 
dewberry); Rubus pensilvanicus (Pennsylvania blackberry); Rubus pergratus 
(upland blackberry); Rubus philadelphicus (Philadelphia blackberry); Rubus 
phoenicolasius (wine raspberry); Rubus plicatifolius (plaitleaf dewberry); 
Rubus positivus (New London dewberry);  Rubus pubescens (dwarf red 
blackberry); Rubus pugnax (pugnancious blackberry); Rubus recurvans 
(recurved blackberry); Rubus recurvicaulis (arching dewberry); Rubus rosa 
(rose blackberry); Rubus rossbergianus (Connecticut blackberry); Rubus 
saltuensis (Tolland County blackberry); Rubus semisetosus (swamp 
  
blackberry); Rubus setosus (setose blackberry); Rubus vermontanus (Vermont 
blackberry) 
Scirpus sp. 37 SPECIES: Bulbostylis capillaris (densetuft hairsedge); Eleocharis 
equisetoides (jointed spikesedge); Eleocharis erythropoda (bald spikerush); 
Eleocharis obtusa (blunt spikerush); Eleocharis ovata (ovate spikerush); 
Eleocharis palustris (common spikerush); Eleocharis parvula (dwarf 
spikerush); Eleocharis quadrangulata (squarestem spikerush); Eleocharis 
rostellata (beaked spikerush); Eleocharis tenuis (slender spikerush); 
Eleocharis tuberculosa (cone-cup spikerush); Fimbristylis autumnalis (slender 
fimbry); Lipocarpha micrantha (smallflower halfchaff sedge); Schoenoplectus 
acutus (hardstem bulrush); Schoenoplectus americanus (chairmaker's bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus fluviatilis (river bulrush); Schoenoplectus maritimus 
(cosmopolitan bulrush); Schoenoplectus novae-angliae (New England 
bulrush); Schoenoplectus pungens (common threesquare); Schoenoplectus 
purshianus (weakstalk bulrush); Schoenoplectus robustus (sturdy bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus smithii (Smith's bulrush); Schoenoplectus subterminalis 
(swaying bulrush); Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani (softstem bulrush); 
Schoenoplectus torreyi (Torrey's bulrush); Scirpus atrocinctus (blackgirdle 
bulrush); Scirpus atrovirens (green bulrush); Scirpus cyperinus (woolgrass); 
Scirpus expansus (woodland bulrush); Scirpus georgianus (Georgia bulrush); 
Scirpus hattorianus (mosquito bulrush); Scirpus longii (Long's bulrush); 
Scirpus microcarpus (panicled bulrush); Scirpus pedicellatus (stalked 
bulrush); Scirpus pendulus (rufous bulrush); Scirpus polyphyllus (leafy 
bulrush); Trichophorum alpinu (alpine bulrush); Trichophorum planifolium 
(bashful bulrush) 
  
Triticum sp. 4 SPECIES: Elymus repens (quackgrass); Elymus trachycaulus (slender 
wheatgrass); Secale cereale (cereal rye); Triticum aestivum (common wheat) 
Vaccinium 
sp. 
10 SPECIES: Ilex mucronata (catberry); Vaccinium angustifolium (lowbush 
blueberry); Vaccinium corymbosum (highbush blueberry); Vaccinium fuscatum 
(black highbush blueberry); Vaccinium macrocarpon (cranberry); Vaccinium 
myrtilloides (velvetleaf huckleberry); Vaccinium oxycoccos (small cranberry); 
Vaccinium pallidum (Blue Ridge blueberry); Vaccinium stamineum 
(deerberry); Vaccinium vitis-idaea (lingonberry);  
Viburnum sp. 13 SPECIES: Viburnum acerifolium (maplefeaf viburnum); Viburnum 
dentatum (sounther arrowwood); Viburnum lantana (wayfaringtree); 
Viburnum lantanoides (hobblebush); Viburnum lentago (nannyberry); 
Viburnum nudum (possumhaw); Viburnum opulus (European cranberrybush); 
Viburnum plicatum (Japanese snowball); Viburnum prunifolium (blackhaw); 
Viburnum rafinesqueanum (downy arrowwood); Viburnum recognitum 
(southern arrrowwood); Viburnum setigerum (tea viburnum); Viburnum 
sieboldii (Siebold's arrowwood) 
Vicia sp. 7 SPECIES: Vicia cracca (bird vetch); Vicia faba (fava bean); Vicia hirsuta 
(tiny vetch); Vicia pannonica (Hungarian vetch); Vicia sativa (garden vetch); 
Vicia tetrasperma (lentil vetch); Vicia villosa (winter vetch) 
Viola sp. 25 SPECIES: Hybanthus concolor (eastern greenviolet); Viola affinis (sand 
violent); Viola arvensis (European field pansy); Viola blanda (sweet white 
violet); Viola brittoniana (northern coastal violet); Viola canadensis (Canadian 
white violet); Viola cucullata (marsh blue violet); Viola hirsutula (southern 
woodland violet); Viola labradorica (alpine violet); Viola lanceolata (bog 
  
!white violet); Viola macloskeyi (small white violet);Viola nephrophylla 
(northern bog violet); Viola odorata (sweet violet);  Viola pedata (birdfoot 
violet); Viola pubesens (downy yellow violet); Viola renifolia (white violet); 
Viola rostrata (longspur violet); Viola rotundifolia (roundleaf yellow violet); 
Viola sagittata (arrowleaf violet); Viola selkirkii (Selkirk's violet); Viola 
septentrionalis (northern woodland violet); Viola sororia (common blue 
violet); Viola striata (striped cream violet); Viola tricolor (johnny jumpup); 
Viola triloba (three-lobe violet) 
Vitis sp. 5 SPECIES: Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper); Vitis aestivalis 
(summer grape); Vitis labrusca (fox grape); Vitis palmata (catbird grape); Vitis 
riparia (riverbank grape) 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Includes ten sites in order of occupation: 1) 72-91 (1675-1680); (2) 72-164A 
(1680-1690); (3) 72-34A (1680-1690); (4) 72-58 (1760-1770); (5) 72-171 (1765-1775); 
(6) 72-88 (1775-1800); (7) 72-97C (1780-1785); (8) 72-161 (1780-1790); (9) 72-70B 
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